AGENDA
Regular Meeting of the Bedford City Council
Tuesday, April 26, 2022
Bedford City Hall Building A
2000 Forest Ridge Drive
Bedford, Texas 76021
Council Chamber Regular Session 6:00 p.m.
COMPLETE COUNCIL AGENDAS AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION ARE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW
ONLINE AT http://www.bedfordtx.gov
REGULAR SESSION
CALL TO ORDER/GENERAL COMMENTS
INVOCATION
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
COUNCIL RECOGNITION
•

Employee Service Recognition

•

Proclamation recognizing the month of April 2022 as Child Abuse Prevention Month in the City of
Bedford.

•

Proclamation recognizing the month of May 2022 as National AMBUCS Visibility Month in the City
of Bedford.

•

Proclamation recognizing the week of May 15-21, 2022, as National Police Week and Sunday, May
15, 2022, as Peace Officers Memorial Day.

OPEN FORUM (The public is invited to address the Council on any topic that is posted on this agenda. Citizens desiring to speak on Public Hearing(s)
must do so at the time the Public Hearing(s) are opened. In order to speak during Open Forum, a person must first sign in with the City Secretary prior to the
Regular Session being called to order. Speakers will be called upon in the order in which they sign in. Any person not signing in prior to the commencement
of the Regular Session shall not be allowed to speak under Open Forum. Further, Open Forum is limited to a maximum of 30 minutes. Should speakers not
use the entire 30 minutes Council will proceed with the agenda. At the majority vote of the Council the Mayor may extend the time allotted for Open Forum.)
CONSIDER APPROVAL OF ITEMS BY CONSENT (Consent items are deemed to need little Council deliberation and will be acted upon
as on business item. Any member of the City Council may request that an item be withdrawn from the Consent Agenda and placed before the City Council
for full discussion. Approval of the Consent Agenda authorizes the City Manager, or a designee, to implement each item in accordance with staff
recommendation.)

1. Consider approval of the following City Council minutes:
a) March 22, 2022 regular meeting
2. Consider an ordinance repealing Ordinance No. 2021-3301 regarding pay structures; providing a
severability clause; and providing an effective date.

3. Consider a resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into a professional services agreement with
Garver USA in an amount not to exceed $152,417 to provide design and specifications for the
rehabilitation and painting of the two million-gallon Cummings Elevated Storage Tank
NEW BUSINESS
4. Public hearing and consider an ordinance to rezone the property described as Lot 1 Block 1 Harwood
121 Addition, located at 3501 Harwood Road, from Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway
Corridor Overlay (H/MHC) to Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor Overlay/Specific
Use Permit/Full-Service Gasoline Service Station with Convenience Store. (PZ-SUP-2022-500013) (Item
was recommended for approval by the Planning and Zoning Commission by a vote of 5-0-0)
5. Consider an ordinance amending Chapter 82 – “Offenses and Miscellaneous Provisions,” Article III
“Smoking,” Section 82-73 “Food Products Establishment” of the City of Bedford Code of Ordinances;
providing that this ordinance shall be cumulative of all ordinances; providing a severability clause;
providing a penalty clause; and providing an effective date.
6. Consider approval of Old Town Development, LLC, as the named master developer for the Bedford
Commons Mixed-Use Project (area generally located between Bedford Road, L. Don Dodson Drive, EM
Bilger Jr. Boulevard, and Parkwood Drive), and authorizing the City Manager to proceed with
negotiation of a Memorandum of Understanding with same.
7. Consider a resolution authorizing the City Manager to accept the technical and sealed dollar cost
proposals from Weaver and Tidwell, LLP (Weaver, LLP) for independent auditing services for the City
of Bedford, Texas.
8. Consider a resolution approving an amendment to the interlocal agreement with Tarrant County, Texas
for road resurfacing services, which amends the original agreement by replacing Forest Ridge Drive
with Northridge Drive; authorizing the City Manager of the City of Bedford, Texas, to sign such
amendment; and providing an effective date.
9. Consider a resolution of the City of Bedford, Texas approving the American Rescue Plan Act
Appropriation Plan; and recognizing and appropriating expenditures within the Fiscal Year 2022
Coronavirus Local Fiscal Recovery Fund Budget.
10. Consider a resolution appointing members to Bedford’s Citizen Boards and Commissions.
11. Discussion and receive Council direction regarding changes to the City’s Boards and Commissions.
12. Discussion and receive Council direction regarding the scope of the BRW Architects agreement to
design the Performing Arts Center.
13. Mayor/Council Member Reports
14. City Manager/Staff Reports
EXECUTIVE SESSION
To convene in closed session, if time permits, in compliance with Section 551.001 et. Seq. Texas
Government Code, to discuss the following:
a) Pursuant to Section 551.074. to deliberate the appointment, employment, evaluation,
reassignment, duties, discipline, or dismissal of a public officer or employee; or to hear a
complaint or charge against an officer or employee, including deliberation regarding the following
officers or employees – Councilmember Place 1
15. Take any action necessary as a result of the Executive Session.

(Pursuant to Section 551.071 of the Texas Government Code, the City Council reserves the right to consult in a closed meeting with its attorney and to receive legal advice
regarding any item listed on this agenda.)

ADJOURNMENT
CERTIFICATION
I, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that this Notice of Meeting was posted on the outside window in a display cabinet at the City Hall of the City
of Bedford, Texas, a place convenient and readily accessible to the general public at all times, and said Notice was posted by the following date and time:
Friday, April 22, 2022 at 5:00 p.m., and remained so posted at least 72 hours before said meeting convened.

Michael Wells, City Secretary

Date Notice Removed

(Auxiliary aids and services are available to a person when necessary to afford an equal opportunity to participate in City functions and activities. Auxiliary aids and services or
accommodations must be requested in writing to the City Secretary’s Office a minimum of seventy-two hours (72) hours prior to the scheduled starting time of the posted meeting.
Requests can be delivered in person or mailed to the City Secretary’s Office at 2000 Forest Ridge Drive, Bedford, TX 76021, or emailed to citysecretary@bedfordtx.gov. Some
requests may take longer due to the nature, extent and/or availability of such auxiliary aids, services or accommodations.)

PRESENTER:

Jeff Williams, Police Chief

DATE: 04/26/22

Council Recognition

ITEM:
Employee Service Recognition

DISCUSSION:
The following employee has completed a service period and is eligible for recognition:
Ruby Flores

N/A

Police Department

5 years

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Michael Boyter, Mayor

DATE: 04/26/22

Council Recognition

ITEM:
Proclamation recognizing the month of April 2022 as Child Abuse Prevention Month in the City of
Bedford.

City Attorney Review: N/A

DISCUSSION:
Raquel Buezo with the Alliance for Children will be present to accept the proclamation.

ATTACHMENTS:
Proclamation

AGENDA

WHEREAS, children are our future and our greatest resource; and
WHEREAS, every child deserves a nurturing family and safe environment to grow into a healthy, productive
member of the community; and
WHEREAS, child abuse is one of our nation’s most serious public health problems and threatens the safety
of our community; and
WHEREAS, in Tarrant County, 6,511 children were confirmed as victims of child abuse or neglect in 2021;
and
WHEREAS, Alliance For Children provided trauma-informed services to 2,497 children in 2021; and
WHEREAS, finding solutions to prevent child abuse is a community responsibility and depends on the
involvement of all citizens; and
WHEREAS, effective child abuse prevention, investigation and treatment programs succeed because of
partnerships among public and private agencies, schools, religious organizations, medical services, and
the business community.
NOW, THEREFORE, let it be known that I, Michael Boyter, Mayor of the City of Bedford, and the City
Council do hereby proclaim April 2022 as:

Child Abuse Prevention Month
in the City of Bedford and urge all citizens to work together to help reduce child abuse and neglect
significantly in the years to come.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the City of Bedford to be affixed this 26th day of April 2022.

e
Michael Boyter, Mayor

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Michael Boyter, Mayor

DATE: 04/26/22

Council Recognition

ITEM:
Proclamation recognizing the month of May 2022 as National AMBUCS Visibility Month in the City of
Bedford.

City Attorney Review: N/A

DISCUSSION:
Greg Rusk, President of Mid Cities AMBUCS, will be present to accept the proclamation.

ATTACHMENTS:
Proclamation

AGENDA

WHEREAS, May 2022, is National AMBUCS Visibility Month and this occasion provides a fitting opportunity
to recognize the many contributions of this fine organization; and
WHEREAS, with the Mid Cities Chapter among the 167 chapters throughout the United States, AMBUCS is
a leading nonprofit volunteer service association; since its inception in 1922, the organization has raised
millions of dollars toward its mission of Inspiring Mobility and Independence; and
WHEREAS, National AMBUCS Visibility Month brings together volunteers in communities throughout the
nation to participate in a host of projects, such as constructing wheelchair ramps, installing safety grab
bars in bathrooms and visiting hospitals and schools; and
WHEREAS, in addition to promoting service activities, each AMBUCS chapter contributes to two national
programs, the AmTryke Therapeutic Tricycle Project, which provides special cycles in the homes, schools,
and rehabilitation facilities for children and veterans with disabilities, and AMBUCS Scholars-Scholarships
for Therapists, a program that awards more than $200,000 in scholarships each year to students in
accredited therapy programs; and
WHEREAS, members of AMBUCS have demonstrated an unwavering commitment to enriching the lives of
others, and for their efforts, they are truly deserving of praise.
NOW, THEREFORE, let it be known that I, Michael Boyter, Mayor of the City of Bedford, and the City
Council do hereby proclaim May 2022 as:

National AMBUCS Visibility Month
in the City of Bedford and be it further resolved that all those participating in the National AMBUCS
Visibility Month be commended for their work on behalf of disabled individuals and that they be extended
best wishes for successful and memorable service.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the City of Bedford to be affixed this 26th day of April 2022.

e
Michael Boyter, Mayor

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Michael Boyter, Mayor

DATE: 04/26/22

Council Recognition

ITEM:
Proclamation recognizing the week of May 15-21, 2022, as National Police Week and Sunday, May 15,
2022, as Peace Officers Memorial Day.

City Attorney Review: N/A

DISCUSSION:
In 1962, President John F. Kennedy signed a proclamation designating May 15 as Peace Officers
Memorial Day and the week in which that date falls as Police Week.
Tens of thousands of law enforcement officers from around the world converge in Washington, D.C.,
to participate in planned events to honor those that have paid the ultimate sacrifice.
The Memorial Service began in 1982 as a gathering in Senate Park of approximately 120 survivors
and supporters of law enforcement. Decades later, the event, more commonly known as “National
Police Week,” has grown to a series of events, which attracts thousands of survivors and law
enforcement officers to the nation’s capital each year.
Police Chief Jeff Williams will accept the proclamation on behalf of the Bedford Police Department.

ATTACHMENTS:
Proclamation

AGENDA

WHEREAS, the Congress and President of the United States have designated May 15th as Peace Officers’
Memorial Day, and the week in which May 15th falls as National Police Week; and
WHEREAS, the members of the Bedford Police Department play an essential role in safeguarding the rights
and freedoms of Bedford and provide a vital public service; and
WHEREAS, it is important that all citizens know and understand the duties, responsibilities, hazards, and
sacrifices of law enforcement personnel, and that members of the Bedford Police Department recognize
their duty to serve the people by safeguarding life and property, by protecting them against violence and
disorder, and by protecting the innocent against deception and the weak against oppression.
NOW, THEREFORE, let it be known that I, Michael Boyter, Mayor of the City of Bedford, and the City
Council call upon our citizens and all civic and educational organizations to observe the week of May 1521, 2022, as:

National Police Week
with appropriate ceremonies and observances in which our people may join in commemorating law
enforcement officers, past and present, who, by their faithful and loyal devotion to their responsibilities,
have rendered a dedicated service to their communities, and in so doing, have established for themselves
an enviable and enduring reputation for preserving the rights and security of all citizens. I further call
upon all citizens of Bedford to observe Sunday, May 15, 2022, as:

Peace Officers’ Memorial Day
in honor of those law enforcement officers who, through their courageous deeds, have made the ultimate
sacrifice in service to their community or have become disabled in the performance of duty, and let us
recognize and pay respect to the survivors of our fallen heroes.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the City of Bedford to be affixed this 26th day of April 2022.

e
Michael Boyter, Mayor

AGENDA

PRESENTER: Michael Wells, City Secretary
Minutes

ITEM:
Consider approval of the following City Council minutes:
a) March 22, 2022

DISCUSSION:
N/A

ATTACHMENTS:
March 22, 2022 regular meeting minutes

DATE: 04/26/22

AGENDA
Council Minutes March 22, 2022
STATE OF TEXAS

§

COUNTY OF TARRANT

§

CITY OF BEDFORD

§

The City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas, met in Regular Session at 6:00 p.m. in the
Council Chambers of City Hall, 2000 Forest Ridge Drive, on the 22nd day of March, 2022
with the following members present:
Michael Boyter
Amy Sabol
Cindy Almendarez
Dan Cogan
Ruth Culver
Rob Gagliardi
Rich Steves

Mayor
Mayor Pro Tem
Councilmembers

constituting a quorum.
Staff present included:
Jimmy Stathatos
Bryn Meredith
Michael Wells
Maria Joyner
Wes Morrison
Andrea Roy
Cheryl Taylor
Jeff Williams

City Manager
City Attorney
City Secretary
Finance Director
Neighborhood Svcs./Planning Mgr.
Development Director
Public Works Director
Police Chief

REGULAR SESSION
The Regular Session began at 6:01 p.m.
CALL TO ORDER/GENERAL COMMENTS
Mayor Boyter called the meeting to order.
INVOCATION
Joe Cartwright with Reimagine Men DFW gave the invocation.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Pledges of Allegiance to the flags of the United States and Texas were given.
COUNCIL RECOGNITION
•

Employee Service Recognition

AGENDA
Council Minutes March 22, 2022
The following employees received recognition for dedicated service and commitment to the City
of Bedford:
Ramon Villarreal, Public Works Department – 5 years of service
Joey Gauger, Police Department – 25 years of service
•

Proclamation recognizing the week of April 10-16, 2022 as National Public Safety
Telecommunicators Week.

Mayor Boyter read a proclamation recognizing the week of April 10-16, 2022 as National Public
Safety Telecommunicators Week. Police Chief Jeff Williams and Dispatch Supervisor Amy James
accepted the proclamation.
OPEN FORUM
Nobody signed up to speak during Open Forum.
CONSIDER APPROVAL OF ITEMS BY CONSENT
City Manager Jimmy Stathatos presented an overview of the items on the consent agenda.
Motioned by Councilmember Culver seconded by Councilmember Gagliardi, to approve the
following items by consent:1, 2, and 3.
Motion approved 7-0-0. Mayor Boyter declared the motion carried.
1. Consider approval of the following City Council minutes:
a) March 8, 2022 regular meeting
This item was approved by consent.
2. Consider a resolution approving an amendment to the interlocal agreement between
the cities of Bedford, Euless, and Hurst for combining efforts for the provision of a teen
court program in municipal court.
This item was approved by consent.
3. Consider a resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into a professional services
agreement with Teague Nall & Perkins, Inc. in the amount of $122,210 for the design of
the Deuce Drive Water, Sewer, and Street Reconstruction project.
This item was approved by consent.
NEW BUSINESS
4. Public hearing and consider an ordinance amending Chapter 6 of Appendix B of the
City of Bedford Zoning Ordinance by amending Section 6.4.A regarding the
composition of the Board of Adjustment members; and by amending Section 22-31 of
the Code of Ordinances regarding the composition of the Building and Standards
Commission.

AGENDA
Council Minutes March 22, 2022
Planning Manager Wes Morrison presented information regarding this item, which was a request
from Council that amends the Zoning Ordinance by altering the composition of alternates for the
Zoning Board of Adjustment and Section 22-31 of the Code of Ordinance by altering the
membership of the Building and Standards Commission. The Planning and Zoning Commission
recommended approval of the requested amendments. In response to a question from Council,
Mr. Morrison stated the reasoning behind the amendments is to make more efficient use of the
City’s Boards and Commissions.
Mayor Boyter opened the public hearing at 6:19 p.m.
Nobody chose to speak during the public hearing.
Motioned by Councilmember Cogan, seconded by Mayor Pro Tem Sabol, to approve an
ordinance amending Chapter 6 of Appendix B of the City of Bedford Zoning Ordinance by
amending Section 6.4.A regarding the composition of the Board of Adjustment members; and by
amending Section 22-31 of the Code of Ordinances regarding the composition of the Building and
Standards Commission.
Motion approved 7-0-0. Mayor Boyter declared the motion carried.
5. Consider a resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into an agreement with
Andale Construction, Inc. in an amount not to exceed $275,000 for High Density Mineral
Bond (HA5TM) through an interlocal agreement with the City of Hurst.
Public Works Director Cheryl Taylor presented information regarding this item. She stated one of
the items in the Street Improvement Economic Development Corporation (SIEDC) five-year
strategic plan was to consider expanding maintenance options for the street maintenance
program. She stated the HA5TM high density mineral bond is durable and performs longer than
other conventional treatments and can extend the design life of the existing streets. She
discussed other cities that have used the product, including Hurst, and presented examples of
streets in Hurst where the products were used. Ms. Taylor stated the SIEDC Board approved a
trial application of HA5TM and presented an overview of the streets that would be slated for the
application. She presented the communication plan from both the City and Andale Construction,
including websites, social media, signage, door hangers, and fliers as well as contacting the
necessary City Departments, Republic Services, and the Post Office. She further presented an
overview of the timing and process for applying HA5TM, including the closure of streets.
There was discussion on previous products used in the City; the communication plan; and issues
related to people driving on the product before it is complete, including damage to vehicles. In
response to questions from Council, Ms. Taylor stated staff did not go out to bid but are utilizing
an interlocal agreement with Hurst. They further reached out to other cities that used the product.
There was discussion on products made by Polycoat located in Bedford. Ms. Taylor stated the
HA5TM product has a five-year warranty. There was further discussion on using the product on
streets that have only one access point, phasing of the project, and the contractor agreeing to do
work on Saturdays for a street adjacent to a school.
Motioned by Councilmember Culver, seconded by Councilmember Gagliardi, to approve a
resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into an agreement with Andale Construction, Inc.
in an amount not to exceed $275,000 for High Density Mineral Bond (HA5TM) through an
interlocal agreement with the City of Hurst.
Motion approved 7-0-0. Mayor Boyter declared the motion carried.

AGENDA
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6. Consider a resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into a professional services
agreement with Freese and Nichols, Inc. in the amount of $22,756 for the Forest Drive
geomorphic channel assessment.
Ms. Taylor presented information regarding this item, which is for a channel assessment along
the first three phases of the Rustic Woods subdivision from Forest Drive to Cummings Drive. A
previous hydraulic analysis of the channel was performed in the City's 2002 master drainage
study, which concluded that the hydraulic capacity was adequate and reported relatively higher
flow velocities within the channel. The recommendation was that the City continue to monitor the
channel for erosion. Ms. Taylor stated the scope of the project assessment includes acquiring
topography of the existing channel, photographic documentation of the channel conditions, and
field documentation of soils to estimate erodibility in the channel. The project deliverables will be
an assessment report detailing erodibility of the channel, any permitting requirements for
stabilization alternatives, and conceptual alternatives with preliminary cost estimates as
appropriate. The time frame for the work is approximately three to four months, beginning in April
or May, with a final report to the City in August. Ms. Taylor stated this item came about due to
concerns from residents regarding drainage issues and erosion during discussions about a new
development close to the subdivision.
In response to questions from Council, Ms. Taylor stated a master drainage study should be
performed every five or ten years, but it is unusual to see a recommendation for just monitoring.
There was discussion on the scope of the assessment.
Motioned by Councilmember Steves, seconded by Councilmember Gagliardi, to approve a
resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into a professional services agreement with
Freese and Nichols, Inc. in the amount of $22,756 for the Forest Drive geomorphic channel
assessment.
Motion approved 7-0-0. Mayor Boyter declared the motion carried.
7. Consider a resolution of the City of Bedford, Texas approving the American Rescue
Plan Act Appropriation Plan; and recognizing and appropriating expenditures within
the Fiscal Year 2022 Coronavirus Local Fiscal Recovery Fund Budget.
City Manager Jimmy Stathatos presented information regarding this item. The items to be funded
include $85,000 for a vehicle lift for the Public Works Fleet Division to accommodate vehicles up
to 30,000 pounds, including emergency vehicles; $500,000 for an emergency generator and
equipment as part of the state required emergency preparedness plan; $135,000 for a hydroexcavating vacuum trailer; $30,000 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system;
$23,000 for a confined space entry equipment to inspect and repair manholes; $21,000 for
WinCan sewer televising software and equipment upgrades; $15,000 for a hydraulic trench shield
for completion of utility repairs; $10,000 for Keytrak Guardian key management system; $90,000
for a water well chemical feed pump replacement; and $32,000 for online chlorine analyzers for
water distribution facilities. The total amount of the funded items would be $941,000.
Motioned by Councilmember Gagliardi, seconded by Councilmember Almendarez, to approve a
resolution of the City of Bedford, Texas approving the American Rescue Plan Act Appropriation
Plan; and recognizing and appropriating expenditures within the Fiscal Year 2022 Coronavirus
Local Fiscal Recovery Fund Budget.
Motion approved 7-0-0. Mayor Boyter declared the motion carried.

AGENDA
Council Minutes March 22, 2022
8. Mayor/Council Member Reports
Mayor Boyter reported that he and Councilmember Steves attended a ceremony on March 19 at
American Legion Post 379 where they received a historical marker in their honor. He
congratulated everyone at Post 379 and hoped Council could recognize them soon.
9. City Manager/Staff Reports
a) Smoking Ordinance
Mr. Stathatos stated the current smoking ordinance allows a business that derives more than 50
percent of its revenue from alcohol sales to have smoking. He asked for Council direction on
tightening those regulations in terms of removing the exemption to where only certain areas can
have smoking. He stated that the ordinance also allows smoking within ten feet of a building,
including for those that do not allow smoking inside. He discussed whether to make the changes
retroactive and other cities that have established timeframes for businesses to come into
compliance. He felt the intent of the previous changes to the smoking ordinance were to
grandfather certain places, but it also removed many regulations. He discussed surveying
regulations in other cities.
There was discussion on the number of establishments in Bedford that exceed the 50 percent
alcohol revenue and allow smoking; allowing Council a few weeks to contemplate and coming
back for a follow-up discussion; the stipulations that were in place prior to the changes to the
smoking ordinance, including ventilation; and the impact to establishment’s revenue and the
financial impact of changes to the smoking ordinance. Development Director Andrea Roy stated
that a restaurant or bar can also sell tobacco products in their establishments under the current
smoking ordinance, while cigar shops require a specific use permit.
b) Bike the Blue
Mr. Stathatos reported the City is partnering with Bike the Blue, on who’s board both
Councilmember Culver and her daughter Stephanie serve. He stated Police Chief Jeff Williams
has put a heavier emphasis on community policing and one of the easiest and best ways to enter
communities and neighborhoods is on bikes. Bike the Blue will provide ten bikes for the
Department for use by the officers and volunteers.
Councilmember Culver stated the program was started by her daughter five years ago, and she
has partnered with Tarrant County in numerous communities and cities. They are excited to bring
the program to Bedford and the goal is to have some of the bikes ready for the opening of
Generations Park at the Boys Ranch.
10. Take any action necessary as a result of the Executive Session.
Executive Session was not held.
ADJOURNMENT
Mayor Boyter adjourned the meeting at 7:05 p.m.

AGENDA
Council Minutes March 22, 2022

_________________________________
Michael Boyter, Mayor

ATTEST:
_________________________________
Michael Wells, City Secretary

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Stephanie Ayers, Human Resource Director

Council Mission Area:

DATE: 04/26/22

Be responsive to the needs of the community.

ITEM:
Consider an ordinance repealing Ordinance No. 2021-3301 regarding pay structures; providing a
severability clause; and providing an effective date.

City Attorney Review: Yes

SUMMARY:
This item is to repeal Ordinance No. 2021-3301, which includes Other Pay provisions for City of
Bedford employees and moving this information into the Employee Policy Manual to consolidate all
policies and provisions into one document.

BACKGROUND:
The purpose of repealing this ordinance is to consolidate all employee policies and provisions and
include them into one document instead of having the information in two different places.
The former City Attorney advised staff to remove this information from the Employee Policy Manual
and put it into an ordinance; however, the current City Attorney advised that the information should
be housed in the Employee Policy Manual.
The items included in the Other Pay Ordinance are:
•
•
•
•

Temporary Assignment Pay
Stand-by Pay
Incentive and Certification Pay
Differential Pay

If approved, these items would be put in the Compensation section of the Employee Policy Manual.
The Employee Policy Manual was adopted by the City Council on January 21, 2021 and authorizes
the City Manager to approve any future revisions.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
Approval of an ordinance repealing Ordinance No. 2021-3301 regarding pay structures; providing a
severability clause; and providing an effective date.

FISCAL IMPACT:

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

Ordinance
Ordinance No. 2021-3301

AGENDA
ORDINANCE NO. 2022-

AN ORDINANCE REPEALING ORDINANCE NO 2021-3301 REGARDING PAY STRUCTURES;
PROVIDING A SEVERATBILITY CLAUSE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City of Bedford is a home rule city acting under its charter adopted by the electorate
pursuant to Article XI, Section 5 of the Texas Constitution and Chapter 9 of the Local Government
Code; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council of Bedford, Texas adopted Ordinance No. 2021-3301 to provide certain
pay structures; and,
WHEREAS, via Resolution No. 2021-9, the City Council adopted a revised Employee Policy Manual
and authorized the City Manager to make any future revisions to the same; and,
WHEREAS, the previously approved pay structure will now be included in the Employee Policy
Manual.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS:
SECTION 1.

That the findings above are found to be true and correct and are incorporated herein.

SECTION 2.

That Ordinance No. 2021-3301 regarding certain pay structures is hereby repealed
in its entirety.

SECTION 3.

That it is hereby declared to be the intention of the City Council that the phrases,
clauses, sentences, paragraphs and sections of this Ordinance are severable, and if
any phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph or section of this Ordinance shall be
declared unconstitutional by a valid judgment or decree of any court of competent
jurisdiction, such unconstitutionality shall not affect any of the remaining phrases,
clauses, sentences, paragraphs and sections of this Ordinance, since the same
would have been enacted by the City Council without the incorporation in this
Ordinance of any such unconstitutional phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph, or
section.

SECTION 4.

That this Ordinance shall take effect immediately from and after its passage in
accordance with the laws of the State of Texas and the Charter of the City of Bedford.

PRESENTED AND PASSED this 26th day of April 2022, by a vote of __ ayes, __ nays and __
abstentions, at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas.

_________________________
Michael Boyter, Mayor
ATTEST:

_________________________________
Michael Wells, City Secretary

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

_________________________________
Bryn Meredith, City Attorney

AGENDA

THE CITY OF BEDFORD
ADDITIONAL PAY ORDINANCE

Adopted Ordinance
2021-3301
Effective January 26, 2021

Updated 04/13/2021

AGENDA

3.08 TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT PAY (TAP)
A Sworn police or fire employee must be notified by department management to perform the duties of a
higher-ranking position in a temporary capacity for a minimum of one hour, to be eligible for TAP pay.
Any sworn employee temporarily assigned to a higher-level position for one (1) hour or longer will receive
an additional daily flat TAP rate while performing such duties.
Employees may contact Human Resources or look under payroll documents on the intranet to view a chart of
the daily TAP rates per rank.
Current Rank
Assistant Fire Marshal
Police Officer
Firefighter
Police Corporal/Detective
Engineer
Fire Lieutenant

TAP Rank
Fire Marshal
Police Corporal/Detective
Engineer
Police Sergeant
Fire Lieutenant
Battalion Chief

Daily TAP Rate
$25.00
$80.00
$120.00
$80.00
$120.00
$110.00

Any unusual TAP assignments, not listed above, may receive a $50.00 daily TAP Rate if applicable.

3.09 STAND-BY PAY
The City provides for after-hour service needs by allowing some departmental operations to designate certain
non-exempt employees to be on stand-by. Employees designated to be on stand-by are expected to respond
to departmental after-hour service needs as required by procedures established by their Department.
After regularly scheduled working hours, stand-by employees are free to pursue personal activities but must
respond to a call back (via phone or radio) within designated guidelines set by their Department. Employees
designated as stand-by (time period established by Department Director) must remain available to be called
into work within a 45 minute timeframe, meet the standards set forth in the drug and alcohol free workplace
policy and be fit, both mentally and physically, to accomplish stand-by services needed within the time frame
required. An employee is considered officially scheduled and designated as stand-by only when approved by
the supervisor in accordance with procedures established by the Department.
Employees on stand-by will receive the below flat weekly amounts for the inconvenience of being placed on
stand-by.
Position
Public Works Utility Crew Leader
Public Works Utility Maintenance Worker
Fleet Mechanic
Police Criminal Investigations Detective
Police Crime Scene Technician
Police Animal Control Officer
Police SWAT
Police Crash
Firefighter (Arson Team)

Weekly Stand-By Rate
$170.00
$130.00
$150.00
$290.00
$170.00
$150.00
$260.00
$120.00
$290.00

Stand-by employees called back to the workplace will receive pay for actual hours worked at their regular
rate of pay or overtime rate of pay in accordance with the FLSA guidelines. Travel time to and from a callback is compensated through the flat weekly stand-by rate. Stand-by employees who do not return to the
workplace but who handle a workplace issue by phone will be paid for actual time spent on the phone. In all
Updated 04/13/2021
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cases, employees must report their actual hours worked on their time sheets. Employees in a stand-by capacity
are required to fulfill the entire stand-by period and may not swap portions of the stand-by period with other
employees unless otherwise approved by the Department Director.
Lunch and other breaks are not considered to be actual time worked for stand-by hours. Stand-by hours end
when an employee’s regular shift hours begin. Any employee in an “interim” capacity will receive the
“interim” pay rate when stand-by time is worked.
Time worked immediately after regularly scheduled working hours at the request or approval of the supervisor
will not be considered stand-by and is paid at the employee’s base rate of pay until the overtime threshold is
met. Continuing work on a stand-by that extends beyond the stand-by period and into a day off does not
entitle the employee to additional pay.
Employees exempt from overtime are not eligible for stand-by compensation under the provisions of this
policy.

3.11 INCENTIVE AND CERTIFICATION PAY
The City encourages employees to participate in advanced training and education. Additional training is
important to employees and is an overall benefit to the operation of the City of Bedford.
In order to receive compensation, the certificate or other documentation must be deemed beneficial to the
City as part of the employee’s current work responsibilities and must not be a minimum or preferred
requirement for the employee’s position. Should an employee transfer to a department where a certification
currently held becomes applicable, the employee may then be eligible for incentive/certification pay.
Certification or incentive pay shall be forfeited if a transfer or promotion places the employee in a position
where the certificate/incentive is not applicable or is a minimum preferred requirement of the new position.

Eligibility and Requirements

All full-time employees are eligible to receive pay for approved
certifications held during employment with the City of Bedford beyond the minimum or preferred
requirements of their position. An inventory of approved licenses and certification will be kept by Department
Directors and Human Resources. It is the sole responsibility of the employee to provide copies of licenses
and/or certifications and to provide copies of renewals. Employees must provide evidence that
licenses/certifications are current in order for compensation to be considered. If a license or certification has
expired, the related compensation will stop.
All requests for license or certification pay must be done through a Personnel Action Form. These are to be
filled out by the department and sent to Human Resources for approval. In no event will retroactive
certification/incentive pay be awarded for changes in policy or an employee’s failure to provide or maintain
proof of current license and/or certifications.
Department Directors are responsible for ensuring employees within their department receiving
certification/incentive pay obtain required continuing education to maintain their certification. The
Department is responsible for completing a Personnel Action Form to remove the certification/incentive pay
if no longer valid.

Classifications

Certification/Incentive pay is classified as General and Departmental. General
classifications are open to all employees. Department classifications are specific to those departments.
General certifications include education and language. All employees are eligible for these certifications and
education and language certifications are not included in certification limitations.
Bilingual certification pay will require an oral proficiency and comprehension language exam. Any employee
receiving bilingual certification pay must understand and agree that as a condition of receipt of this
certification pay, they are subject to be called upon as needed.
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Limitations Certification pay will be paid on each qualified certification not to exceed $1,500 per year

for general employees and $2,400 per year for uniformed police and fire. This limit does not include
paramedic differential pay, field training officer pay, or education and language certifications. Effective
January 26, 2021, certification pay is not cumulative and will only be paid for the highest level obtained. All
employees receiving cumulative certification pay prior to the approval of this document, are grandfathered
and can continue to receive the cumulative certification pay until they transfer to another position where the
certification is not applicable or leave the City. Once a grandfathered employee severs employment with the
City, they are no longer eligible for cumulative incentive pay if they are rehired.

Effective Date of Certification Pay Certification pay becomes effective the beginning of the first
pay period after the proof of certification pay is received by Human Resources.

Grandfather Clause

Employees receiving incentive pay prior to January 26, 2021, shall continue
receiving their current incentive pay amount; however, they shall not exceed the maximum amounts indicated
above, with any additional qualifying licenses or certificates.

Budget Incentive/Certification pay amounts are subject to annual budget considerations and are approved
by City Council with the Annual Budget. Certification/Incentive pay may be changed or eliminated at
any time.
APPROVED CERTIFICATION LIST AND COMPENSATION
GENERAL CERTIFICATIONS
Bachelor or any Advanced Degree
Associates Degree
Language (Spanish or Vietnamese only)

$125 per month
$75 per month
$100 per month

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES & GENERAL GOVERNMENT
CITY SECRETARY
Texas Registered Municipal Clerk

$50 per month

MUNICIPAL COURT
Court Clerk Certification Levels I

$25 per month

Court Clerk Certification Levels II

$50 per month

Court Clerk Certification Levels III

$75 per month

FINANCE
Certified Payroll Professional (APA)

$25 per month

Certified Government Finance Officer

$75 per month
FIRE DEPARTMENT

Texas Commission on Fire Protection – Intermediate Structural Fire
Texas Commission on Fire Protection – Advanced Structural Fire
Texas Commission on Fire Protection – Master Structural Fire
Texas Commission on Fire Protection - Basic Arson Investigator
Certified Equipment Program Technician - SCBA, Rescue Tools, Air Monitors
and (as approved by Fire Chief)

$25 per month
$50 per month
$75 per month
$25 per month
$25 per month
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EMS Certification (Combination of any three):
• Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS)
• Pediatric Life Supports (PALS)
• Basic Trauma Life Support (BTLS)
• Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS)
• Pediatric Emergency Pre-hospital Professional (PEPP)
• Pre-hospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS)
• Pediatric Pre-hospitalization Professional Cert. (PPPC)
• National Registry Paramedic
• Licensed Paramedic
• Texas Department of Health (TDH) Instructor/Examiner
Critical Incident Stress Management Certification
(Must have both Advanced Group Crisis Intervention and
Peer/Support/Individual Crisis Intervention modules)
Texas Commission on Fire Protection - (Combination of any three):
• Fire Inspector
• Fire Instructor
• Highest level of Fire Officer
• Driver/Pumper Operator
• Aerial Apparatus Operator
Rescue Specialist (Discipline approved by Fire Chief)
Hazardous Materials Technician
Bomb Technician (NEFDA Explosives Ordinance Disposal Team member)
Tactical Paramedic (SWAT team member)
ATF Canine Handler (ATF NRT member)
Life Safety Educator Team Member (Clown Educator)
Professional Standards Investigator
Juvenile Fire Setter Intervention Specialist

$25 maximum per month

$25 per month

$25 per month

$25 per month
$25 per month
$25 per month
$25 per month
$25 per month
$25 per month
$25 per month
$25 per month

Honor Guard Certification

$25 per month

Fire Arson Investigator – shift investigator approved by Fire Chief
Citizen’s Fire Academy (CFA)/Citizen’s Emergency Response Team (CERT)
Coordinators and Asst. Coordinators

$25 per month
$25 per month

PARKS, RECREATION AND SPECIAL EVENTS
Certified Parks and Recreation Executive (CPRE)

$50 per month

Certified Parks and Recreation Professional (CPRP)

$25 per month

Certified Aquatics Facility Operator

$25 per month

Certified Pool/Spa Operator

$25 per month

Certified Playground Safety Inspector

$25 per month

Certified Pool/Spa Operator

$25 per month

American Red Cross Trainer Certification

$25 per month

Licensed Irrigator

$25 per month

Certified Pesticide/Herbicide License

$25 per month

Electrician- Journeyman

$25 per month

Commercial Driver’s License (CDL)

$25 per month
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CFEE (Certified Festival and Event Executive)

$50 per month

CPRP (Certified Parks and Recreation Professional)

$25 per month

POLICE DEPARTMENT
(includes sworn peace officers assigned to the Fire Marshal’s office)
Intermediate Certification
Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE)
Advanced Certification
Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE)
Master Certification
Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE)

Texas

$25 per month
$50 per month
$75 per month

Child Safety Seat Technician

$25 per month

Firearms Instructor - (Department recognized firearms instructor/proficiency)

$25 per month

DEVELOPMENT/INPECTIONS
ICC Building Inspector Certification

$25 per month

ICC Electrical Inspection Certification

$25 per month

ICC Mechanical Inspector Certification

$25 per month

ICC Plumbing Inspector Certification

$25 per month

ICC Combination Inspector Certification

$50 per month

ICC Accessibility Inspector Certification

$25 per month

State Certified Plumbing Inspector License

$25 per month

State Certified Basic Master Electrician License

$25 per month

State Certified Basic Code Enforcement License

$25 per month

ICC Certified Building Official Certification

$75 per month

ICC Certified Plans Examiner Certification

$25 per month

ICC Residential Energy Inspector Certification

$25 per month

ICC Commercial Energy Inspector Certification

$25 per month

ICC Master Code Professional Certification

$75 per month
PUBLIC WORKS

TCEQ Customer Service Inspector License

$25 per month

TCEQ Backflow Prevention Assembly Tester

$25 per month

TCEQ Grade C Water Distribution License

$25 per month

TCEQ Grade B Water Distribution License

$50 per month

TCEQ Grade A Water Distribution License

$75 per month

TCEQ Grade C Groundwater License

$25 per month
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TCEQ Grade B Groundwater License

$50 per month

TCEQ Grade A Groundwater License

$75 per month

TCEQ Collection II Wastewater License

$25 per month

TCEQ Collection III Wastewater License

$50 per month

IMSA Traffic Signal Technician Level I License

$25 per month

IMSA Traffic Signal Field Technician Level II License

$50 per month

IMSA Traffic Signal Senior Field Technician Level III License

$75 per month

IMSA Signs and Pavement Markings Technician Level I License

$25 per month

IMSA Signs Technician Level II License

$50 per month

IMSA Signs Senior Technician Level III License

$75 per month

TDA Non commercial Political Pesticide Applicator License

$50 per month

APWA Construction Inspection Certification

$25 per month

SUPPORT SERVICES
HUMAN RESOURCES
SHRM Professional or Senior Professional

$50 per month

CEBS Certified Employee Benefits Specialist

$50 per month

INFORMATION SERVICES
Comp TIA A+

$25 per month

Comp TIA Security +

$25 per month

Comp TIA Network +

$25 per month

Microsoft Certified: Azure Administrator Associate

$25 per month

Cisco Certified Network Associate

$50 per month

Microsoft 365 Certified: Enterprise Administrator Expert

$75 per month

3.12 DIFFERENTIAL PAY
The City of Bedford provides employees, who are eligible, with two different forms of differential pay.
•

Field Training Officer (FTO) - Field training officer differential pay is used to compensate

•

Paramedic Differential Pay

employees in the Police Department and applicable divisions thereof, and the Fire Department who have
completed training and are certified to perform the role of a field training officer in their area. Field
Training Officers are trained members of an organization responsible for educating, training and leading
new recruits and newer members of the City in City department policies and procedures. They provide
leadership and training to probationary and newer junior members of the organization. This includes a
check and balance method to ensure all training requirements are met and evaluated. Employees must
successfully complete and pass the training required to receive the FTO differential.
- Paramedic differential pay is used to compensate sworn, nonexempt, Fire Department employees who are expected to provide advanced pre-hospital emergency
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medical services in the field. While it may be a department requirement for all new employees to become
paramedics at some future point in their employment with the City of Bedford, not all employees will
possess the paramedical certification and/or license. Paramedic differential pay is specifically designed to
compensate those employees who have been cleared from field training programs and who are approved
by the Fire Department to render services as a paramedic.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Field Training Officer

$100 per month

Communication Training Officer

$25 per month

Designated Divisional Trainer

$25 per month
FIRE DEPARTMENT

Field Training Officer

$100 per month

Paramedic Differential

$100 per month
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PRESENTER:

Cheryl Taylor, P.E., Director of Public Works

Council Mission Area:

DATE: 04/26/22

Be responsive to the needs of the community.

ITEM:
Consider a resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into a professional services agreement
with Garver USA in an amount not to exceed $152,417 to provide design and specifications for the
rehabilitation and painting of the two million-gallon Cummings Elevated Storage Tank.

City Attorney Review: Yes

SUMMARY:
This agreement is for the design of the rehabilitation and repainting of the elevated water storage
tank located at 3500 Cummings Drive.

BACKGROUND:
Elevated water storage tanks are used to store water for fire protection and potable drinking water.
The natural force of gravity produces consistent water pressure throughout the system. The two
million-gallon elevated steel water storage tank located at 3500 Cummings Drive was put into service
in 1982.
The water tank is inspected annually. The most current inspection performed in 2021 by Texas Tank
Services indicated the quality of water in tank is good, and recommended rehabilitation to address
deficiencies as listed in Exhibit A Scope of Services. The last major update to the Cummings Tank
was in 2013 when Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition was installed to monitor water levels
inside the tank in real time. Additional minor improvements were made to the tank at that time.
The project scope includes development of construction plans and specifications to repair, replace,
or rehabilitate existing components and to paint the tank. Garver USA is a multi-disciplined
engineering firm that has extensive experience with projects of this scope. If approved, Garver will
perform field investigation activities, provide recommendations for repair and rehabilitation, prepare
construction plans and specifications, and provide construction administration for the project.
Funding for the professional services agreement and construction will be paid from the 2015
Certificates of Obligation (SWIFT) through the Texas Water Development Board.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
Approval of a resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into a professional
services agreement with Garver USA in an amount not to exceed $152,417 to provide
design and specifications for the rehabilitation and painting of the two million-gallon
Cummings Elevated Storage Tank.

AGENDA

FISCAL IMPACT:
2015 Certificates of Obligation
(SWIFT)

ATTACHMENTS:
$152,417

Resolution
Professional Services Agreement
Location Map
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ENTER INTO A PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
AGREEMENT WITH GARVER USA IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $152,417 TO PROVIDE DESIGN
AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE REHABILITATION AND PAINTING OF THE TWO MILLION-GALLON
CUMMINGS ELEVATED STORAGE TANK.
WHEREAS, each governing body, in performing governmental functions or in paying for performance
of governmental functions hereunder, shall make that performance or those payments from current
revenues legally available to that party; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council of Bedford, Texas has determined that a professional services agreement
with Garver USA to complete a compressive assessment, repairs, and painting of the elevated
water storage tank is necessary to protect the health and safety of its citizens; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council of Bedford, Texas recognizes the importance of providing these
improvements to be responsive to the needs of the community.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS:
SECTION 1.

That the findings above are found to be true and correct, and are incorporated herein
in their entirety.

SECTION 2.

That the City Council hereby authorizes the City Manager to expend funds and enter
into a professional services agreement with Garver USA for the Cummings Elevated
Storage tank.

SECTION 3.

That funding in the amount of $152,417 will be paid from the 2015 Certificates of
Obligation (SWIFT) through the Texas Water Development Board.

PRESENTED AND PASSED this 26th day of April 2022, by a vote of __ ayes, __ nays and __
abstentions, at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas.

_________________________
Michael Boyter, Mayor

ATTEST:
_________________________________
Michael Wells, City Secretary

AGENDA

AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS
AND
GARVER, LLC
FOR
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Made as of the _____ day of _________________, 2022:
Between City:

The City of Bedford, Texas
________________________
________________________
Telephone: (___) ___-____
Facsimile: (___) ___-____

and Consultant:

Garver, LLC
500 West 7th St., Suite 803
Fort Worth, TX 76102

for the following Project:

Cummings Elevated Storage Tank (EST) Rehabilitation

THIS AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made and entered into by and between the
City of Bedford, Texas, a home-rule municipality (“City”), and Garver, LLC, an Arkansas
Limited Liability Company (“Consultant”), to be effective from and after the date as
provided above. City and Consultant are at times each referred to herein as a “party” or
collectively as the “parties.”
WHEREAS, City desires to engage the services of Consultant to provide
professional civil engineering services for Cummings EST Rehabilitation (“Project”);
and
WHEREAS, Consultant desires to render such professional services (“Services”)
for City on the terms and conditions provided herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS:

City of Bedford, Texas – Professional Services Agreement
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That for and in consideration of the covenants contained herein, for the mutual benefits
to be obtained hereby and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1
CONSULTANT’S SERVICES
1.1

Employment of Consultant – City hereby agrees to retain Consultant to perform
the Services in connection with the Project. Consultant agrees to perform the
Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement in
compliance with Texas Local Government Code § 271.904(d). Consultant further
agrees that if any employee of Consultant who is performing the day-to-day
Services under this Agreement for the Project is separated, for any reason, from
employment with Consultant, Consultant shall provide City with written notice
thereof at least five (5) business days’ prior to said separation unless
circumstances reasonably warrant a shorter notice period, which shall not exceed
two (2) business days following the separation.

1.2

Scope of Services – The parties agree that Consultant shall perform the Services
as are set forth and described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated
herein by reference for all purposes (“Scope of Services”). The parties understand
and agree that deviations or modifications to the Scope of Services described in
Exhibit A, in the form of written change orders, may be authorized from time to
time by City (“Change Order(s)”).
1.2.1 Requirement of Written Change Order – “Extra” work, “claims” invoiced
as “extra” work or “claims” which have not been issued as a duly executed,
written Change Order by the Bedford City Manager will not be authorized
for payment and/or shall not become part of the subcontracts. A duly
executed, written Change Order shall be preceded by the Bedford City
Council’s authorization for the Bedford City Manager to execute said
Change Order.
1.2.2 CONSULTANT SHALL NOT PERFORM ANY “EXTRA” WORK AND/OR
ADDITIONAL SERVICES WITHOUT A DULY EXECUTED, WRITTEN
CHANGE ORDER ISSUED BY THE BEDFORD CITY MANAGER – Project
Managers, Superintendents and/or Inspectors of City are not authorized to
issue verbal or written Change Orders.

1.3

Schedule of Work – Consultant agrees to commence work immediately on the
execution of this Agreement, and to proceed diligently with said work in
accordance with Texas Local Government Code § 271.904(d) to completion as
described in the Project Budget Summary, attached hereto as Exhibit B and
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.
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1.4

Standard of Care – Consultant shall perform the Services required hereunder in
accordance with the prevailing engineering standard of care by exercising the skill
and care ordinarily utilized by engineers performing the same or similar services
under the same or similar circumstances in the State of Texas.
ARTICLE 2
CITY’S RESPONSIBILITIES

City shall do the following in a timely manner so as not to delay the Services of Consultant:
2.1

Project Data – City shall furnish required information that is reasonably requested
by Consultant and that City has in its possession at the time of Consultant’s
request, as expeditiously as necessary for the orderly progress of the Project, and
Consultant shall be entitled to rely upon the accuracy and completeness of the
information furnished by City under this Article 2.1.

2.2

City Project Manager – City shall designate, when necessary, a representative
authorized to act on City’s behalf with respect to the Project (“Project Manager”).
City or the authorized Project Manager shall examine the documents submitted by
Consultant and shall render any required decisions pertaining thereto as soon as
practicable so as to avoid unreasonable delay in the progress of the Consultant’s
Services. The Project Manager is not authorized to issue verbal or written Change
Orders for “extra” work or “claims” invoiced as “extra” work.
ARTICLE 3
CONSULTANT’S COMPENSATION

3.1

Compensation for Consultant’s Services – As described in “Article 1,
Consultant’s Services” of this Agreement, compensation for this Project shall be:
(a) for Basic Services, on a lump sum basis in an amount not to exceed one
hundred fifty two thousand four hundred seventeen AND 00/100 DOLLARS
($152,417.00); and (b) for Special Services, on cost-plus basis in an amount not
to exceed zeroAND 00/100 DOLLARS ($0.00) (collectively, “Consultant’s Fee”);
and (c) shall be paid in accordance with this Article 3 and the Project Budget
Summary as set forth in Exhibit B.
3.1.1 Completion of Record Documents – City and Consultant agree that the
completion of Record Documents and/or “As-Built” Documents, including
hard copy formatting and electronic formatting, shall be completed,
submitted to, and accepted by City prior to payment for Record Documents.
Completion of the Record Documents and/or “As-Built” documents shall be
included in the Consultant’s Fee and considered to be within the Scope of
Services defined under this Agreement.” The electronic formatting shall be
consistent with the standards established in Exhibit C, Guidelines for
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Computer Aided Design and Drafting (“CADD”), which is attached hereto
and incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.
3.1.2 Disputes between City and Construction Contractor – If the Project
involves Consultant performing Construction Administration Services
relating to an agreement between a Construction Contractor (“Contractor”)
and City, and on receipt of a written request by City, Consultant shall
research previous and existing conditions of the Project, and provide
information to the to the City to aid the City in determining whether or not
sufficient cause exists for City to declare Contractor in default of the terms
and conditions of the Agreement. Consultant shall submit his findings in
writing to City, or submit a written request for a specific extension of time
(including the basis for such extension), within fifteen (15) calendar days of
receipt of the written request from City. City and Consultant agree that if
requested by City, completion of this task shall be included in the
Consultant’s Fee and considered to be within the Scope of Services as
defined under this Agreement..
3.1.3 Intentionally omitted.
3.1.4 Substantial Compliance with Architectural Barriers Act – Should the
Project fall within the regulatory requirements of the Texas Architectural
Barriers Act, Chapter 68 of the Texas Administrative Code, as it exists or
may be amended (“Barriers Act”), as solely determined by City, Consultant
shall comply with the Barriers Act. As part of the Scope of Services defined
in this Agreement, it is the sole responsibility of Consultant to identify and
analyze the requirements of the Barriers Act and to become familiar with
the governmental authorities having jurisdiction to approve the design of the
Project. Consultant shall consult with such authorities to obtain approval for
the Project. As part of the Services provided under Consultant’s Fee,
Consultant shall obtain the Notice of Substantial Compliance for the Project
from the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (“TDLR”).
Consultant shall, without additional compensation, immediately correct any
errors, omissions, or deficiencies in the design services and/or construction
documents identified by TDLR and/or a Registered Accessibility Specialist
(“RAS”) at any phase of the Project, either by review of the Construction
Documents or inspection of the Project at the commencement of
construction, during the construction of the Project or at the completion of
construction.
3.1.4.1 Submission of Construction Documents to TDLR
–
Consultant shall mail, ship, or hand-deliver the
Construction
Documents to TDLR not later than five (5) calendar days after
Consultant issues the Construction Documents for the Project.
City of Bedford, Texas – Professional Services Agreement
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3.1.4.2 Completion of Registration Form to TDLR – Consultant shall
complete an Elimination of Barriers Project Registration Form
(“Form”) for each subject building or facility within the Scope of the
Project, and submit the registration form(s) along with the
applicable fees not later than fourteen (14) calendar days after
Consultant completes the submittal of the Construction Documents
to TDLR.
3.1.4.3 TDLR Approval of Construction Documents – After review of
the Construction Documents by TDLR, Consultant shall be notified
in writing of the results; however, it is Consultant’s responsibility to
obtain TDLR’s written comments. Consultant shall address all
comments that prevent TDLR approval of the Construction
Documents, including comments relating to conditional approval
that must be addressed in the design and construction of the
Project. Consultant shall resubmit Construction Documents to
TDLR for review prior to the completion of construction of the
Project.
3.1.4.4 TDLR Project Inspection – Consultant shall request an inspection
from TDLR or a TDLR locally approved RAS no later than thirty (30)
calendar days after the completion of construction of the Project.
Consultant shall advise City in writing of the results of each Project
inspection. City reserves the right to verify the written results with
TDLR at any time during design, construction, or at the completion
of the Project.
3.1.4.5 Corrective Modifications following TDLR Project Inspection –
When corrective modifications to achieve substantial compliance
are required, the TDLR inspector or the RAS shall provide
Consultant a list of deficiencies and a deadline for completing the
modifications. Consultant shall provide City with this list within five
(5) calendar days of receipt. It is the sole responsibility of
Consultant to completely address the deficiencies by the stated
deadline or to obtain a written notice of extension from the TDLR.
When the corrective measures have been completed, Consultant
shall provide the TDLR (and/or the RAS who completed the
inspection) and City with written verification of the corrective
measures completed.
3.2

Direct Expenses – Direct Expenses (“Direct Expenses”) are included in
Consultant’s Fee as described in Article 3.1 of this Agreement and include actual
reasonable and necessary expenditures made by Consultant and Consultant’s
employees and subcontractors in the interest of the Project. All submitted Direct
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Expenses are to be within the amounts as stated in the Project Budget Summary
set forth in Exhibit B, and consistent with Exhibit D, Guidelines for Direct
Expenses; General and Administrative Markup; Travel and Subsistence
Expenses, which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference for all
purposes. Consultant shall be solely responsible for the auditing and accuracy of
all Direct Expenses, including those of its subcontractors, prior to submitting to City
for reimbursement. Any over-payment by City for errors in submittals for
reimbursement may be deducted from Consultant’s subsequent payment for
Services; provided, however, that this shall not be City’s sole and exclusive remedy
for said over-payment.
3.3

Additional Services – Consultant shall provide the Services as described in the
Scope of Services set forth in Exhibit A of this Agreement. If authorized in writing
by City, Consultant shall provide additional services, to be compensated as
provided in an Amendment to the Contract on a cost not to exceed sum or hourly
basis in accordance with this paragraph (“Additional Services”) and a mutually
agreed estimate of man-hours and expenses. These services may include, but are
not limited to:
3.3.1 Additional meetings, hearings, work-sessions or other similar presentations
which are not provided for or contemplated in the Scope of Services
described in Exhibit A.
3.3.2 Additional drafts and revisions to the Project which are not provided for or
contemplated in the Scope of Services as described in Exhibit A.
3.3.3 Additional copies of final reports and construction plans which are not
provided for or contemplated in the Scope of Services as described in
Exhibit A.
3.3.4 Photography, professional massing models which are not provided for or
contemplated in the Scope of Services as described in Exhibit A.
3.3.5 Compensation for Additional Services authorized by City shall be in addition
to Consultant’s Fee and shall be based on direct billable labor rates and
expenses.
3.3.6 Compensation for Additional Services authorized by City shall be in addition
to Consultant’s Fee and shall be based on an hourly basis according to the
following personnel rates. The rates set forth in this chart are subject to
reasonable change provided prior written notice of said change is given to
and approved by City.
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Hourly Billable Rates by Position
Position

Hourly Rate

E-6
E-5
E-4
E-3
E-2
E-1
CADD
Inspector
Clerical / Admin Support

$310.00
$240.00
$200.00
$170.00
$140.00
130.00
$135.00
$175.00
$100.00

3.4

Invoices – No payment to Consultant shall be made until Consultant tenders an
invoice to City. Consultant shall submit monthly invoices for Services rendered,
based upon the actual percentage of work complete at the time the invoice is
prepared, or shall submit invoices to City immediately upon completion of each
individual task listed in Exhibit B. On all submitted invoices for Services rendered,
Consultant shall include appropriate background materials to support the
submitted charges on said invoice. Such background material shall include, but is
not limited to, employee timesheets, invoices for work obtained from other parties,
and receipts and/or log information relating to Direct Expenses. All invoices shall
provide a summary methodology for administrative markup and/or overhead
charges.

3.5

Timing of Payment – City shall make payment to Consultant for said invoices
within thirty (30) days following receipt and acceptance thereof. The parties agree
that payment by City to Consultant is considered to be complete upon mailing of
payment by City. Furthermore, the parties agree that the payment is considered to
be mailed on the date that the payment is postmarked.

3.6

Disputed Payment Procedures – In the event of a disputed or contested billing
by City, only that portion so contested may be withheld from payment, and the
undisputed portion will be paid. City shall notify Consultant of a disputed invoice,
or portion of an invoice, in writing by the twenty-first (21st) calendar day after the
date City receives the invoice. City shall provide Consultant an opportunity to cure
the basis of the dispute. If a dispute is resolved in favor of Consultant, City shall
proceed to process said invoice, or the disputed portion of the invoice, within the
provisions of Article 3.5 of this Agreement. If a dispute is resolved in favor of City,
Consultant shall submit to City a corrected invoice, reflecting any and all
payment(s) of the undisputed amounts, documenting the credited amounts, and
identifying outstanding amounts on said invoice to aid City in processing payment
for the remaining balance. Such revised invoice shall have a new invoice number,
clearly referencing the previous submitted invoice. City agrees to exercise
reasonableness in contesting any billing or portion thereof that has background
materials supporting the submitted charges.
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3.7

Failure to Pay – Failure of City to pay an invoice, for a reason other than on written
notification as stated in the provisions of Article 3.6 of this Agreement, to
Consultant within sixty (60) days from the date of the invoice shall grant Consultant
the right, in addition to any and all other rights provided, to, upon written notice to
City, suspend performance under this Agreement, and such act or acts shall not
be deemed a breach of this Agreement. However, Consultant shall not suspend
performance under this Agreement prior to the tenth (10th) calendar day after
written notice of suspension was provided to City, in accordance with Chapter
2251, Subchapter “D” of the TEX. GOV’T CODE. City shall not be required to pay
any invoice submitted by Consultant if Consultant breached any provision(s)
herein.

3.8

Adjusted Compensation – If the Scope of the Project (“Scope of the Project”) or
if the Services are materially changed due to no error by Consultant in the
performance of Services under this Agreement, the amounts of Consultant’s
compensation and schedule shall be equitably adjusted as approved by City. Any
additional amounts paid to Consultant as a result of any material change to the
Scope of the Project shall be authorized by written Change Order duly executed
by both parties before the Services are performed.

3.9

Project Suspension – If the Project is suspended or abandoned in whole or in
part for more than three (3) months, Consultant shall be entitled to compensation
for any and all work completed to the reasonable satisfaction of City in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement prior to suspension or abandonment. In the
event of such suspension or abandonment, Consultant shall deliver to City all
finished or unfinished documents, data, studies, drawings, maps, models, reports,
photographs and/or any other items prepared by Consultant in connection with this
Agreement prior to Consultant receiving final payment. If the Project is resumed
after being suspended for more than three (3) months, Consultant’s compensation
and schedule shall be equitably adjusted as approved by City. Any additional
amounts paid to Consultant after the Project is resumed shall be agreed upon in
writing by both parties before the services are performed.
ARTICLE 4
OWNERSHIP OF DOCUMENTS

4.1

Documents Property of City – The Project is the property of City, and Consultant
may not use the documents, plans, data, studies, surveys, drawings, maps,
models, reports, photographs and/or any materials for any other purpose not
relating to the Project without City’s prior written consent. City shall be furnished
with such reproductions of the Project, plans, data, documents, maps, and any
other information as defined in Exhibit A. Upon completion of the work, or any
earlier termination of this Agreement under Article 3 and/or Article 8 of this
Agreement, Consultant will revise plans, data, documents, maps, and any other
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information as defined in Exhibit A to reflect changes while working on the Project
through the date of completion of the work, as solely determined by City, or the
effective date of any earlier termination of this Agreement under Article 3 and/or
Article 8 of this Agreement, and promptly furnish the same to City in an acceptable
electronic format. All such reproductions shall be the property of City who may use
them without Consultant’s permission for any purpose relating to the Project,
including, but not limited to, completion of the Project, and/or additions, alterations,
modifications, and/or revisions to the Project. Any reuse of the documents not
relating to the Project or any modification of the documents without the approval
of Consultant shall be at City’s own risk. Notwithstanding anything in this
Agreement to the contrary, Consultant shall retain ownership of its underlying
intellectual property, if any, unless provided by City, such that it may continue to
operate its business in the ordinary course.
4.2

Documents Subject to Laws Regarding Public Disclosure – Consultant
acknowledges that City is a governmental entity and that all documents, plans,
data, studies, surveys, drawings, maps, models, reports, photographs and/or any
items prepared or furnished by Consultant (and Consultant’s professional
associates and/or sub-consultants) under this Agreement are instruments of
service in respect of the Project and property of City subject to the terms and
condition of Article 4.1 herein. Upon completion of the Project, all of the
documents, plans, data, studies, surveys, drawings, maps, models, reports,
photographs and/or any items prepared or furnished by Consultant (and
Consultant’s professional associates and/or sub-consultants) shall thereafter be
subject to the Texas Public Information Act (Chapter 552, TEX. GOV’T CODE, as
amended) and any other applicable laws requiring public disclosure of the
information contained in said documents.
ARTICLE 5
CONSULTANT’S INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

5.1

Required General Liability Insurance – Consistent with the terms and provisions
of Exhibit E, Contractor Insurance Guidelines, which is attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes, Consultant shall procure and
maintain throughout the term of this Agreement, at no expense to City, a general
liability insurance policy with a company that maintains a minimum rating of “A-”
by A.M. Best’s Key Rating Guide, or other equivalent rating service(s), and is
authorized to transact business in the State of Texas, in an amount of One Million
and 00/100 Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for each occurrence, and Two Million and
00/100 Dollars ($2,000,000.00) in the aggregate. Such policy shall name City, its
officers, agents, representatives, and employees as additional insureds as to all
applicable coverage. Such policy shall provide for a waiver of subrogation against
City for injuries, including death, property damage, or any other loss to the extent
that same is covered by the proceeds of the insurance. Such policy shall require
the provision of written notice to City at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation,
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non-renewal or material modification of any policies, evidenced by electronic mail.
Consultant shall furnish City with certificates and required endorsement(s)
evidencing such coverage prior to commencing work on the Project.
5.2

Required Professional Liability Insurance – Consistent with the terms and
provisions of Exhibit E, Consultant shall procure and maintain throughout the term
of this Agreement, at no expense to City, a professional liability (errors and
omissions) insurance policy with a company that maintains a minimum rating of
“A-” by A.M. Best’s Key Rating Guide, or other equivalent rating service(s), and is
authorized to transact business in the State of Texas, in an amount of One Million
and 00/100 Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for each claim, and Two Million and 00/100
Dollars ($2,000,000.00) in the aggregate. Such policy shall require the provision
of written notice to City at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation, non-renewal
or reduction of limits of any policies, evidenced by electronic mail. Consultant shall
furnish City with certificates and required endorsement(s) evidencing such
coverage prior to commencing work on the Project.

5.3

Required Workers Compensation Insurance – Consistent with the terms and
provisions of Exhibit E, Consultant shall procure and maintain throughout the term
of this Agreement, at no expense to City, all Statutory Workers Compensation
Insurance as required by the laws of the State of Texas. Such insurance policy
shall be with a company that maintains a minimum rating of “A-” by A.M. Best’s
Key Rating Guide, or other equivalent service(s), and is authorized to transact
business in the State of Texas. Such policy shall require the provision of written
notice to City at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation, non-renewal or material
modification of any policies, evidenced by electronic mail. Consultant shall furnish
City with certificates and required endorsement(s) evidencing such coverage prior
to commencing work on the Project.

5.4

Circumstances Requiring Umbrella Coverage or Excess Liability Coverage –
If the Project’s size and scope warrant, and if identified on the checklist located in
Exhibit E, Consultant shall procure and maintain throughout the term of this
Agreement, at no expense to City, an umbrella coverage or excess liability
coverage insurance policy with a company that maintains a minimum rating of “A” by A.M. Best’s Key Rating Guide, or other equivalent rating service(s), and is
authorized to transact business in the State of Texas, in an amount of Five Million
and 00/100 Dollars ($5,000,000.00). Such policy shall require the provision of
written notice to City at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation, non-renewal, or
material modification of any policies, evidenced by electronic mail. Consultant
shall furnish City with certificates and required endorsement(s) evidencing such
coverage prior to commencing work on the Project.
ARTICLE 6
CONSULTANT’S ACCOUNTING RECORDS
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Records of Direct Expenses and expenses pertaining to services performed in
conjunction with the Project shall be kept on the basis of generally accepted accounting
principles. Invoices will be sent to City as indicated in Article 3.4 of this Agreement. Copies
of employee time sheets, receipts for direct expense items and other records of Project
expenses will be included in the monthly invoices.
ARTICLE 7
AUDITS AND RECORDS/PROHIBITED INTEREST/VENDOR DISCLOSURE
Consultant agrees that at any time during normal business hours and as often as City
may deem necessary, provided advance written notice is delivered to Consultant,
Consultant shall make available to representatives of City for examination all of its records
with respect to all matters covered by this Agreement, and will permit such
representatives of City to audit, examine, copy and make excerpts or transcripts from
such records, and to make audits of all contracts, invoices, materials, payrolls, records of
personnel (which may be redacted as to personal identifiable information), conditions of
employment and other data relating to all matters covered by this Agreement, and for a
period of four (4) years from the date of final settlement of this Agreement or for such
other or longer period, if any, as may be required by applicable statute or other lawful
requirement. In no event shall City be entitled to audit the makeup of lump sum or other
fixed prices (e.g., agreed upon unit or hour rates).
Consultant agrees that it is aware of the prohibited interest requirement of the City Charter
and will abide by the same. Further, a lawful representative of Consultant shall execute
the Prohibited Interest Affidavit, attached hereto as Exhibit F and incorporated herein by
reference for all purposes, no later than the Effective Date of this Agreement. Consultant
understands and agrees that the existence of a prohibited interest during the term of this
Agreement will render the Agreement voidable.
Consultant agrees that it is further aware of the vendor disclosure requirements set forth
in Chapter 176, TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE, as amended, and will abide by the same. In this
connection, a lawful representative of Consultant shall execute and deliver to City the
Form 1295 Certificate of Interested Parties, attached hereto as Exhibit G and
incorporated herein for all purposes, and the Conflict of Interest Questionnaire, Form CIQ,
attached hereto as Exhibit H and incorporated herein for all purposes, no later than the
Effective Date of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 8
TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT/REMEDIES
City may, upon thirty (30) days written notice to Consultant, terminate this Agreement, for
any reason or no reason at all, before the termination date hereof, without prejudice to
any other remedy it may have. If City terminates this Agreement due to a default of and/or
breach by Consultant and the expense of finishing the Project exceeds Consultant’s Fee
at the time of termination, Consultant waives its right to any portion of Consultant’s Fee
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as set forth in Article 3 of this Agreement and agrees to pay any costs over and above
the fee which City is required to pay in order to finish the Project. On any default and/or
breach by Consultant, City may elect not to terminate the Agreement, and in such event
it may make good the deficiency in which the default consists, and deduct the costs from
Consultant’s Fee due Consultant as set forth in Article 3 of this Agreement. If City
terminates this Agreement and Consultant is not in default of the Agreement, Consultant
shall be entitled to compensation for any and all work completed to the reasonable
satisfaction of City in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement prior to
termination.
In the event of any termination, Consultant shall deliver to City all finished and/or
unfinished documents, data, studies, surveys, drawings, maps, models, reports,
photographs and/or any items prepared by Consultant in connection with this Agreement
prior to Consultant receiving final payment.
The rights and remedies provided by this Agreement are cumulative, and the use of any
one right or remedy by either party shall not preclude or waive its rights to use any or all
other remedies. These rights and remedies are given in addition to any other rights the
parties may have by law, statute, ordinance, or otherwise.
ARTICLE 9
DISPUTE RESOLUTION/MEDIATION
In addition to all remedies at law, the parties may agree to attempt to resolve any
controversy, claim or dispute arising out of or relating to the interpretation or performance
of this Agreement, or breach thereof, by voluntary mediation to be conducted by a
mutually acceptable mediator. However, if both parties do not agree to voluntarily
mediate any such controversy, claim or dispute, mediation shall not be required.
ARTICLE 10
INDEMNITY

CONSULTANT SHALL INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS CITY AND ITS CITY COUNCIL
MEMBERS,
OFFICERS,
AGENTS,
REPRESENTATIVES
AND
EMPLOYEES
(COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS “CITY” FOR PURPOSES OF THIS ARTICLE 10)
FROM AND AGAINST THIRD PARTY TORT DAMAGES, INJURIES (BODILY INJURY AND
DEATH), CLAIMS, TANGIBLE PROPERTY DAMAGES, LOSSES, DEMANDS, SUITS,
ACTIONS, JUDGMENTS, LIENS, COSTS AND EXPENSES, INCLUDING REIMBURSEMENT
OF REASONABLE ATTORNEY’S FEES IN PROPORTION TO CONSULTANT’S LIABILITY
(INCLUDING ATTORNEY’S FEES AND EXPENSES INCURRED IN ENFORCING THIS
ARTICLE 10), THAT IN WHOLE HAVE BEEN CAUSED BY OR RESULT FROM SERVICES
PROVIDED BY CONSULTANT, ITS OFFICERS, AGENTS, REPRESENTATIVES,
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EMPLOYEES, SUBCONTRACTORS, LICENSEES, INVITEES OR ANY OTHER THIRD

CONSULTANT IS LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE (COLLECTIVELY
REFERRED TO AS “CONSULTANT” FOR PURPOSES OF THIS ARTICLE 10) TO THE
EXTENT RESULTING FROM THE NEGLIGENCE AND/OR INTENTIONAL TORT OF
CONSULTANT IN ITS/THEIR PERFORMANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT (COLLECTIVELY,
“CLAIMS”).

PARTIES FOR WHOM

ARTICLE 11
NOTICES
Any notice provided or permitted to be given under this Agreement must be in writing and
may be served by depositing the same in the United States Mail, addressed to the party
to be notified, postage pre-paid and registered or certified with return receipt requested;
by facsimile; by electronic mail, with documentation evidencing the addressee’s receipt
thereof; or by delivering the same in person to such party a via hand-delivery service, or
any courier service that provides a return receipt showing the date of actual delivery of
same to the addressee thereof. Notice given in accordance herewith shall be effective
upon receipt at the address of the addressee. For purposes of notification, the addresses
of the parties shall be as follows:
If to City, addressed to it at:
_____________________
___________________
City of Bedford
_____________________________
Bedford, Texas 76021
Telephone: (___) ___-____
Facsimile: (___) ___-____
Email: ________________________________
If to Consultant, addressed to it at:
Tina E. Hanson, P.E.
Garver, LLC
500 West 7th St., Suite 803
Fort Worth, TX 76102
682-747-5392
TEHanson@GarverUSA.com
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ARTICLE 12
MISCELLANEOUS
12.1

Complete Agreement – This Agreement, including the exhibits hereto labeled “A”
through “H,” all of which are incorporated herein for all purposes, constitute the
entire Agreement by and between the parties regarding the subject matter hereof
and supersedes all prior and/or contemporaneous written and/or oral
understandings. This Agreement may not be amended, supplemented, and/or
modified except by written agreement duly executed by both parties. The following
exhibits are attached below and made a part of this Agreement:
12.1.1

Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

12.1.2

Exhibit B, Project Budget Summary.

12.1.3

Exhibit C, NOT USED.

12.1.4

Exhibit D, Guidelines for Direct Expenses; General and Administrative
Markup; Travel and Subsistence Expenses.

12.1.5

Exhibit E, Contractor Insurance Guidelines.

12.1.6

Exhibit F, Prohibited Interest Affidavit.

12.1.7

Exhibit G, Form 1295 Certificate of Interested Parties.

12.1.8

Exhibit H, Conflict of Interest Questionnaire, Form CIQ.

To the extent that Exhibit A, Exhibit B, Exhibit C, Exhibit D, Exhibit E, Exhibit
F, Exhibit G or Exhibit H are in conflict with provisions of this Agreement or each
other, the provisions of this Agreement, then the provisions of Exhibit B, Exhibit
C, Exhibit D, Exhibit E, Exhibit F, Exhibit G, Exhibit H or Exhibit A shall prevail
in that order.
12.2

Assignment and Subletting – Consultant agrees that neither this Agreement nor
the work to be performed hereunder will be assigned or sublet without the prior
written consent of City. Consultant further agrees that the assignment or subletting
of any portion or feature of the work or materials required in the performance of
this Agreement shall not relieve Consultant of its full obligations to City as provided
by this Agreement. All such approved work performed by assignment or subletting
shall be billed through Consultant, and there shall be no third party billing.

12.3

Attorney’s Fees – If either party files any action or brings any proceeding against
the other arising from this Agreement, then as between City and Consultant, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover as an element of its costs of suit, and
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not as damages, reasonable attorney’s fees and litigation expenses both at trial
and on appeal, subject to the limitations set forth in TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §
271.153, as it exists or may be amended, if applicable.
12.4

Successors and Assigns – City and Consultant, and their respective partners,
assigns, successors, subcontractors, executors, officers, agents, employees,
representatives and administrators are hereby bound to the terms and conditions
of this Agreement.

12.5

Savings/Severability – In the event of a term, condition, or provision of this
Agreement is determined to be invalid, illegal, void, unenforceable, or unlawful by
a court of competent jurisdiction, then that term, condition, or provision, shall be
deleted and the remainder of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect as
if such invalid, illegal, void, unenforceable or unlawful provision had never been
contained in this Agreement.

12.6

Governing Law/Venue – This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Texas, without regard to conflict of law
principles. The exclusive venue for any action arising out of this Agreement shall
be a court of appropriate jurisdiction in Collin County, Texas.

12.7

Execution/Consideration – This Agreement is executed by the parties hereto
without coercion or duress for any substantial consideration, the sufficiency of
which is forever confessed.

12.8

Authority – The individuals executing this Agreement on behalf of the respective
parties below represent to each other that all appropriate and necessary action
has been taken to authorize the individual who is executing this Agreement to do
so for and on behalf of the party for which his or her signature appears, that there
are no other parties or entities required to execute this Agreement in order for the
same to be an authorized and binding agreement on the other party for whom the
individual is signing this Agreement and that each individual affixing his or her
signature hereto is authorized to do so, and such authorization is valid and
effective on the date hereof.

12.9

Waiver – Waiver by either party of any breach of this Agreement, or the failure of
either party to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement, at any time, shall
not in any way affect, limit, or waive such party’s right thereafter to enforce and
compel strict compliance.

12.10 Headings – The headings of the various sections of this Agreement are included
solely for convenience of reference and are not to be full or accurate descriptions
of the content thereof.
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12.11 Multiple Counterparts – This Agreement may be executed in a number of
identical counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original for all purposes.
An electronic mail and/or facsimile signature will also be deemed to constitute an
original if properly executed and delivered to the other party.
12.12 Immunity – It is expressly understood and agreed that, in the execution and
performance of this Agreement, City has not waived, nor shall be deemed to have
waived, any immunity, governmental, sovereign and/or official, or defense that is
available to it against claims arising in the exercise of governmental powers and
functions. By entering into this Agreement, the parties do not create any
obligations, express or implied, other than those set forth in this Agreement.
12.13 Incorporation of Recitals – The representations, covenants and recitations set
forth in the foregoing recitals of this Agreement are true and correct and are
incorporated into the body of this Agreement and adopted as findings of City and
the authorized representative of Consultant.
12.14 Additional Representations – Each signatory represents this Agreement has
been read by the party for which this Agreement is executed and that such party
has had the opportunity to confer with its counsel.
12.15 Miscellaneous Drafting Provisions – This Agreement shall be deemed drafted
equally by all parties hereto. The language of all parts of this Agreement shall be
construed as a whole according to its fair meaning, and any presumption or
principle that the language herein is to be construed against any party shall not
apply.
12.16 No Third Party Beneficiaries – Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to
create any right in any third party not a signatory to this Agreement, and the parties
do not intend to create any third party beneficiaries by entering into this Agreement.
12.17 Indemnity – The parties agree that the Indemnity provision set forth in Article 10
of this Agreement is conspicuous and the parties have read and understood the
same.
12.18 Representations – All representations and covenants made by one party to the
other in this Agreement or in any certificate or other instrument delivered by one
party to the other under this Agreement shall be considered to have been relied
upon by the other party and will survive the satisfaction of any fees under this
Agreement, regardless of any investigation made by either party.
12.19 Independent Contractor – In performing this Agreement, Consultant shall act as
an independent contractor with respect to City. In no event shall this Agreement
be construed as establishing a partnership, joint venture or similar relationship
between the parties and nothing herein shall authorize either party to act as agent
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for the other. Consultant shall be liable for its own debts, obligations, acts and
omissions, including the payment of all required withholding, social security and
other taxes and benefits with respect to all of Consultant’s officers, directors,
partners, employees and representatives, who shall not be considered City
employees and shall not be eligible for any employee benefit plan offered by City.
12.20 Debarment/Suspension – City is prohibited from making any award or permitting
any award at any tier to any party which is debarred or suspended or otherwise
excluded from or ineligible for participation in federal assistance programs under
Executive Order 12549, Debarment and Suspension. City, Consultant and
Consultant’s subcontractors shall comply with federal and state regulations
regarding debarment and suspension. Consultant shall include a statement of
compliance with federal and state debarment and suspension regulations in all
third-party agreements for work on the Project.
12.21 Restrictions on Lobbying – City and Consultant are prohibited from using funds
awarded under the Agreement for lobbying purposes. Consultant shall include a
statement of compliance with this provision in applicable procurement solicitations
and third-Party agreements for work on the Project.
12.22 Appropriation of Funds – Funds are not presently budgeted for City’s
performance under this Agreement beyond the end of City’s currentfiscal year. City
will give Consultant sixty (60) days’ notice if funds for City’s performance are not
budgeted to continue beyond that time. City shall have no liability for payment of
any money for services performed after the end of City’s currentfiscal year unless
and until such funds are budgeted.
12.23 Reference to Consultant – When referring to “Consultant,” this Agreement shall
refer to and be binding upon Consultant, and its officers, directors, partners,
employees, representatives, contractors, subcontractors, licensees, invitees,
agents, successors, assignees (as authorized herein), vendors, grantees,
trustees, legal representatives and/or any other third parties for whom Consultant
is legally responsible.
12.24 Reference to City – When referring to “City,” this Agreement shall refer to and be
binding upon City, its Council members, officers, agents, representatives,
employees and/or any other authorized third parties for whom City is legally
responsible.
12.25 Limitation of Liability - IN RECOGNITION OF THE RELATIVE RISKS AND
BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT TO BOTH THE CITY AND CONSULTANT, CITY
HEREBY AGREES THAT CONSULTANT’S AND ITS PERSONNEL’S TOTAL
LIABILITY UNDER THE AGREEMENT, WHETHER THE CLAIM IS BASED IN
CONTRACT, TORT, OR NEGLIGENCE INCLUDING GROSS NEGLIGENCE,
STRICT LIABILITY, WARRANTY, INDEMNITY, ERROR AND OMISSION, OR
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ANY OTHER CAUSE WHATSOEVER, SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT
OF ENGINEER’S COLLECTABLE INSURANCE PROCEEDS UP TO THE LIMITS
EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN EXHIBIT E.
[Signature page follows.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement and caused
this Agreement to be effective on the date set forth in the introductory clause of this
Agreement.
CITY:

CONSULTANT:

City of Bedford, Texas,
a Texas home-rule municipality

Garver, LLC
an Arkansas Limited Liability Company

By:

By:
__________________

Daniel N. Olson, P.E.
Vice President

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

_______________________________
_____________________________
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STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF TARRANT

§
§
§

BEFORE ME, THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, ON THIS DAY PERSONALLY
APPEARED ____________________, KNOWN TO ME TO BE ONE OF THE PERSONS
WHOSE NAMES ARE SUBSCRIBED TO THE FOREGOING INSTRUMENT; HE
ACKNOWLEDGED TO ME THAT HE IS THE CITY MANAGER AND DULY
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS, A TEXAS
HOME-RULE MUNICIPALITY, AND THAT HE EXECUTED SAID INSTRUMENT FOR
THE PURPOSES AND CONSIDERATION THEREIN EXPRESSED.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE THIS _____ DAY OF
_____________________, 2022.
_______________________________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR THE STATE OF TEXAS
My commission expires: ____________________________
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF ________

§
§
§

BEFORE ME, THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, ON THIS DAY PERSONALLY
APPEARED DANIEL N. OLSON, KNOWN TO ME TO BE ONE OF THE PERSONS
WHOSE NAMES ARE SUBSCRIBED TO THE FOREGOING INSTRUMENT; SHE
ACKNOWLEDGED TO ME THAT SHE IS THE VICE PRESIDENT AND DULY
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE FOR GARVER, LLC, AN ARKANSAS LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY, AND THAT SHE EXECUTED SAID INSTRUMENT FOR THE
PURPOSES AND CONSIDERATION THEREIN EXPRESSED.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE THIS _____ DAY OF
_____________________, 2022.
_______________________________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR THE STATE OF TEXAS
My commission expires: ____________________________
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EXHIBIT A
SCOPE OF SERVICES
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EXHIBIT B
PROJECT BUDGET SUMMARY
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NOT USED
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EXHIBIT D
CONSULTANT’S GUIDELINES FOR DIRECT EXPENSES; GENERAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKUP; TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE EXPENSES

I.

CONSULTANT’S RESPONSIBILITY. Consultant shall be solely responsible for the
auditing and accuracy of all Direct Expenses, approved markup (general and/or
administrative), and approved travel and/or subsistence charges, including those of
its subcontractors, prior to submitting to City for reimbursement. Any over-payment
by City for errors in submittals for reimbursement may be deducted from Consultant’s
subsequent payment(s) for services; however, this shall not be City’s sole and
exclusive remedy for said over-payment.

II. GUIDELINES FOR DIRECT EXPENSES.
A. Local Transportation – Transportation in connection with the Project, when such
transportation is not a function of routine performance of the duties of Consultant
in connection with the Project, and when such transportation exceeds beyond fifty
(50) miles from the Project site, shall be reimbursed at a standard mileage rate
consistent with that as issued, and periodically revised, by the United States
Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Under no circumstances shall City reimburse
Consultant at a higher standard mileage rate or pay additional markup on charges
for local transportation. Completion of City’s Standard Mileage Log is required for
submittal of these charges for reimbursement, including justification for each
submitted expense.
Under no circumstances are charges associated with rental cars for local
transportation eligible for reimbursement by City. Toll road subscriptions or toll
plaza receipts are not reimbursable. Consultant agrees to place these standards
in all subcontracts for work on the Project.
B. Supplies, Material, Equipment – City shall reimburse the actual cost of other
similar direct Project-related expenses, which are duly presented in advance and
approved by City’s Project Manager in writing.
C. Commercial Reproduction – City shall reimburse the actual cost of
reproductions, specifically limited to progress prints prepared for presentation to
City at each phase of progress, and final Construction Documents prepared for
distribution at bidding phase, provided that Consultant has duly obtained at least
three (3) quotations from commercial firms and has chosen the best value for City.
Consultant shall provide such documentation to City for review prior to submitting
these expenses for reimbursement. Consultant agrees to place these standards in
all subcontracts for work on the Project.
D. In-House Reproduction – Consultant shall make arrangements with City for prior
approval of in-house reproduction rates prior to submitting these expenses for
reimbursement. City shall provide Consultant with a standard format for
documenting these charges. Completion of City’s reproduction log is required as
City of Bedford, Texas – Professional Services Agreement
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a prerequisite for payment, including the number or reproductions, the date, time,
description, the approved standard rate, and a justification for each submitted
expense for reimbursement. Consultant agrees to place these standards in all
subcontracts for work on the Project.
E. Commercial Plotting – City shall reimburse the actual cost of plots, specifically
limited to final documents, provided Consultant has duly obtained at least three (3)
quotations from commercial firms and has chosen the best value for City.
Consultant shall provide such documentation to City for review prior to submitting
these expenses for reimbursement. Consultant agrees to place these standards in
all subcontracts for work on the Project.
F. In-House Plotting – Consultant shall make arrangements with City for prior written
approval of in-house plotting rates prior to submitting these charges for
reimbursement. City shall provide Consultant with a standard format for
documenting these charges. Completion of City’s reproduction log is required as
a prerequisite for payment, including the number of plots, the date, time,
description, the approved standard rate, and a justification for each submitted
charge for reimbursement.
G. Communications – Reimbursement for expenses relating to electronic
communications shall be limited to long-distance telephone or fax toll charges
specifically required in the discharge of professional responsibilities related to the
Project. Telephone service charges including office or cellular phones, WATTS, or
Metro line services or similar charges are not reimbursable.
H. Postage, Mail, and Delivery Service – City shall reimburse the actual cost of
postage and delivery of Instruments of Service, provided Consultant duly considers
all circumstances (including available time for assured delivery) of the required
delivery and selects the best value for City, which may require comparison of
delivery costs offered by three (3) or more sources or methods of delivery, which
at a minimum shall include U.S. Mail. Courier service is acceptable only in
circumstances requiring deadline-sensitive deliveries and not for the convenience
of Consultant and/or Consultant’s employees. Consultant agrees to place these
standards in all subcontracts for work on the Project.
I. Meals and Other Related Charges – Meals or any other related expenses are
not reimbursable unless incurred outside a fifty (50) mile radius of the Project, and
then only reimbursable for the actual cost subject to compliance with City’s
currently adopted policy. Non-allowable costs include, but are not limited to,
charges for entertainment, alcoholic beverages, and gratuities.
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III. GUIDELINES FOR GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MARKUP.
A. Requirement of Prior Approval – Consultant may be allowed to charge a General
and/or Administrative Markup on work completed if Consultant can clearly define
to City specifically what costs are included in the markup calculation. To apply
General and/or Administrative Markup, Consultant must also document to City
what costs would be considered direct costs. City shall issue approval in writing to
allow Consultant to charge General and/or Administrative Markup. City reserves
the right to reject any and all requests for General and/or Administrative Markup.
IV. GUIDELINES FOR TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE EXPENSES.
A. Requirement of Prior Approval – City shall reimburse the actual cost of travel
and/or subsistence expenses upon prior written approval by City’s Project
Manager.
B. Adherence to Currently Adopted City Travel Policy – Reimbursements shall be
governed by the same travel policies provided for City employees according to
current adopted policy. Prior to the event, Consultant shall request, and City’s
Project Manager shall provide the provisions and the restrictions that apply to outof-town reimbursements.
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I.

REQUIREMENT OF GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE –
A. All policies shall name the City of Bedford, its officers, agents, representatives and
employees as additional insured as to all applicable coverage with the exception
of workers compensation and professional liability insurance.
B. Such policies shall require the provision of written notice to City at least thirty (30)
days prior to cancellation, non-renewal or material modification (also known as
reduction in limits by certain carriers) of any policies, evidenced by electronic mail.

A. Such policies shall provide for a waiver of subrogation against City for injuries, including
death, property damage or any other loss to the extent the same is covered by the proceeds
of the insurance.
II. INSURANCE COMPANY QUALIFICATION – All insurance companies providing the
required insurance shall be authorized to transact business in the State of Texas, and
shall have a minimum rating of “A-” by A.M. Best’s Key Rating Guide, or other
equivalent rating service(s).
III. CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE – A Certificate of Insurance and policy
endorsement(s) evidencing the required insurance shall be submitted prior to
execution of the Agreement. If the Agreement is renewed or extended by City, a
Certificate of Insurance and policy endorsement(s) shall also be provided to City prior
to the date the Agreement is renewed or extended.
IV. INSURANCE CHECKLIST – “X” means that the following coverage(s) is required for
this Agreement.
Coverage Required

Limits

_X_

1.

Worker’s Compensation &
Employer’s Liability



Statutory Limits of the State of
Texas

_X_

2.

General Liability



$1,000,000.00 each occurrence;



$2,000,000.00 in the aggregate.



$1,000,000.00 each occurrence;



$2,000,000.00 in the aggregate.

___

3.

XCU Coverage
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_X_

4.

Professional Liability



$ 1,000,000.00 each claim;



$ 2,000,000.00 in the aggregate.



An amount of $ 5,000,000.00.

_X_

5.

Umbrella
Coverage
or
Excess Liability Coverage

_X_

6.

City named as additional insured on General Liability Policy. This
coverage is primary to all other coverage the City may possess.

_X_

7.

General Liability Insurance provides for a Waiver of Subrogation against
the City for injuries, including death, property damage, or any other loss
to the extent that same is covered by the proceeds of the insurance.

_X_

8.

Thirty (30) days’ notice of cancellation, non-renewal, or material change
(also known as reduction in limits by certain carriers) required. The words
“endeavor to” and “but failure” (to end of sentence) are to be eliminated
from the Notice of Cancellation provision on standard ACORD certificates.

_X_

9.

Insurance company has a minimum rating of “A-” by A.M. Best’s Key
Rating Guide, or other equivalent rating service(s).

_X_

10.

The Certificate of Insurance must state the project title and bid number.

___

11.

Other Insurance Requirements (State Below):
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THE STATE OF TEXAS
THE COUNTY OF ____________

§
§
§

I, ______________, a member of the Consultant team, make this affidavit and hereby on oath
state the following:
I, and/or a person or persons related to me, have the following interest in a business entity that
would be affected by the work or decision on the Project (Check all that apply):
_____ Ownership of ten percent (10%) or more of the voting shares of the business entity.
_____ Ownership of Twenty-Five Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($25,000.00) or more of the fair
market value of the business entity.
_____ Funds received from the business entity exceed ten percent (10%) of my income for the
previous year.
_____ Real property is involved, and I have an equitable or legal ownership with a fair market
value of at least Twenty-Five Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($25,000.00).
_____ A relative of mine has substantial interest in the business entity or property that would be
affected by my business decision of the public body of which I am a member.
_____ Other: _________________________________________________.
__X__ None of the Above.
Upon filing this affidavit with the City of Bedford, Texas, I further affirm that no relative of mine,
in the first degree by consanguinity or affinity, as defined in Chapter 573 of the TEX. GOV’T
CODE, is a member of a public body which took action on the agreement.
Signed this ____ day of _____________________, 2022.
_____________________________________
Signature of Official / Title
BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, this day personally appeared Jeff Payne_______ and
on oath stated that the facts hereinabove stated are true to the best of his/her knowledge or
belief.
Sworn to and subscribed before me on this _____ day of ________________________, 2022.
_____________________________________
Notary Public in and for the State of Texas
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EXHIBIT A
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Cummings Elevated Storage Tank Repair & Repainting
General:
The scope of services included are for professional engineering services to develop construction plans
and specifications to repair and rehabilitate the 2.0 million-gallon (MG) Cummings Elevated Storage
Tank. The project is located at 3500 Cummings Dr, Bedford, Texas 76021. Engineering services will
include field investigation activities, recommendations for repair and rehabilitation and design approach,
construction plans and specifications, construction administration, and construction inspection services.
BASIC SERVICES
1. Task 1 – Project Administration and Coordination
1.1. Consultant will conduct, prepare an agenda, and prepare meeting notes for project kick-off
meeting. Kick-off meeting will be virtual.
1.2. Consultant will establish and maintain project schedule, develop monthly progress reports, and
prepare invoices for the duration of the project’s design, bidding and construction award phase up
to seven (7) months.
2. Task 2 – Data Collection and Condition Assessment
2.1. Data Collection. Consultant will collect, compile, and evaluate existing data provided by the City,
if available:
•
•
•

Tank inspection reports
Tank manufacturer’s construction drawings
Record drawings

2.2. Condition Assessment. Consultant will perform necessary field investigations in order to develop
an accurate understanding of the condition and service of existing facilities. Consultant will utilize
it’s 10-page Elevated Legged Tank Inspection form. The field investigations to be performed by
Consultant will be summarized to include the following observations:
Table 1 - Observations of Tank System
Tank System
Site

Exhibit A - Scope of Services

Method/Observation
Perform a visual observation to document and assess the condition of:
• Fencing and gates
• Access road
• Existing utilities near tank (overhead)
• Adjacent structures near tank
• General site grading/drainage from tank
• Valve vault location
• Tank overflow
• Tank drain and drain pad
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•

Inlet/Outlet Piping in
Riser

Foundation

Struts/Bracing

Tank Exterior & Riser

Exterior Coating System

Interior Coating System
Electrical,
Instrumentation and
Control Systems

Collect up to six (6) soil samples and test for eight RCRA monitored
metals (arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury,
selenium and silver)
Perform a visual observation to document and assess the condition of:
• Pipe
• Coating system
• Conduct ultrasonic material thickness testing to determine pipe
wall thickness
Perform a visual observation to document and assess the condition of:
• Number of legs and coating condition
• Type of foundation
• Condition of anchor bolts and plates
• Type of riser
• Riser sealant type and condition
• Concrete condition
• Grout condition
Perform a visual observation to document and assess the condition of:
• Number, type, size
• Condition
Perform a visual observation to document and assess the condition of:
• Ladders
• Conduit attachment
• Access manways
• Fall protection system
• Vandal guard
• Platforms
• Handrails and balcony
Perform an adhesion test and visual observation of coating systems to
document and assess the condition of the coating system using the
following:
• Visible coating deterioration/visible corrosion
• Color (exterior)
• Substrate condition (exterior)
• Pull off adhesion testing (exterior) and/or
• Cross hatch adhesion testing (exterior)
• Coating thickness
• Conduct ultrasonic material thickness testing to determine tank wall
thickness
Interior coating system assessment will be based on most recent tank
inspection report and exterior coating inspection.
Perform a visual observation of electrical, instrumentation and control
systems to assess the condition of the following:
• Pressure, level and valve controls
• Power panels, switches and grounding
• SCADA and Remote Terminal Units
• Interior, exterior lighting and obstruction lights
• Ventilation system

Assumptions:
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a. Field investigation team will include two Consultant Staff.
b. Field investigation observations of the facility are not a full condition assessment.
2.3. Ranking of Tank System Components
Following completion of the on-site assessments, Consultant will assign a score to each tank system that
Consultant has observed as part of this scope. The score will be determined based on the criteria set
below.
Table 2 - Rankings
Ranking Type
Condition Ranking

Performance Ranking

Code Compliance
Ranking

Scale
1-Excellent
2-Slightly Visible Degradation
3-Visible Degradation
4-Integrity of Component Moderately Compromised
5-Integrity of Component Severely Compromised
1-Component Functioning as Intended
2-In-Service, but Higher than Expected O&M
3-In-Service, but Function is Impaired
4-In-Service, but Function is Highly Impaired
5-Component not Functioning as Intended
1-Exceeds: Component Functioning as Intended by Regulation
2-Acceptable: In-service, but Function Minimally Meets Regulation
3-In-service, but Function Does Not Meet Regulation

3. Task 3 – Tank Mixing Evaluation (if authorized by City)
If authorized by the City, Consultant will evaluate up to two (2) mechanical mixers (Pax and Big Wave and
present the evaluation to the City staff. Mechanical mixing recommendations will be finalized with input
from the City staff and will be presented in Preliminary Evaluation and Assessment Report (PEAR).
4. Task 4 – Preparation of Preliminary Evaluation and Assessment Report (PEAR)
Consultant will analyze the findings of the assessment and develop a prioritized list of recommended
repairs and operation and maintenance actions. Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering
(AACE) Class 4 OPCC Preliminary planning level opinions of probable construction costs (OPCC) will be
developed for the recommended improvements. These recommendations shall be provided in tabular
format for inclusion in full list of rehabilitation projects to be presented to the City. Consultant will provide
a Preliminary Evaluation and Assessment Report (PEAR).
Assumptions:
a. Consultant will utilize recent bid information and other cost data as deemed necessary by both
parties to develop opinions of probable construction costs
Meetings:
a. One (1) workshop to review Draft PEAR including tank mixing evaluation as well as findings and
recommendations from the condition assessment activities.
Deliverables:
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a. Tabular list of recommended rehabilitation elements including opinions of probable cost
b. Memorandum of observation findings and recommendations for inclusion in the PEAR
5. Task 5 – Preliminary Design (60 PERCENT).
5.1. Based on the findings and recommendations in the PEAR, Consultant will develop the preliminary
design of the repairs and improvements. The following is an estimated sheet list:
1. Cover sheet (assume 1 sheet)
2. Location/Key map (assume 1 sheet)
3. General notes, legend, abbreviations (assume 1 sheet)
4. Site plan (assume 1 sheet)
5. Tank elevation and details (assume 1 sheet)
6. Tank repair details (assume 2 sheets)
7. Tank appurtenances (assume 2 sheets)
8. Tank mixing system and details (assume 1 sheet)
9. 30-inch motorized butterfly valve and valve vault (assume 1 sheet)
10. Civil detail sheet (assume 2 sheets)
11. Electrical site plan and details (assume 1 sheet)
12. Electrical details (assume 3 sheets)
Estimated total number of sheets: 17
5.2. Prepare a specification index and preliminary technical specifications. No front-end specifications
are included in this submittal.
5.3. Prepare an estimate of construction quantities and develop an AACE Class 3 OPCC.
5.4. Conduct a Workshop with the CITY pertaining to the CITY comments and design considerations
of the deliverable.
Assumptions:
a. Base drawing shall be based on record drawings
b. Tank rehabilitation will include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replace pedestal access door
Replace small diameter Instrumentation piping
Install new 30-inch motorized butterfly valve and valve vault (operations can isolate tank
remotely via SCADA).
New life-safety system (similar to Fire Station #3 Landmark tank).
Add mechanical mixer
Replace vents
Repair pitting, as needed
Replace interior ladders
Upgrade 24-inch roof hatch to 30-inch hatch.
Replace 24-inch drywell tube access MH with 30-inch access MH
Replace existing RTU panel. No functional or control changes. Update the hardware and
SCADAPack to a newer model. Include panel sensor alarm.
Replace panel board.
Add tank and hatch intrusion detection.
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Deliverables:
a. Half size (11”x17”) in PDF format of the Preliminary Design (60%) plans
b. Digital copy in PDF format of the Preliminary Design (60%) technical specifications
c. AACE Class 3 OPCC

6. Task 6 –Final Construction Documents (90 PERCENT)
6.1. Following approval of the 60% design plans, Consultant will prepare 90% design plans for all
sheets.
6.2. Following approval of the 60% specifications, Consultant will prepare 90% specifications. These
specifications will include all technical specification.
6.3. Prepare the front-end documents including proposal forms, notice to bidders, bid forms, and bond
forms. Front-end documents will be based on EJCDC and will incorporate TWDB requirements.
6.4. Prepare an estimate of construction quantities and develop an AACE Class 2 opinion of probable
construction cost (OPCC).
6.5. Conduct a Workshop with the CITY pertaining to the CITY comments and design considerations
of the deliverable.
Assumptions:
a. Consultant will summarize city comments and provide response to comments
b. Deviations from PEAR and 60% design will be considered an additional service
Deliverables:
a. Half size (11”x17”) in PDF format of the Final Design (90%) plans
b. Digital copy in PDF format of the Final Design (90%) technical specifications
c. AACE Class 2 OPCC (15% contingency)
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7. Task 7 – Bid Ready Documents
7.1. Following approval of the 90% design plans, Consultant will incorporate comments received on
the 90% submittal and prepare Bid-Ready design plans for all sheets.
7.2. Following approval of the 90% specifications, Consultant will incorporate comments and prepare
Bid-Ready specifications. These specifications will include all technical specification and the frontend documents including proposal forms, notice to bidders, bid forms, and bond forms.
7.3. Update the estimate of construction quantities and develop an AACE Class 2 opinion of probable
construction cost (OPCC).
7.4. Submit contract documents to the TWDB for approval (digital copy in PDF format of plans,
technical specifications, and contract documents).
7.5. Incorporate TWDB comments, if any, and issue contract documents for bidding. Bid ready
documents shall be electronic PDF format and shall be searchable.
8. Task 8 – Bid Advertisement
It is anticipated the project will have one advertisement/bidding phase. During the bidding phase of the
project, Consultant will:
8.1. Upload electronic contract documents to Civ-Cast.
8.2. Support the contract documents by responding to questions via CivCast and preparing addenda
as appropriate.
8.3. Participate in a one-hour pre-bid meeting if necessary.
8.4. Prepare bid tabulation.
8.5. Evaluate bids and recommend award.
8.6. Prepare contracts for execution.
8.7. Conform documents by attaching addenda into the “Issued for Construction” documents.
9. Task 9 – Construction Phase Administration and Engineering Services
During the construction phase of work, Consultant will accomplish the following:
9.1. Issue a Notice to Proceed letter to the Contractor, attend preconstruction meeting, print and
distribute hard copies of plans, technical specifications, and executed contract documents (two
sets to city, two sets to contractor, one set to resident project representative, one set to
Consultant).
9.2. Attend up to three (3) progress/coordination meetings with the City/Contractor.
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9.3. Consultant will prepare monthly progress reports, and prepare Consultant invoices for the duration
of the project’s construction and construction contract close-out phase up to five (5) months.
9.4. Evaluate and respond to up to twenty (20) construction material submittals and shop drawings.
Additional submittal and shop drawing reviews will be considered Extra Work. Corrections or
comments made by Consultant on the shop drawings during this review will not relieve Contractor
from compliance with requirements of the drawings and specifications. The check will only be for
review of general conformance with the design concept of the project and general compliance with
the information given in the contract documents. The Contractor will be responsible for confirming
and correlating all quantities and dimensions, selecting fabrication processes and techniques of
construction, coordinating his work with that of all other trades, and performing his work in a safe
and satisfactory manner. Consultant’s review shall not constitute approval of safety precautions or
constitute approval of construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, procedures, or
assembly of various components. When certification of performance characteristics of materials,
systems or equipment is required by the Contract Documents, either directly or implied for a
complete and workable system, Consultant shall be entitled to rely upon such submittal or implied
certification to establish that the materials, systems or equipment will meet the performance criteria
required by the Contract Documents.
9.5. Issue instructions to the Contractor on behalf of the City and issue necessary clarifications
(respond to up to three (3) RFIs) regarding the construction contract documents.
9.6. Prepare and furnish record drawings based on Contractor’s red-lines.
9.7. When authorized by the City, prepare up to two (2) change orders for changes in the work from
that originally provided for in the construction contract documents. If redesign or substantial
engineering or surveying is required in the preparation of these change order documents, the City
will pay Consultant an additional fee to be agreed upon by the City and Consultant. Change orders
shall be submitted to TWDB for approval, as needed.
9.8. Participate in final project inspection, prepare punch list, review final project closing documents,
and submit final pay request.
The proposed fee for Construction Phase Services is based on a 120-calendar-day construction contract
performance time. If the construction time extends beyond the time established in this agreement, and the
City wants Consultant to continue the applicable Construction Phase Services, the City will pay
Consultant an additional fee agreed to by the City and Consultant.
In performing construction observation services, Consultant will endeavor to protect the City against defects
and deficiencies in the work of the Contractor(s); but Consultant cannot guarantee the performance of the
Contractor(s), nor be responsible for the actual supervision of construction operations or for the safety
measures that the Contractor(s) takes or should take. However, if at any time during construction
Consultant observes that the Contractor’s work does not comply with the construction contract documents,
Consultant will notify the Contractor of such non-compliance and instruct him to correct the deficiency
and/or stop work, as appropriate for the situation. Consultant will also record the observance, the
discussion, and the actions taken. If the Contractor continues without satisfactory corrective action,
Consultant will notify the City immediately, so that appropriate action under the City’s contract with the
Contractor can be taken.
Deliverables:
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a. Three full size (22” x 34”) hard copy of “Issued for Construction” plans and three copies of the
“Issued for Construction” contract documents and technical specifications for the General
Contractor.
b. Two full size (22” x 34”) hard copy of “Issued for Construction” plans and two copies of the
“Issued for Construction” contract documents and technical specifications for the city staff.
c. Full size (22”x34”) in PDF format of the “Issued for Construction” plans.
d. Digital copy in PDF format of the “Issued for Construction” contract documents and technical
specifications.

EXTRA WORK
The following items are not included under this agreement but will be considered as extra work:
1. Services that may result from significant changes in the general scope, extent or character of the
Project or its design including, but not limited to, changes in size, complexity, City's schedule,
character of construction or method of financing; and revising previously accepted studies, reports,
design documents or Contract Documents when such revisions are required by changes in laws,
rules, regulations, ordinances, codes or orders enacted subsequent to the preparation of such
studies, reports or documents, or are due to any other causes beyond Consultant's control.
2. Services which are to be furnished by the City and services not otherwise provided for in this
Agreement will be agreed upon between City and Consultant prior to such additional services being
provided.
3. Condition assessment of buried piping.
4. Design of cathodic protection system.
5. Full-time construction observation.
6. Resident project representation.
7. Construction inspection.
8. Leak detection of buried piping.
9. Preparation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The construction contract
documents will require the Contractor to prepare, maintain, and submit a SWPPP.
10. Perform SUE level A potholing to locate utilities vertically and horizontally.
11. Construction materials testing.
12. Environmental Handling and Documentation, including wetlands identification or mitigation plans
or other work related to environmentally or historically (culturally) significant items.
13. Coordination with FEMA and Preparation/submittal of a CLOMR and/or LOMR.
14. Services after construction, such as warranty follow-up, operations support.
15. Funding and/or Financial Assistance.
Extra Work will be as directed by the City in writing for an addition fee as agreed upon by the City and
Consultant.
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EXHIBIT B
SCHEDULE OF WORK
Cummings Elevated Storage Tank Repair & Repainting
Consultant shall begin work under this Agreement within ten (10) days of a Notice to Proceed and
shall complete the work in accordance with the schedule below:
Basic Services
Task
Task Description
No.
Task 1 Project Administration
and Coordination
Task 2 Data Collection and
Condition Assessment
Task 3 Tank Mixing Evaluation

Task 4

Task 5
Task 6
Task 7
Task 8

Task 9

Draft Preliminary
Evaluation and
Assessment Report
(PEAR)
Workshop
Preliminary Design
(60%)
Final (90%) Construction
Documents
Bid Ready Documents
Begin Bid Advertisement
(assume 21-day
advertisement)
Construction Phase
Administration and
Engineering

Calendar Days

Fee Type

NTP – Project Completion

Lump Sum

$ 5,532.00

21 days from NTP

Lump Sum

$ 15,338.00

30 days from NTP (Draft
TM)

Lump Sum (upon
authorization by
City)
Lump Sum

$ 11,664.00

Lump Sum

$ 48,242.00

Lump Sum

$ 22,254.00

Lump Sum

$ 4,741.00

Lump Sum

$ 5,637.00

21 days from Task 2

$ 7,336.00

7 days from Task 4

21 days after acceptance of
Task 5 60% Design
21 days after acceptance of
Task 6 90% Design
14 days from TWDB
approval of Bid Ready
Documents
120 days from award of
Construction Contract
SUBTOTAL (Basic Services)
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3500 Cummings Drive Two Million
Gallon Elevated Storage Tank

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Wes Morrison, Planning Manager

Council Mission Area:

DATE: 04/26/22

Foster economic growth.

ITEM:
Public hearing and consider an ordinance to rezone the property described as Lot 1, Block 1,
Harwood 121 Addition, located at 3501 Harwood Road, from Heavy Commercial within the Master
Highway Corridor Overlay (H/MHC) to Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor
Overlay/Specific Use Permit/Full-Service Gasoline Service Station with Convenience Store. (PZ-SUP2022-500013) (Item was recommended for approval by the Planning and Zoning Commission by a
vote of 6-0-0)

City Attorney Review: Yes

SUMMARY:
The applicant is proposing to build a new 2,800 square foot convenience store with eight fuel islands.
Gasoline Service Stations with Convenience Stores require a Specific Use Permit within the Heavy
Commercial zoning designation, and all uses within the Master Highway Corridor Overlay District
require a site plan to be approved by City Council.

BACKGROUND:
The subject property was developed in 1983 as a 1,900 square foot convenience store with gasoline
sales. The site received a demolition permit in late 2021 and since that time, the site has been cleared
of the building and accessory uses.
The purpose of requiring a Specific Use Permit for any use typically falls into one or more of the
following categories:
1. Determine if the use is appropriate based on-site design/layout; or
2. Determine if the use is compatible with the existing site and surrounding built environment;
or
3. Determine if conditions are needed to ensure the compatibility of the use; conditions can be
applied related to the design/layout of the site or the operation of the proposed use.
The Planning and Zoning Commission finds the following:
1. Gasoline Service Stations with Convenience Stores is determined to be a compatible use to
the surrounding area;
2. The site plan meets all requirements of the zoning ordinance, including the Master Highway
Overlay District standards; and
3. The proposed commercial use is in general compliance with the Comprehensive Plan.
In granting specific use permits, conditions may be imposed to ensure the proposed use is designed
and operated in a manner that is compatible with the surrounding area. The Planning and Zoning
Commission did not impose any conditions on the application.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
If to approve:

AGENDA
Approval of an ordinance to rezone the property described as Lot 1, Block 1, Harwood 121 Addition,
located at 3501 Harwood Road, from Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor Overlay
(H/MHC) to Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor Overlay/Specific Use Permit/FullService Gasoline Service Station with Convenience Store. (PZ-SUP-2022-500013)
If to deny:
Denial of an ordinance to rezone the property described as Lot 1, Block 1, Harwood 121 Addition,
located at 3501 Harwood Road, from Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor Overlay
(H/MHC) to Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor Overlay/Specific Use Permit/FullService Gasoline Service Station with Convenience Store. (PZ-SUP-2022-500013)

FISCAL IMPACT:

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

Ordinance
- Exhibit “A” Site Plan
Planning and Zoning Commission Minutes
–March 10, 2022
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AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS, AMENDING THE ZONING ON PROPERTY
LEGALLY DESCRIBED AS LOT 1, BLOCK 1, HARWOOD 121 ADDITION, AN ADDITION TO THE CITY
OF BEDFORD, TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS (KNOWN LOCALLY AS 3501 HARWOOD ROAD), FROM
HEAVY COMMERCIAL WITHIN THE MASTER HIGHWAY CORRIDOR OVERLAY (H/MHC) TO HEAVY
COMMERCIAL WITHIN THE MASTER HIGHWAY CORRIDOR OVERLAY/SPECIFIC USE PERMIT
(H/MHC/SUP) FOR A FULL-SERVICE GASOLINE SERVICE STATION WITH CONVENIENCE STORE;
PROVIDING FOR THE AMENDMENT OF THE OFFICIAL ZONING MAP TO REFLECT SUCH
CHANGES; PROVIDING THAT THIS ORDINANCE SHALL BE CUMULATIVE OF ALL ORDINANCES;
PROVIDING FOR A PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS HEREOF; PROVIDING A SAVINGS CLAUSE;
PROVIDING A SEVERABILITY CLAUSE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE. (PZ-SUP- 20210000092)
WHEREAS, the City of Bedford, Texas is a Home Rule municipality acting under its Code of
Ordinances adopted by the electorate pursuant to Article XI, of the Texas Constitution and Chapter
9 of the Local Government Code; and,
WHEREAS, pursuant to Chapter 211 of the Local Government Code, the City has adopted a
comprehensive zoning ordinance and map regulating the location and use of buildings, other
structures, and land for business, industrial, residential, or other purposes, for the purpose of
promoting the public health, safety, morals and general welfare, all in accordance with a
comprehensive plan; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that the Heavy Commercial/Master Highway
Corridor/Special Use Permit(H/MHC/SUP) for a Full-Service Gasoline Service Station with
Convenience Store is the most suitable zoning district for the property described below, in
accordance with the future land use plan, and with the standards in the Zoning Ordinance and that
an amendment to the current zoning is appropriate; and,
WHEREAS, a public hearing was duly held by the Planning and Zoning Commission of the City of
Bedford on the 10th day of March 2022, and City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas on the 26th
day of April 2022, with respect to the zoning changes described herein; and,
WHEREAS, all requirements of law dealing with notice to other property owners, publication and all
procedural requirements have been complied with in accordance with Chapter 211 of the Local
Government Code; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council does hereby deem it advisable and in the public interest to amend the
City's Zoning Ordinance as described herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS:
SECTION 1.

That the findings above are found to be true and correct, and are incorporated
herein.

SECTION 2.

That the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance is hereby amended so that the zoning
classification and the uses in the hereinafter described area (further described as
shown in Exhibit “A”) shall be changed and or restricted as shown and described
below:
Lot 1, Block 1, Harwood 121 Addition, located at 3501 Harwood Road, Bedford, Texas
(the “Property”).
Rezoning the Property from Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor
Overlay (H/MHC) to Heavy Commercial/Master Highway Corridor/Specific Use Permit
(H/MHC/SUP) for a Full-Service Gasoline Service Station with Convenience Store on
the Property as detailed herein.
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SECTION 3.

That the Map and Property Description/Site Plan attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is
approved as a component of this ordinance approval. Any revisions to the property
that deviate from the Site Plan attached hereto shall require an amendment to this
ordinance.

SECTION 4.

That the official zoning map of the City of Bedford is hereby amended and the City
Secretary is hereafter directed to revise the zoning map to reflect zoning
classification as set forth above.

SECTION 5.

That this Ordinance shall be cumulative of all provisions of ordinances and of the
Code of Ordinances of the City of Bedford, as amended, including but not limited to
all Ordinances of the City of Bedford affecting zoning and land use, and shall not
repeal any of the provisions of such ordinances except in those instances where
provisions of such ordinances are in direct conflict with the provisions of this
ordinance.

SECTION 6.

That any person, firm, or corporation who violates, disobeys, omits, neglects, or
refuses to comply with or who resists enforcement of any of the provisions of this
ordinance shall be fined not more than Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) for each
offense. Each day that a violation is permitted to exist shall constitute a separate
offense.

SECTION 7.

That all rights or remedies of the City of Bedford, Texas are expressly saved as to
any and all violations of any ordinances governing zoning or of any amendments
thereto that have accrued at the time of the effective date of this Ordinance and as
to such accrued violations and all pending litigation both civil and criminal same
shall not be affected by this Ordinance but may be prosecuted until final disposition
by the Courts.

SECTION 8.

That it is hereby declared to be the intention of the City Council that the phrases
clauses sentences paragraphs and sections of this ordinance are severable and if
any phrase clause sentence paragraph or section of this ordinance shall be declared
unconstitutional by the valid judgment or decree of any court of competent
jurisdiction such unconstitutionality shall not affect any of the remaining phrases
clauses sentences paragraphs and sections of this ordinance since the same would
have been enacted by the City Council without the incorporation in this ordinance
of any such unconstitutional phrase clause sentence paragraph or section.

SECTION 9.

That this ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and it
is so ordained.

PRESENTED AND PASSED this 26th day of April 2022, by a vote of __ ayes, __ nays and __
abstentions, at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas.

_______________________________
Michael Boyter, Mayor
ATTEST:

_____________________________
Michael Wells, City Secretary
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APPROVED AS TO FORM:

_____________________________
Bryn Meredith, City Attorney
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EXHIBIT “A”
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EXHIBIT “A” (Continued)
Site Plan (3501 Harwood Road)

AGENDA
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
MEETING MINUTES OF MARCH 10, 2022
DRAFT
Conduct a public hearing and consider making a recommendation regarding a rezoning
on property legally described as Lot 1, Block 1, Harwood 121 Addition, generally located
at the northeast corner of Harwood Road and State Highway 121, more commonly known
as 3501 Harwood Road, from Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor
Overlay (H/MHC) to Heavy Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor
Overlay/Specific Use Permit/Full-Service Gasoline Service Station with Convenience
Store. (PZ-SUP-2022-50013)
Chairman Carlson recognized Wes Morrison, Neighborhood Services/Planning Manager.
Wes presented Zoning Case PZ-SUP-2022-50013 which is a rezoning request from Heavy
Commercial within the Master Highway Corridor Overlay (H/MHC) to Heavy Commercial within
the Master Highway Corridor Overlay/Specific Use Permit (H/MHC/SUP) to allow for a full-service
gasoline service station with convenience store.
This property is also the subject of agenda Item 4. above, located at 3501 Harwood Road, the
former Chevron site that has been demolished for the most part. Purpose of this SUP is
redevelopment of the existing full-service gasoline station and convenience store. The site will
house a new 2,800 square foot convenience store with eight fuel pumps.
The site is located in the Master Highway Corridor Overlay (MHC), and currently has two access
points off Harwood Road that are being condensed down to one; the access on the SH-121
frontage road is staying the same. The overall building will be back toward the east which is
encompassing the 20-foot setback that was just removed from the plat in agenda Item 4. above.
The fuel pumps will be in the center of the property.
Most of the site is currently cleared. As the property is within the MHC, MHC design standards
must be followed. The building façade requirements are being met; landscaping and screening
requirements along the perimeter of the site, Harwood Road and the frontage of SH-121, are
being met. Off-street parking requirements are being met by providing a total of 15 parking
spaces, where only 8 are required. While signage typically isn't approved with the SUP, they have
provided staff with details on the signage which includes removing and replacing the existing
pylon sign. The new pylon sign will meet the sign requirements, being no more than 65 feet in
height, and a new monument sign will be installed on the Harwood Road side of the property.
Notice of Public Hearing was issued notifying all property owners within 200 feet of the original
subdivision as required by state law. There have been no responses received in favor or against
the request.
This Specific Use Permit (SUP) request is to determine if the proposed use is compatible with the
surrounding area. The convenience store that was previously on this site was developed in 1983,
and staff confirms that the use as a full-service gasoline service station with convenience store is
compatible with the surrounding area. However, if the Commission believes that there are
conditions that need to be made to SUP to further ensure compatibility, those conditions can be
applied at this time, but staff does not see any need for conditions on this site.
There was discussion among Commissioners regarding the number of fuel pumps that were on
site with the previous operator; age and condition of the previous store and fuel pumps; possible
environmental issues with the previous fuel tanks and communication with TCEQ; the point that
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MEETING MINUTES OF MARCH 10, 2022
DRAFT
just because the site was previously a service station with convenience store there is no obligation
to approve the site as another; and the use as far as a need that is appropriate for the community.
Chairman Carlson opened the public hearing at 6:25 p.m. and asked the applicant to come
forward and address the commission.
Jared Westmoreland, 708 Blaylock Dr, Dallas, TX 75203 – Mr. Westmoreland represents Murphy
USA. Mr. Westmoreland came forward to answer some of the questions posed by the
Commissioners. Mr. Westmoreland stated that the previous fuel tanks, which were single-wall
metal tanks from the early 80s, are being removed. There will be two new 25,000-gallon doublewall fiberglass tanks going in. The remediation is currently in process and any contamination or
issue is the responsibility of their tenant, Getty Oil, based out of New York to clear and remediate.
All ground issues will be fully complied with as a requirement of Murphy USA. There will be eight
pumps on this site which has 16 fueling stations.
In response to a question by the Commission, Mr. Westmoreland states that they are currently
going through the SUP process, then upon SUP approval by both Planning and Zoning and the
City Council, the building civil documents will immediately be released to go through that approval
process. Provided there are no issues, the plan is to open by the end of the year.
Nobody else came forward to speak.
Chairman Carlson closed the public hearing at 6:27 p.m.
There being no further discussion, a motion was made.
Motion:
Commissioner Quigley made a motion to approve Zoning Case PZ-SUP2022-50013, as submitted.
Chairman Carlson seconded the motion, and the vote was as follows:
Ayes: Chairman Carlson, Vice Chairman Davis, Commissioners Emery, Quigley, McMillan,
and Henderson
Nays: 0
Abstention: 0
Motion approved 6-0-0. To be considered by City Council on April 12, 2022.

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Wes Morrison, Planning Manager

Council Mission Area:

DATE: 04/26/22

Be responsive to the needs of the community.

ITEM:
Consider an ordinance amending Chapter 82 – “Offenses and Miscellaneous Provisions,” Article III
“Smoking,” Section 82-73 “Food Products Establishment” of the City of Bedford Code of Ordinances;
providing that this ordinance shall be cumulative of all ordinances; providing a severability clause;
providing a penalty clause; and providing an effective date.

City Attorney Review: Yes

SUMMARY:
The proposed ordinance prohibits smoking in food establishments unless a certificate of occupancy
for the establishment was issued prior to tonight’s meeting and adoption of the proposed ordinance.
In addition to the change in prohibiting smoking in food establishments, the proposed ordinance also
increases the distance that smoking is allowed from the primary entrance of the food establishment
from 10 feet to 25 feet.

BACKGROUND:
In 2014, the City Council adopted amendments to the Smoking Ordinance with the goal to prohibit
smoking in food establishments. That amendment included an exemption to allow smoking for food
establishments that derived more than 50% of their annual gross sales from alcoholic beverages.
This exemption was based on Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission rules for certain
establishments; however, the Zoning Ordinance defines a restaurant with alcohol sales as an
establishment that derives no more than 75% of their sales from alcoholic beverages. Given that
restaurants are allowed to derive 75% of their total sales from alcohol and the exemption of
restaurants that receive more than 50% of their sales from alcohol from the smoking prohibition, a
loophole was created that enables several restaurants within Bedford to allow smoking. As written,
the proposed amendment would apply to those establishments that receive a certificate of occupancy
after the adoption of this ordinance. Thus, any business that currently allows smoking would be
considered grandfathered under the current ordinance. Staff surveyed existing restaurants within
Bedford found the following permitted smoking indoors or on patios:
• Bigs Bar and Grill
• Danny's Celtic Pub
• Papa G’s Sports Bar and Grill
• Toadies Bar and Grill
• Bourbon Street Bar and Grill (patio only)
If Council decided the effective date of the proposed changes to be January 1, 2022, only one
business would be affected.
While researching how other cities within the area are regulating smoking in restaurants, it was
determined that Bedford’s requirement of maintaining a minimum of 10 feet from the primary door
of a food establishment to a patio where smoking is permitted was lenient compared to other
cities. Attached is a survey of other cities smoking regulations. Staff is proposing a 25-foot
distance between smoking patios and the primary entrance of food establishments.
Attached are the redlines, which illustrate the changes being proposed.

AGENDA

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
Approval of an ordinance amending Chapter 82 – “Offenses and Miscellaneous Provisions,” Article
III “Smoking,” Section 82-73 “Food Products Establishment” of the City of Bedford Code of
Ordinances; providing that this ordinance shall be cumulative of all ordinances; providing a
severability clause; providing a penalty clause; and providing an effective date.

FISCAL IMPACT:

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

Ordinance
Redline Version of Section 82-73
Survey of Other Cities Smoking
Regulations
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AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS, AMENDING ARTICLE III, CHAPTER 82
“SMOKING” SECTION 82-73 “FOOD PRODUCTS ESTABLISHMENTS” OF THE CODE OF
ORDINANCES, TO CLARIFY SMOKING REQUIREMENTS WITHIN FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS;
PROVIDING THIS ORDINANCE SHALL BE CUMULATIVE OF ALL ORDINANCES; PROVIDING A
SEVERABILITY CLAUSE; PROVIDING A PENALTY CLAUSE; PROVIDING A SAVINGS CLAUSE; AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City of Bedford is a home rule city acting under its charter adopted by the electorate
pursuant to Article XI, Section 5 of the Texas Constitution and Chapter 9 of the Local Government
Code; and,
WHEREAS, the City of Bedford has adopted regulations pertaining to smoking is public places; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council finds it necessary to amend those sections of the City’s Code to provide
for specific rules to provide guidance regarding smoking in food establishments; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that the amendments as outlined herein are in the best
interest of the health, safety, and general welfare of the citizens of the City of Bedford and the public.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS:
SECTION 1.

That the findings above are found to be true and correct, and are incorporated
herein.

SECTION 2.

That Section 82-73 of the Code of Ordinances, City of Bedford, Texas is hereby
amended to read as follows:

“Sec. 82-73. Food products establishments.
(a)

It shall hereafter be unlawful for any person to smoke or use a tobacco, weed or
other plant product, electronic cigarette, e-cigarette or liquid nicotine in a food
products establishment, with the following exceptions:
(1)

The person was smoking in a patio, as long as the patio is physically
separated from the indoor dining area by a closed door and is more than
twenty-five feet from the primary entrance of the establishment; or,

(2)

The food products establishment:

(3)

i)

derives more than 50 percent of its annual gross sales in alcoholic
beverages; and

ii)

received a final Certificate of Occupancy on or before April 26, 2022;
and

iii)

has continuously allowed smoking prior to and as of April 26, 2022;
or,

A fraternal organization or private club not serving the general public.

(b)

Smoking is prohibited within twenty-five linear feet from the primary public
entrance or any open windows of a food products establishment.”

SECTION 3.

That this Ordinance shall be cumulative of all provisions of ordinances and of the
Code of Ordinances, City of Bedford, Texas, as amended, except where the
provisions of this Ordinance are in direct conflict with the provisions of such
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ordinances and such code, in which event the conflicting provisions of such
ordinances and such code are hereby repealed.
SECTION 4.

That it is hereby declared to be the intention of the City Council that the phrases,
clauses, sentences, paragraphs and sections of this Ordinance are severable, and if
any phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph or section of this Ordinance shall be
declared unconstitutional by a valid judgment or decree of any court of competent
jurisdiction, such unconstitutionality shall not affect any of the remaining phrases,
clauses, sentences, paragraphs and sections of this Ordinance, since the same
would have been enacted by the City Council without the incorporation in this
Ordinance of any such unconstitutional phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph or
section.

SECTION 5.

That any person, firm or corporation who violates any provision of this Ordinance
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
punished by a fine as provided in Section 82-1 in the Code of Ordinances, City of
Bedford, Texas. Each day any such violation or violations exist shall constitute a
separate offense and shall be punishable as such.

SECTION 6.

That all rights and remedies of the City of Bedford, Texas, are expressly saved as to
any and all violations of the provisions of the Code of Ordinances governing
smoking in food products establishments or any other ordinances affecting the
matters regulated herein which have accrued at the time of the effective date of this
Ordinance; and, as to such accrued violations and all pending litigation, both civil
and criminal, whether pending in court or not, under such ordinances, same shall
not be affected by this Ordinance but may be prosecuted until final disposition by
the courts.

SECTION 7.

That this Ordinance shall take effect and be in full force from and after the date of
its passage and publication.

PRESENTED AND PASSED this 26th day of April 2022, by a vote of __ ayes, __ nays and __
abstentions, at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas.

________________________________
Michael Boyter, Mayor

ATTEST:

________________________________
Michael Wells, City Secretary

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

________________________________
Bryn D. Meredith, City Attorney
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PART II - CODE OF ORDINANCES
Chapter 82 - OFFENSES AND MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
ARTICLE III. SMOKING

ARTICLE III. SMOKING 1
Sec. 82-71. Definitions.
The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings ascribed to them
in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:
Administrative area means the area of an establishment not generally accessible to the public, including but
not limited to individual offices, stockrooms, employee lounges, or meeting rooms.
Cigar means, unless otherwise amended by the V.T.C.A., Tax Code ch. 155, a roll of fermented tobacco that is
wrapped in tobacco and the main stream of smoke from which produces an alkaline reaction to litmus paper.
Cigarette means, unless otherwise amended by the V.T.C.A., Tax Code ch. 154, a roll for smoking: (A) that is
made of tobacco or tobacco mixed with another ingredient and wrapped or covered with a material other than
tobacco; and (B) that is not a cigar.
Conspicuous means of a size and contrast that is clearly visible and legible to the general public and
unobstructed from view.
Electronic cigarette or e-cigarette means any electronic or mechanical device usually composed of a
mouthpiece, heating element or atomizer, battery, and electronic circuits that provides, or is manufactured to
provide, a vapor and/or gas derived from liquid nicotine and/or other substances delivered or deliverable to the
user to inhale in simulation of smoking. The term includes every version and type of such devices whether they are
manufactured or marketed as electronic cigarettes, e-cigarettes, electronic cigars, e-cigars, electronic pipes, epipes, electronic vaping device, mechanical PV's, electronic nicotine delivery system, or other similar device under
any other product name or description.
Food products establishment means an establishment that primarily serves food prepared in the kitchen of
the same establishment for patrons and may serve alcohol with a valid Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission
License as long as the establishment derives no more than 75 percent of its gross revenues from alcohol sales and
includes all indoor and outdoor seating areas, kitchen, bar area, restrooms and lobby.
Hospital means any institution that provides medical, surgical, and overnight facilities for patients.
Hospital grounds means the outdoor grounds, including sidewalks and parking lots, contained within a
hospital's legally defined property boundaries, which is owned, leased, or occupied by an institution licensed to
administer medical treatment or the primary function of which is to provide inpatient, outpatient and emergency
medical treatment (excludes all non-healthcare leased property).

Editor's note(s)—Ord. No. 14-3088 , §§ 2, 3, adopted April 8, 2014, repealed Art. III, §§ 82-71—82-75, and enacted
a new article, §§ 82-71—82-78, as set out herein. Former Art. III pertained to similar subject matter and
derived from Code 1969, §§ 12-100—12-103; Ord. No. 2377, §§ 1, 2, adopted May 27, 1997; Ord. No. 113003 , § 1, adopted July 26, 2011; and Ord. No. 11-3010 , § 1, adopted Sept. 13, 2011.

1

Cross reference(s)—Fire prevention and protection, ch. 58.
State law reference(s)—Smoking tobacco, V.T.C.A., Penal Code § 48.01.
Bedford, Texas, Code of Ordinances
(Supp. No. 14)

Created: 2022-03-02 09:36:45 [EST]
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Liquid nicotine means any liquid product composed either in whole or in part of nicotine, propylene glycol
and/or any other substance and manufactured for use with electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes.
Minor means a person younger than 18 years of age.
Open display unit means, in the context of the retail sale of electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes and/or liquid
nicotine, any device, furniture, or furnishing within or upon which electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes and/or
liquid nicotine are displayed to customers, and includes, but is not limited to, any case, rack, shelf, counter, table,
desk, kiosk, booth, stand, vending machine, and other surface.
Patio means any unconditioned eating area physically adjoining an existing food products establishment with
at least two sides of its perimeter open to an exterior yard, court and/or parking area. The exterior perimeter may
have full or partial height walls provided at least 40 percent of the wall area is equipped with permanent openings
that do not restrict ventilation or the free flow of air.
Possession means to have on or about the person or otherwise exercise actual care, custody, management or
control over a tangible object or substance.
Public service area means any enclosed area to which the general public routinely has access for municipal
services or which is designated a public service area in a written policy of the agency in charge of such area.
Retail and service establishment means any establishment which sells goods or services to the general public.
Self-service merchandising means, in the context of the retail sale of electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes
and/or liquid nicotine, the open display, including, without limitation, the use of an open display unit of electronic
cigarettes or e-cigarettes and/or liquid nicotine, whether packaged or otherwise, for direct retail customer access
and handling prior to purchase without the intervention or assistance of the retailer or the retailer's owner,
employee or agent.
Smoke(s) or smoking means and includes the carrying, possessing or holding of a pipe, cigarette, tobacco
product, electronic cigarette or e-cigarette or liquid nicotine of any kind which is burning or emitting a vapor.
Tobacco product means: (A) cigar; (B) smoking tobacco, including granulated, plug-cut, crimp-cut, readyrubbed, and any form of tobacco suitable for smoking in a pipe or as a cigarette; (C) chewing tobacco, including
Cavendish, Twist, plug scrap and any kind of tobacco suitable for chewing; (D) snuff or other preparations of
pulverized tobacco; or (E) an article or product that is made of tobacco or a tobacco substance and that is not a
cigarette.
(Ord. No. 14-3088 , § 3, 4-8-14; Ord. No. 14-3103 , § 2, 9-9-14; Ord. No. 15-3114 , § 2, 1-13-15)

Sec. 82-72. Prohibited in certain public areas.
(a)

A person commits an offense if he or she smokes or uses a tobacco product, weed or other plant product,
electronic cigarette, e-cigarette or liquid nicotine in any of the following indoor or enclosed areas:
(1)

An elevator used by the public;

(2)

A hospital or nursing home corridor providing direct access to patients' rooms;

(3)

Any facility owned, operated or managed by the city unless the area is designated as a smoking area.
The city manager or a designated agent may designate an area as a smoking area;

(4)

Any retail or service establishment for serving the general public;

(5)

An area marked with a no smoking sign in accordance with subsection (e) of this section by the owner
or person in control of a hospital, nursing home, or retail or service establishment serving the general
public;

Created: 2022-03-02 09:36:44 [EST]

(Supp. No. 14)
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(6)

An enclosed theater, movie house, library, museum or transit system vehicle; or

(7)

Hospital grounds.

(b)

A person commits an offense if he or she smokes or uses a tobacco product, weed or other plant product,
electronic cigarette, e-cigarette or liquid nicotine within 100 feet of the main public entrance of the Bedford
Public Library.

(c)

Except as specified in subsection (b), a person commits an offense if he or she smokes or uses a tobacco
product, weed or other plant product, electronic cigarette, e-cigarette or liquid nicotine within 25 feet of a
public entrance of any city facility.

(d)

The owner or person in control of an establishment or area designated in subsection (a) of this section shall
post a conspicuous sign visible from the main public entrance to the nonsmoking area. The sign shall contain
the words "No Smoking, City of Bedford Ordinance," the universal symbol for no smoking, or other language
that clearly prohibits smoking.

(e)

The owner or person in control of an establishment or area described in subsection (a)(4) or (a)(6) may
designate an area, including, but not limited to, lobbies, meeting rooms or waiting rooms, as a smoking area;
provided that the designated smoking area may not include:
(1)

(f)

The entire establishment;

(2)

Cashier areas or over-the-counter sales areas; or

(3)

The viewing area of any theater or movie house.

It is a defense to prosecution under this section if the person was smoking in a location that was:
(1)

A designated smoking area of a facility or establishment described in subsection (a)(4) or (a)(6) of this
section which is posted as a smoking area with appropriate signs;

(2)

An administrative area or office of an establishment described in subsection (a)(4) or (a)(6) of this
section;

(3)

A retail or service establishment serving the general public with less than 1,000 square feet of public
showroom or service space; or

(4)

A retail or service establishment which is primarily engaged in the sale of tobacco products, electronic
cigarettes or e-cigarettes, liquid nicotine or smoking implements.

(Ord. No. 14-3088 , § 3, 4-8-14; Ord. No. 15-3114 , § 3, 1-13-15)

Sec. 82-73. Food products establishments.
(a)

It shall hereafter be unlawful for any person to smoke or use a tobacco, weed or other plant product,
electronic cigarette, e-cigarette or liquid nicotine in a food products establishment, with the following
exceptions:
(1)

The person was smoking in a patio, as long as the patio is physically separated from the indoor dining
area by a closed door and is more than twenty-five feet from the primary entrance of the
establishment; or,

(2)

The food products establishment:

Deleted: The person was smoking in a patio, as long as
the patio is physically separated from the indoor dining
area by a closed door and is more than ten twenty-five
feet from the primary entrance of the establishment:

i)

Deleted: .

derives more than 50 percent of its annual gross sales in alcoholic beverages; and
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ii)
iii)
(3)
(b)

received a final Certificate of Occupancy on or before April 26, 2022; and

Formatted: Indent: Hanging: 0.16"

has continuously allowed smoking prior to and as of April 26, 2022; or,

Formatted: Indent: Hanging: 0.16"

A fraternal organization or private club not serving the general public.

Smoking is prohibited within twenty-five linear feet from the primary public entrance or any open windows
of a food products establishment.

(Ord. No. 14-3088 , § 3, 4-8-14; Ord. No. 14-3103 , § 3, 9-9-14)

Deleted: ¶
Deleted: ten

Sec. 82-74. Smoking in food products establishments.
A person commits an offense if he or she smokes or uses a tobacco product, weed or other plant product,
electronic cigarette, e-cigarette or liquid nicotine in an area of a food products establishment designated as
nonsmoking.
(Ord. No. 14-3088 , § 3, 4-8-14)

Sec. 82-75. Possession of tobacco products by minors prohibited.
(a)

Prohibition of possession by a minor. A minor commits an offense if the minor possesses a tobacco product.
(1)

Defense. It is a defense to prosecution for the violation of subsection (a) that a minor possessed a
tobacco product:
a.

While in the course and scope of the minor's employment by a person or entity holding a permit
issued by the state authorizing the person to engage in the business of being a distributor,
wholesaler, bonded agent or retailer of tobacco products; or

b.

In the presence of an adult parent, guardian, or spouse, or other adult to whom the minor has
been committed by the court.

c.

That the individual younger than 18 years of age is participating in an inspection or test of
compliance in accordance with V.T.C.A., Health and Safety Code § 161.088.

(b)

Purchase of tobacco products by a minor—False information. It is an offense for a minor, in order to acquire
a tobacco product, to state to any person engaged in the business of selling tobacco products that such
minor is not a minor, or to present to any such person a document or writing that purports to establish that
such a minor is not a minor.

(c)

Penalties. A person who violates a provision of this chapter is guilty of a separate offense for each day or part
of a day during which the violation is committed, continued, or permitted. Each offense, upon conviction, is
punishable by a fine not to exceed $500.00.

(Ord. No. 14-3088 , § 3, 4-8-14)

Sec. 82-76. Possession, purchase, consumption, or receipt of electronic cigarettes or ecigarettes and/or liquid nicotine by minors prohibited.
(a)

Prohibition of possession by a minor. A minor commits an offense if the minor possesses an electronic
cigarette or e-cigarette or liquid nicotine.
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(1)

Defense. It is a defense to prosecution for the violation of subsection (a) that a minor possessed an
electronic cigarette or e-cigarette or liquid nicotine:
a.

While in the course and scope of the minor's employment by a person or entity where possession
or receipt of the electronic cigarette, e-cigarette or liquid nicotine is required in the performance
of the employee's duties as an employee; or

b.

In the presence of an adult parent, guardian, or spouse, or other adult to whom the minor has
been committed by the court.

c.

That the individual younger than 18 years of age is participating in an inspection or test of
compliance in accordance with V.T.C.A., Health and Safety Code § 161.088.

(b)

Purchase of tobacco products by a minor—False information. It is an offense for a minor, in order to acquire
an electronic cigarette or e-cigarette or liquid nicotine, to state to any person engaged in the business of
selling tobacco products that such minor is not a minor, or to present to any such person a document or
writing that purports to establish that such a minor is not a minor.

(c)

Penalties. A person who violates a provision of this chapter is guilty of a separate offense for each day or part
of a day during which the violation is committed, continued, or permitted. Each offense, upon conviction, is
punishable by a fine not to exceed $500.00.

(Ord. No. 14-3088 , § 3, 4-8-14)

Sec. 82-77. Sale of electronic cigarette or e-cigarette or liquid nicotine to persons younger
than 18 years of age prohibited; proof of age required.
(a)

A person or retailer commits an offense if the person or retailer with criminal negligence:
(1)

Sells, gives or causes to be sold or given an electronic cigarette or e-cigarette or liquid nicotine to
someone who is younger than 18 years of age; or,

(2)

Sells, gives or causes to be sold or given an electronic cigarette or e-cigarette or liquid nicotine to
another person who intends to deliver it to someone who is younger than 18 years of age.

(b)

If an offense under this section occurs in connection with a sale by an employee of the owner of a store in
which electronic cigarettes, e-cigarettes and/or liquid nicotine is/are sold at retail, the employee is criminally
responsible for the offense and is subject to prosecution.

(c)

It is a defense to prosecution under subsection (a)(1) that the person to whom the electronic cigarette, ecigarette or liquid nicotine was sold or given presented to the defendant apparently valid proof of
identification.

(d)

A proof of identification satisfies the requirements of subsection (c) if it contains a physical description and
photograph consistent with the person's appearance, purports to establish that the person is 18 years of age
or older and was issued by a governmental agency. The proof of identification may include a driver's license
issued by this state or another state, a passport or an identification card issued by a state or the federal
government.

(Ord. No. 14-3088 , § 3, 4-8-14)

Sec. 82-78. Vendor assisted sales required; self-service merchandising prohibited.
(a)

Except as provided in subsection (b), a retailer or other person may not:
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(b)

(1)

Offer electronic cigarettes, e-cigarettes, or liquid nicotine for sale in a manner that permits a customer
direct access to the electronic cigarettes, e-cigarettes, or liquid nicotine;

(2)

Offer for sale or display for sale electronic cigarettes, e-cigarettes, or liquid nicotine by means of selfservice merchandising; or,

(3)

Install or maintain an open display unit containing electronic cigarettes, e-cigarettes, or liquid nicotine.

It is a defense to prosecution under subsection (a) if:
(1)

A facility or business is not open to persons younger than 18 years of age at any time;

(2)

A facility or business is a premises for which a person holds a package store permit issued under the
Alcoholic Beverage Code; or,

(3)

An open display unit is located in an area that is inaccessible to customers.

(Ord. No. 14-3088 , § 3, 4-8-14)

Secs. 82-79—82-100. Reserved.
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Smoking Regulations Summary
Bedford:
Smoking prohibited in food establishments unless one of the following exist:
1. On a patio, as long as the patio is physically separated from the indoor dining area by a closed
door and is more than 10 feet from the primary entrance of the establishment;
2. The food establishment derives more than 50% of its gross sales from alcoholic beverages; or
3. A fraternal organization or private club not serving the general public.

Euless:
Smoking is prohibited in an indoor service line in which more than one person is giving or receiving goods
or services, such as, by way of example and not by limitation, retail store and food market checkout lines,
service lines of financial institutions such as bank teller lines, and food service lines such as cafeteria lines,
with regards to other public buildings, smoking may be prohibited as determined by the owner, operator,
manager or other person having control of the building or area. No smoking is permitted within 20 feet of
a designated nonsmoking area.

Hurst:
Smoking is prohibited in food establishments or within 20 feet of the primary entrance of a food
establishment unless one of the following exist:
1. An outdoor dining area and/or patio, as long as the dining area and/or patio is physically
separated from the indoor dining area by a closed door or partition and is more than twenty
(20) feet from the primary entrance of the establishment;
2. After 8:30 p.m. in the designated bar area only of the food service establishment.
3. An establishment which has an indoor seating arrangement for less than eighty (80) people.
4. A sports bar, as defined in the chapter, that has a designated nonsmoking area and that does
not admit or employ persons under eighteen (18) years of age in the smoking section.

Colleyville:
Smoking is prohibited in food establishments unless the following exists:
1. Restaurant that has a seating capacity of more than 25 persons shall designate a smoking area
proportionate in size to the number of customers normally requesting a smoking area. This
section does not prohibit a proprietor or person in charge from designating a restaurant in its
entirety as a nonsmoking area.
2. A bar or a retail store that primarily sells tobacco may be designated as a smoking area in its
entirety.

North Richland Hills:
Smoking is prohibited in food establishments unless in a designated outdoor public patio area of a
restaurant located more than 25 feet from the main public entrance.
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Grapevine:
Smoking is prohibited in food establishments.

Southlake:
Smoking is prohibited in food establishments and within 20 feet of any entrance or exit.

Coppell:
Smoking is permitted in a food establishment in designated indoor or enclosed dining areas, provided that
the areas where smoking is permitted provided the following exists:
1. Be separated from the non-smoking area by physical barrier which prohibits the smoke from
leaving the smoking area;
2. Provides an air filtration system that prevents the commingling of air with other businesses,
common areas, hallways and other nonsmoking areas;
3. All air filtration or ventilation systems in the designated smoking area shall provide a total air
exchange every 15 minutes and shall exhaust that air to the exterior of the building;
4. A sign shall be posted on the premises in a conspicuous place to advise the public that smoking
is permitted in the designated smoking area;
5. Designated smoking areas shall not include restrooms, service lines, waiting areas, public
telephone areas, and other areas commonly used by all patrons.
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PRESENTER:

Andrea Roy, Development Director

Council Mission Area:

DATE: 04/26/22

Foster economic growth.

ITEM:
Consider approval of Old Town Development, LLC, as the named master developer for the Bedford
Commons Mixed-Use Project (area generally located between Bedford Road, L. Don Dodson Drive,
EM Bilger Jr. Boulevard, and Parkwood Drive), and authorizing the City Manager to proceed with
negotiation of a Memorandum of Understanding with same.

City Attorney Review: N/A

SUMMARY:
As a result of the City’s publication of a RFEI for Expressions of Interest to seek a master developer,
City staff has identified Old Town Development as the recommended developer to move forward
with for the ultimate development of the Bedford Commons Mixed-Use Project.

BACKGROUND:
Last month, the City published a RFEI for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) to solicit interest from
qualified developers for the development of the Bedford Commons Mixed-Use Project on 21 to 30+
acres in Central Bedford, generally located south of Harwood Road, east of EM Bilger Jr. Boulevard,
north of L. Don Dodson Drive, and west of Parkwood Drive. The goal of the RFEI was to identify a
master developer with which the City can partner to bring this catalytic project to fruition.
Staff chose to utilize the format of a RFEI to review potential development partners in lieu of the
standard RFEI for Proposal (RFP), which would have been more cumbersome for respondents. The
RFEI does not require as much detailed information as an RFP would, nor does it require the
respondents create a high level of new/custom information just for the submission. The RFEI
essentially asked for interested parties’ resumes showing their experience and ability to deliver the
project, but also show their prior similar/applicable work and any thoughts on the Bedford
Commons project.
Staff advertised the RFEI on the City’s website and social media outlets, but also placed public
notice in the Fort Worth Star-Telegram on March 13 and March 20, advertising the RFEI and
indicating submissions must be received no later than April 8, 2022 at 5:00. Additionally, staff
directly contacted 14 developers in the DFW Metroplex regarding the opportunity to respond to the
RFEI. These 14 developers consisted of those who had either shown interest in the project or those
that staff felt would be a good match for the project. The City received three submissions to the
RFEI from the following groups:
•
•
•

Broadsword Investors (partnered with Pathway MF LLC)
Russell Glenn (partnered with Page architects)
Old Town Development (partnered with GFF architects)

Staff reviewed the submissions based on the noted criteria within the RFEI, allocating points to each
developer in four categories: qualifications and experience, project vision and development
approach, financial feasibility and development team capacity, and reputation. Staff’s scoring and
related notes are attached.
Based on staff’s review of the submissions in accordance with the scoring methodology stated in
the RFEI, Old Town Development is recommended as the master developer. Old Town Development
clearly indicated their interest in the project, their ability to complete the project, their understanding
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of what is envisioned for the site by the City, and provided thoughts and recommendations, which
build upon the original concept.
The two most significant components of the submittal review were the developer’s qualifications/
experience, but also their vision and development approach. While the RFEI did not ask for an indepth proposal or new design plans of the project area, it did ask for the interested partis to indicate
their vision for the site and express how it aligns with the already created Tax Increment
Reinvestment Zone (TIRZ) #1 concept plan. It is critical that the selected developer understand the
already determined vision and provide their expertise on how to further define and enhance
the plan. The concept plan is an approved plan and directly tied to the established TIRZ that was
approved by the other taxing entities (Tarrant County and the College District); the ability to revamp
the concept is not of interest. The City does not wish to pursue negotiations with a developer that
might have a completely different vision/plan for the site which may be contrary to what has already
been approved.
Approval of the master developer will allow staff to move forward and negotiate a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between the City and Old Town Development, which will more clearly define
the partnership between the two entities and outline the envisioned roles and responsibilities of
both groups. It should be noted that any specific formal contracts (i.e., incentive agreement) will be
considered separately by City Council when that point in the project is reached.
If Old Town Development is approved as the master developer, staff will bring back the MOU for
Council’s consideration on May 10, 2022.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
Approval of Old Town Development, LLC as the named master developer for the Bedford Commons
Mixed-Use Project (area generally located between Bedford Road, L. Don Dodson Drive, EM Bilger
Jr. Boulevard., and Parkwood Drive), and authorizing the City Manager to proceed with negotiation
of a Memorandum of Understanding with same.

FISCAL IMPACT:

ATTACHMENTS:

None. Any specific contracts between the City and Old
Town Development related to the development of Bedford
Commons will be approved under separate and future
review.

Staff Scoring/Staff Notes
Developer Responses
RFEI for Expressions of Interest

Page 2 of 2
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Bedford Commons Master Developer RFEI Evaluations
Scoring Breakdown
Broadsword/Pathway Submission
MAX POINTS

30

CATEGORY
Qualifications and Experience of Developer(s)
The City is particularly interested in development firms who demonstrate
they are qualified to execute the delivery of a development opportunity with
the complexity and market challenges of this specific site.
Very qualified project leads and support staff. While notation was made
regarding a town center (as Bedford Commons), emphasis was surrounding
high quality housing product. Extensive Team with deep experience on the
finance side-funding deals. Much experience related to multi-family
developments. Experience appears somewhat limited on projects like
Bedford Commons - either larger scale or small-scale, with primarily multifamily. Pathways’s Company Vision and Value –distinguishable from all
other Class A+ Apt. Developments.
25

30

Points Assigned to Broadsword/Pathway

Project Vision and Development Approach
A compelling vision and demonstrated capacity to catalyze
development/redevelopment in thearea and the surrounding neighborhood
with an active, pedestrian-friendly mix of uses and structures that:
1. Align with the adopted TIRZ conceptual plan
2. Align with the standards outlined within the Bedford Commons
Planned Unit Development
Quality design and construction – in building elements as well as urban design
elements (pedestrian connections through and within the site; public plazas
and open spaces; landscape elements; treatment and arrangement of
parking)
The submission is generally silent on the Bedford Commons TIRZ Concept
Plan, with the exception of stating the team is prepared to move forward
with the concept plan as a predominant design. Specifics aren’t provided
for the Bedford site- limited vision, other than project samples that contain
aspects of what is envisioned for Bedford Commons, but for what appears
to be a much denser development. Not clearly aligned with the Bedford
Commons PUD.
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15

20

Points Assigned to Broadsword/Pathway

Financial Feasibility and Development Team Capacity
The City is interested in those developer teams who best demonstrate their
financial capacity to deliver a project of this scope in the near term. Responses
should identify estimated timeframes for design, construction, and occupancy.
Responses that demonstrate a commitment to deliver a meaningful first phase
in a timely manner while responding to all of the selection criteria will be
favored.
Extensive Team with deep experience on the finance side-funding deals
Broadsword is an Investment Co.- Very well capitalized. Financing obtained
for prior projects varies from Bedford Commons scale/model.
15

20

Points Assigned to Broadsword/Pathway

Reputation
Those companies with a track record of successful public private
partnerships are of particulate interest to the City.
Appears to have had successful partnerships but focused on
apartments/residential and limited mention of other critical components
of a mixed-use project (need restaurant/retail/entertainment/community
space/etc.). No specifics related to public-private partnerships, but they
are mentioned.
10

100

Points Assigned to Broadsword/Pathway

MAX TOTAL POINTS

(Points Achieved by Broadsword/Pathway 65)
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Russell Glen Submission
MAX POINTS

30

CATEGORY
Qualifications and Experience of Developer(s)
The City is particularly interested in development firms who demonstrate
they arequalified to execute the delivery of a development opportunity with
the complexity and market challenges of this specific site.
Russell Glen has a breadth of development experience, with involvement in
projects of every type. Russell Glen’s more recent activity surrounds larger
scale projects, but certain components are certainly transferrable and
applicable to the Bedford Commons project. The larger scale projects lend
themselves to the ability to attract more traditional types of users, which
will locate in high exposure areas, which does vary from Bedford’s situation.
Russell Glen’s proposed design partner, Page is very well qualified and
offers a one-stop shop for all design needs (architecture, engineers,
planners, etc.).
25

30

Points Assigned to Russell Glen

Project Vision and Development Approach
A compelling vision and demonstrated capacity to catalyze
development/redevelopment in thearea and the surrounding neighborhood
with an active, pedestrian-friendly mix of uses and structures that:
3. Align with the adopted TIRZ conceptual plan
4. Align with the standards outlined within the Bedford Commons
Planned Unit Development
Quality design and construction – in building elements as well as urban design
elements (pedestrian connections through and within the site; public plazas
and open spaces; landscape elements; treatment and arrangement of
parking)
Russell Glen’s vision appears to vary from the original TIRZ concept plan in
a manner that would alter the TIRZ Financing, noting an increase in density
of multi-family, which is a change from the proposed Townhomes shown on
the Concept plan and approved by our partner taxing entities. Noting
apartments over retail, etc. While it is mentioned that this is an initial
proposed modification, it is a change that would have to be addressed.
20

Points Assigned to Russell Glen
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20

Financial Feasibility and Development Team Capacity
The City is interested in those developer teams who best demonstrate their
financial capacity to deliver a project of this scope in the near term. Responses
should identify estimated timeframes for design, construction, and occupancy.
Responses that demonstrate a commitment to deliver a meaningful first phase
in a timely manner while responding to all of the selection criteria will be
favored.
Based on Russell Glen’s track record and previous sizeable, funded projects,
the company is more than capable of obtaining the necessary financing to
bring the project to fruition.
15

20

Points Assigned to Russell Glen

Reputation
Those companies with a track record of successful public private
partnerships are of particulate interest to the City.
Russell Glen has worked with other municipalities to deliver other mixeduse projects. Municipal references were provided associated with projects
located in those cities.
20

100

Points Assigned to Russell Glen

MAX TOTAL POINTS

(Points Achieved by Russell Glen 80)
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Old Town Development Submission
MAX POINTS
30

CATEGORY
Qualifications and Experience of Developer(s)
The City is particularly interested in development firms who demonstrate
they are qualifi3ed to execute the delivery of a development opportunity
with the complexity and market challenges of this specific site.
OTD demonstrated their experience with environments similar to Bedford’s.
OTD has worked with unique properties and land area, ultimately creating
downtowns that did not exist before they were there. OTD possesses
experience in working with smaller-scaled projects that aren’t on a
highway, essentially creating the market from where there was none.
25

30

Points Assigned to Old Town Development

Project Vision and Development Approach
A compelling vision and demonstrated capacity to catalyze
development/redevelopment in thearea and the surrounding neighborhood
with an active, pedestrian-friendly mix of uses and structures that:
5. Align with the adopted TIRZ conceptual plan
6. Align with the standards outlined within the Bedford Commons
Planned Unit Development
Quality design and construction – in building elements as well as urban design
elements (pedestrian connections through and within the site; public plazas
and open spaces; landscape elements; treatment and arrangement of
parking)
OTD clearly indicated their proposed vision for the project, which aligns with
the existing TRZ concept plan (referencing the proposed townhomes and
continuing with that proposed use). OTD has proposed minor modifications
to the plan of enhancements (creating a main street for example). OTD has
also noted their partnership with GFF, a full-service design firm that will
provide architecture, planning, analytical services. OTD has also provided
additional detailed plans related to the common areas and project
amenities. OTD notes that the project is scalable, proposing development in
two phases. Additionally, GFF provided several project samples that show
their design capabilities for open space, connectivity, etc.
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30 Points Assigned to Old Town Development

20

Financial Feasibility and Development Team Capacity
The City is interested in those developer teams who best demonstrate their
financial capacity to deliver a project of this scope in the near term. Responses
should identify estimated timeframes for design, construction, and occupancy.
Responses that demonstrate a commitment to deliver a meaningful first phase
in a timely manner while responding to all of the selection criteria will be
favored.
OTD noted the ability to fund projects through various sources. Financing
was not stressed within the submittal but understood to be achievable
based on the project history of OTD.
15

20

Points Assigned to Old Town Development

Reputation
Those companies with a track record of successful public private
partnerships are of particulate interest to the City.
OTD clearly demonstrated their ability to develop through public/private
partnerships. Several municipalities with which they have worked are
noted.
20

100

Points Assigned to Old Town Development

MAX TOTAL POINTS

(Points Achieved by Old Town Dev 90)
Max
Score

Old Town
Dev./GFF

Russell
Glenn/Page

Broadsword/
Pathway

Qualifications/Experience
Project Vision & Dev. Approach

30

25

25

25

30

30

20

15

Financial Feasibility/Dev. Team Capacity

20

15

15

15

Reputation

20

20

20

10

100

90

80

65

Total
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April 8, 2022
VIA Email
CITY OF BEDFORD
1805 L Don Dodson Drive
Bedford, Texas 76021
Attn: Andrea Roy
Subject: Summary Letter for RFEI- Bedford Commons
Dear Andrea:
Pathway and Broadsword are pleased to submit our Expression of Interest (RFEI) in the Bedford
Commons project. As Steve Sanders and Darren Woodson, of Pathway team expressed in their meeting
with the mayor there last month, they are very adept and willing to work with City management to
create and meet the vision of the what the City would like to do. Broadsword has worked with Steve
Sanders and Bryan Brown for several years, arranging their project debt and equity around the Texas
market, and he has some of the largest institutional equity funds backing him and his development
expertise. Broadsword sees no issue in providing the necessary construction debt and any equity needs
that the development team may have. Steve and Bryan have a significant ongoing relationship with
HUD and other lenders, including several institution debt funds as well.
In terms of the estimated timeframes for design, construction, and occupancy, Pathway would focus
immediately on the City’s desire for common areas and the first phase of construction simultaneous
with Broadsword working on the construction debt and any equity gaps needed, so that once final plans
and permits are bid and completed by the selected GC, the project can fund immediately, as we have
done on other projects with Steve and Bryan and the development team. The team has significant
experience in retail, residential and commercial projects over the years, which would allow them to act
as Master Developer or effectively cover any use desired by the City. The Broadsword and Pathway
teams are located locally in Texas (with family living in Bedford), and some of us have lived here and
gone to school here dating back to the 1960s, and watched the City grow and develop, including the
Bedford Boys Ranch. We think we bring both the local desire combined with the experience
and institutional financial backing needed for a first class project. To the extent that the city has strong
thoughts on the existing development concept, the team can work on that basis as well.
Description of your firm or team’s organization structure and the credentials of its leadership and key
staff likely to be assigned to responsible roles in the project.
The contact person(2) for further communication:
• -Paul Smyth, Principal of Broadsword Investors, 214-679-2147,
psmyth@broadswordinvestors.com
• -Steve Sanders, Principal of Cardinal & Pathway, 512-695-1234, Ssanders@cardinalMF.com
The related PDF (2nd email) overview covers the following requirements:
•
•

Descriptions of past and/or current projects of similar scope, size, character, and project
requirements that demonstrate the capacity and quality of performance of your firm or team.
Business references:
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•
•

o Sahil Amin, Raith Capital Partners, Sahil.Amin@raithcapital.com, 717-880-5023
o Roger Fraley, Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma, rfraley@choctawglobal.com, 972-989-1545
The team’s vision can be certainly align with the already created TIRZ concept plan.
Any comments on the existing concept plan or proposed variations to the plan for any changes
proposed would be discussed with the City as construction costs are estimated and design
drawings are put in motion.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION:--While the team will be very timely and transparent with all the Financial
components below, at this time it will be difficult to properly pinpoint costs given the construction
market and any design layout features ultimately selected. Broadsword has 38+ years in the finance and
equity industry, with deep investment bank and debt/equity fund clients allowing for very innovative
and flexible financial support.
1. Statement of assumptions on which all calculations are based, including all assumptions typically
provided in a pro forma for the proposed use.
2. Sources and uses of funds for development, including details of equity and financing sources, an
assessment of the risk associated with securing those sources and a break-out of all soft and hard costs
and development and financing fees to be paid on the “uses” side.
3. Proposed sources of capital financing for any infrastructure investments required.
4. Respondents are encouraged to discuss financing options that they can bring or would like the City to
sponsor, obstacles they have encountered in the past, and creative financing strategies.
Unlike some other development teams that may be rigid in their designs and thoughts, we believe that
the City should be very involved in not only the concept, but in design and would seek their input
throughout the process as a valid partner. This developer team has the demonstrated ability to manage
all the permitting, site preparation, financing and project management required to support vertical
development.
We look forward to discussing this opportunity further
Best regards
Paul Smyth

Paul Smyth
Principal
Broadsword Investors, LLC
8390 LBJ Fwy, Suite 530
Dallas TX 75243
214-679-2147 (m)
psmyth@broadswordinvestors.com
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Broadsword Investors, which is headquartered in Dallas, Texas, acts as a
strategic partner for Pathway’s development platform. Both groups are excited
to partner together on the development of Bedford Commons. Both
Broadsword and Pathway bring an impressive executive team as well as decades
of experience in the development, management, and financing of commercial
real estate assets. With this expertise and knowledge, Broadsword and Pathway
will provide a level of execution that ensures a quality and unique living space for
the city and community of Bedford. Several of the executives were born, raised
and continue to live in the immediate area of the subject property, and Pathway
has significant experience in the DFW and Texas market.
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Existing Partnership Project

• The team has revived the conceptual plan and would be prepared to move
forward with that as a predominant design.
• Co-GPs: Broadsword/Pathway
• Project: Bedford Commons
• General Contractor: TBD; subject to a GMAX contract
• Objective: To not only address the increasingly high demand for housing in
the DFW metroplex, but to do so in a way that allows the residents of this
future community to thrive and feel good about the town center that they call
home. Our goal is to deliver a high-quality housing product that stands out
from others in the DFW and to do so in a timely, efficient and thoughtful
manner that that meets the high level of expectation held by the city of
Bedford.
2

BROADSWORD COMPANY SUMMARY
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Broadsword Investors, LLC was founded in 2017 by seasoned investment banking and asset management colleagues to create a cutting-edge specialty finance firm. The company
specializes in debt and equity strategies for commercial real estate properties and new development. Through an extensive 35 year+ network of strategic partners within the banking
and development communities, Broadsword is able to provide efficient debt and equity options for investors at the various stages of project planning, development, finance and sales.
The company is based in Dallas, TX where its staff of experienced professionals specialize in origination, underwriting, sales brokerage, investment and asset management. Our staff
works together closely with clients to achieve superior results in finding and executing on real estate solutions.
Paul Smyth - Principal and Founder, Broadsword Investors, LLC

Cary Williams - Principal and Founder, Broadsword Investors, LLC

Prior to co-founding Broadsword Investors, Paul Smyth held several executive
management positions, including serving as the Global Chief Credit Officer for the
Commercial Real Estate group at Credit Suisse. He was responsible for the vetting of all
CRE loans through credit committee in the U.S. and Europe. This included interfacing
with B-piece buyers, internal underwriting and credit operations, and interfacing with
federal regulators. Mr. Smyth has extensive B-piece investment and related workout
experience, having managed over $55 billion in loan resolutions in various portfolios
dating back to the mid-1980s. Additionally, Mr. Smyth has been involved in over 165+ B
piece/mezzanine acquisitions dating back to the 1990s. Mr. Smyth formed the CRE
origination platform at ARCap, and was part of executive team for the restart of Credit
Suisse CRE lending group in 2014 which encompassed conduit, mezzanine and floating
rate loans.

Cary Williams started his career at Merrill Lynch Capital Markets in 1987 where he
focused on balance sheet management for financial institutions. During the late 80’s and
early 90’s, he was active with bank restructuring and various activities with the RTC. Mr.
Williams has been involved in the CMBS market since its creation in the early 90’s. Over
the last 30 years Mr. Williams has focused on the placement of CMBS B pieces, B notes,
mezzanine loans, and whole loans. Mr. Williams spent 25 years at Merrill Lynch/Bank of
America as a senior executive in structured products finance. In 2012, Mr. Williams
joined Royal Bank of Canada as a Managing Director in Structure Products. He
continued to serve clients with a heavy emphasis on CRE and structured products. Mr.
Williams joined Credit Suisse in 2014 as a senior executive in their structured products
group where he continued to focus on CRE and the origination of CRE assets. Mr.
Williams received an MBA from Southern Methodist University in Finance and Real
Estate and a BBA from the University of Oklahoma in Finance and Accounting. Mr.
Williams serves as a member on the Trinity River Authority Board of Directors
appointed by the Governor of Texas. Mr. Williams holds Series 7,63 and 3 licenses under
FINRA. Mr. Williams currently resides in Dallas, Texas.

Prior to Credit Suisse, from 2002-2013, Mr. Smyth held several Executive roles, which
included President, CEO, and COO in various entities of ARCap REIT and its successor
companies Centerline Capital and C-III (n/k/a Greystone Special Servicing in 20192020). During this time, he oversaw operations that provided all aspects of asset
management. This included originations, CDO Management, and CMBS investments for
a $120 billion of portfolio, along with over $6 Billion in debt and equity transactions
from 2002-2006, heavily weighted in construction projects.
Mr. Smyth held various origination and asset management roles within Banc One Corp
from 1986-02. The last role being Managing Director for Banc One Mortgage Capital
Markets/ORIX Capital Markets. In this role, he oversaw the CMBS asset management
platform nationwide. Through the late ’80’s and 90’s, he served as Senior Portfolio
Manager, which included construction and development lending. He also managed
various contracts and asset pools in conjunction with the FDIC and RTC throughout the
US. Mr. Smyth has been a panelist and participated in various industry CRE initiatives
where he has served in numerous roles within CREFC, CMSA, and the MBA
organizations. Mr. Smyth received his BBA degree in Finance and Real Estate from
Baylor University. Mr. Smyth holds Series 7 and 63 licenses under FINRA. Mr. Smyth
currently resides in Colleyville, Texas.
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Marc Wedding - President, Broadsword CRE Brokerage LLC
Marc Wedding is a strategic senior leader in the commercial real estate industry with over 30 years
of experience specializing in acquisitions, brokerage, financing and property development primarily
in the Texas and Florida markets. Marc has assembled over 300 completed commercial real estate
transactions in his career that has comprised virtually all types of commercial real estate properties
as well as land transactions, including single-family lot development, multi-family and commercial
land transactions. Prior to joining Broadsword, Marc led TY Commercial Group’s Acquisition and
Sales team for over twenty years where he implemented the strategy to accumulate value-added
commercial assets recognizing additional value either through lease up or redevelopment of multitenant properties with a focus on unanchored strip retail properties. At TY, Marc directed the
growth as a startup real estate investment firm to a peak of owning over 125 commercial real estate
assets. Marc has extensive experience in market analysis, asset valuation, and underwriting and
contract negotiation. He has directed each aspect of transaction management that encompasses the
commercial real estate full life cycle together with securing the necessary financing for each
transaction. Marc has developed a broad network of highly qualified and experienced brokers,
owners and lending sources with whom he collaborates extensively. The financing sources utilized
range from regional banks, life insurance companies to CMBS loans.
Mr. Wedding holds a Bachelor of Science degree in economics and marketing from Ohio State
University and is a licensed commercial real estate broker in the state of Texas. Mr. Wedding
currently resides in Dallas, Texas.
Tommy Snyder – Originations and Equity Investment; also serves as President of 1619 Capital
Partners. Mr. Snyder has also served as Intrapreneur and Administrator at C-III Asset
Management/C-III Capital Partners, working with a portfolio comprising of over $100 Billion in
Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities (CMBS). During his tenure, he helped in the creation of
platforms for Loan and REO Online Sales assisting in the disposition of assets well into the
billions, and helped the company create processes to increase employee performance and
effectiveness in the market. Mr. Snyder previously served as Administrator of ARCap, REIT, a full
service real estate finance and servicing company acquired by Centerline Servicing, Inc. (CSI)
where he also served as Administrator. Mr. Snyder served in the U.S. Army at the Office of the
Chief of Staff, the Pentagon and served on the White House Staff in The White House
Communications Agency during the Reagan/Bush Administration. Mr. Snyder currently resides in
Colleyville, Texas.
Paul Jankovsky - President, Broadsword Commercial Mortgage
Paul Jankovsky Jr, has over 35 years of capital markets, commercial banking and commercial real
estate experience. He has been a regional manager and senior producer in the CMBS industry,
originating in excess of $4B of securitized commercial real estate loans. Mr. Jankovsky has had
successful tenures with Wall Street firms including Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase and Merrill
Lynch. Mr. Jankovsky founded and is currently Managing Principal of JM Advisors LLC, a firm
which was formed to participate in the purchase of distressed CMBS bonds. JM Advisors has been
an advisor to regional banks where Mr. Jankovsky has implemented successful CMBS platforms,
mezzanine platforms and has focused on specialized debt placement. Mr. Jankovsky was also CoFounder and EVP of BH Capital LLC, a Behringer Harvard related entity which focused on
investments in distressed real estate debt. Mr. Jankovsky holds a BBA from Baylor University
where he majored in Finance. Mr. Jankovsky currently resides in Plano, Texas.

AGENDA

Robert Farrington - Managing Director — Equity & Asset Management
Robert Farrington most recently served as Director within ORIX Real Estate Americas’
Commercial Real Estate platform (“ORIX”), based in Dallas, Tx, where he led the operations of
the Primary/Special Servicing portfolios along with new business development. In that capacity he
also served as the primary relationship manager with the Rating Agencies. Over his 18-year career
with ORIX, Mr. Farrington has managed several teams responsible for Bond Analytics,
Bond/Collateral, Asset Management and Property level Surveillance, and a wide variety of finance
and loan / bond investment related functions.
Prior to joining ORIX, Mr. Farrington worked for two years at First USA Bank, N.A. as a Senior
Analyst in the structured products group. He was responsible for the analytics of several Credit
Card Master Trusts, Home Equity, and Home Equity Line of Credit securitizations, as well as
other various consumer based structured products. Before that, he worked for Fidelity Financial
Group as a Senior Analyst responsible for their Automobile structured products. Mr. Farrington
earned a BBA in Accounting from the University of North Texas. Mr. Farrington currently resides
in Keller, Texas.
Cary Williams IV - Vice President
Cary Williams most recently served as an associate at Greystone Servicing, based in Las Colinas,
Tx. where he was primarily focused on REO disposition and securitized product due diligence and
underwriting. Previously, Cary served as operations manager for a beverage industry startup
conducting business throughout the United States and internationally. During this time Cary
oversaw logistics, supply chain, pricing strategy, marketing and assisted in overall business
development.
Cary received a BBA in Finance from the University of Oklahoma. As part of his responsibilities at
Broadsword, he provides underwriting assistance on loan sizing, conducts market research, and
develops models for capital stack structure for a variety of asset classes. Cary is a licensed Texas
Real Estate Sales Agent under Broadsword CRE Brokerage, LLC. Mr. Williams currently resides in
Dallas, Texas.
Luke Williams - Associate
Luke Williams most recently worked as an associate for Greystone Servicing based in Las Colinas,
Tx. His work included asset management on Greystone’s REO team as well as conducting due
diligence and underwriting on securitized product. His current responsibilities include underwriting
assistance on loan sizing and conducting market research.
Luke is a licensed Texas Real Estate Sales Agent under Broadsword CRE Brokerage, LLC. Luke
received his BS in Business Communication from the University of Oklahoma. Mr. Williams
currently resides in Dallas, Texas.
Tiffany Middlebrooks - Associate
Tiffany works as an Associate at Broadsword providing loan servicing / administrative support
along with assistance in underwriting assistance on asset sales, loan sizing, market research, and
loan committee presentations. Tiffany worked at Centerline Capital Group in Irving, Tx (f/k/a
ARCap REIT) from 2009-2015 in the Loan servicing and Surveillance groups on both CMBS and
CLO portfolios, as well as in the CMBS Due Diligence group. Tiffany has also worked in various
roles as administrative assistant for various Medical offices and non-profit organizations across the
DFW area. Mrs. Middlebrooks graduated from North Central Texas College in 2003 with a degree
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in Applied Science. Mrs. Middlebrooks currently resides in Hurst, Texas.
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Pathway MF LLC is a real estate development company based in San Antonio, Texas. The company specializes in creating communities that serve the
needs of a broad resident base with superior amenities, unit design, and management. Our Company develops workforce multi-family housing
communities using an approach comparable to Class A market rate projects.
Steve Sanders has a thirty-seven (37) year career in real estate investments,
development, dispositions, site selection, entitlements, and project management. He
currently serves as a manager of Cardinal MF LLC. Mr. Sanders is also the general
partner, through his Sanders Family Investments LLC entity, of the 116 acre in-fill
University Village project in San Antonio, TX, consisting of 998 units of multifamily, 300,000 feet of Office and 130,000 feet of retail. Cardinal developments
include the 300-unit The Brick and Mortar District Phase IA in Kyle, Texas, 324unit Goodnight Ranch project in Austin, Texas, 200-unit Cove in Odessa, the 288unit Vera in Odessa, 300-unit Lyric at the Merc and 348-unit Oxly at the Merc
projects in San Antonio, Texas, and the 336-unit SoSA in San Antonio.
Prior to co-founding Cardinal, Mr. Sanders was a Senior Investment Manager of
Stratford Land Fund, the largest Land Fund in the United States. As an Investment
Manager, he was responsible for all investments, dispositions and asset management
for the Texas region of Stratford Land. He was also in charge of the Western United
States for Stratford’s $125,000,000 lending platform which offered high interest land
loans and mezzanine financing for construction projects. The lending platform was
an unqualified success, with total returns in a 48-month period exceeding 19.4%.
During his 5-year tenure at Stratford, Mr. Sanders directly acquired over
$150,000,000 in loans and property and sold $214,000,000 in assets. He also had
project management responsibility for $77,000,000 in horizontal infrastructure.
Before Stratford, Mr. Sanders was the area Partner with Jones Lang
LaSalle/Staubach Co. in Austin and San Antonio. In his eight years at
JLL/Staubach, Mr. Sanders was lead broker on over $325 million in transactions.
Mr. Sanders has been awarded the Austin Business Journal’s “Transaction of the
Year” twice, for the development of the Goodwill Headquarters and for the
relocation and re-development of Concordia University. He was awarded Broker of
the Year in San Antonio for the relocation of the San Antonio Water System
Headquarters. Major clients have included Apple, Toyota, Electronic Arts, The
Hartford, Cirrus Logic, The State of Texas, UTSA, and The University of Texas
Medical Branch. He has practiced in and has a tremendous network of contacts
across multiple markets including Texas, Oklahoma, Florida, Colorado, Arizona, and
California.

Bryan Brown has a diverse background of forming and operating businesses and
real estate development. He serves as a managing member of Cardinal MF LLC,
developer of the 300-unit Brick and Mortar District in Kyle, Texas, 300-unit Lyric at
the Merc , 348-unit Oxly at the Merc in San Antonio, Texas, 288-unit Enclave on
Ross Road in Austin, Texas, 324-unit Goodnight Ranch Town Center in Austin,
Texas, 288-unit Vera In Odessa, Texas, 200-unit Cove In Odessa, Texas, and 226
unit SoSA in San Antonio. Mr. Brown also serves as a development and financial
advisor to UTSA BLVD IH10, LP, developer of the 998-unit University Village
multi-family project and 116-acre mixed use development (San Antonio, Texas).
Prior to founding Cardinal, Mr. Brown served as CEO of Retama Entertainment
Group for more than 16 years and in the role, oversaw the operations of Retama
Park. Following an extensive search and negotiation with several other potential
acquirers, Mr. Brown negotiated and closed on the sale of interests in Retama Park,
including those owned personally, to Pinnacle Entertainment.
Prior to forming Retama Entertainment Group, Mr. Brown was Project Director of
Riverwood and President of Riverwood Realty, Inc. and Riverwood Golf Club (Port
Charlotte, Florida), a 1250-acre master-planned golf course community heavily
amenitized with a championship golf course, community clubhouse/pool/tennis
complex and river park. Under Mr. Brown’s leadership, an environmentally complex
property was transformed into an award-winning residential development with a
wide variety of single and multi-family offerings.
While at Riverwood he was Chairman and founder of the Riverwood Community
Development District, which, through the issuance of bonds, built and financed all
infrastructure of the project including a 1 million gallon per day wastewater
treatment plant on site.
Mr. Brown has been involved in many major financings as well including
institutionally placed debt, privately placed debt, privately placed equity, tax
increment financing, special purpose districts and bond defeasance. Mr. Brown was
the primary party responsible for all these financing activities.
Mr. Brown is a graduate of The University of Texas at Austin having received an
MBA in Finance and Organizational Behavior and a BBA in Finance.
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Pathway MF LLC is a real estate development company based in San Antonio, Texas. The company specializes in creating communities that serve the
needs of a broad resident base with superior amenities, unit design, and management. Our Company develops workforce multi-family housing
communities using an approach comparable to Class A market rate projects.
Company Vision and Values
Joel Pollack principal of PMCA Partners, started his career in 1974 obtaining his
California Real Estate License at the age of 18 the third youngest member of the
California Board of Realtors at that time Joel was active in both residential and
commercial real estate sales In 1985 Joel joined DL Investments, a division of Long
Beach S&L, where he was responsible for the acquisition, construction and
management of over 1 500 units Joel has closed on excess of 250 million in
affordable housing communities with LIHTC equity investment of approximately 60
million In 2016 Mr Pollack affiliated with Mission DG to help launch their
affordable housing division with emphasis on senior housing Joel was responsible
for closing 589 units of affordable housing totaling 123 million in value and 36
million in LIHTC and Historic equity
Mark Gregg graduated from Texas A&M University in 1996 with a BBA in Finance
He began his career with USAA’s equity desk trading equities and options for
approximately four years A colleague from USAA recruited him to Advisors Asset
Management where he spent the next fourteen years as a bond and risk analyst His
primary role was managing approximately 100 million in municipal bonds and
employing proper hedging strategies to mitigate risk to the portfolio Additionally, he
analyzed a wide range of mortgage pools, ABS, agency, corporate and sovereign debt
In 2016 Mark joined Mission Development Group in San Antonio as Director of
Finance Mark was an instrumental part of the company’s transition from market rate
apartment communities to developing affordable LIHTC projects At Mission DG
he closed numerous 4 LIHTC projects with approximately 100 million in debt
executions and is currently working to close another four projects valued at 150
million combined.

Mission Statement:
To Create Quality Equitable Affordable Housing
Philanthropy:
We believe what we do has a greater impact on the communities in which we invest.
We believe that the multi-family developments we create play a significant role in the
future of our residents, and our investment goes beyond simply the buildings.
Authenticity:
We believe our developments serve a greater good, and we strive to build the highest
quality product. We want our product to be indistinguishable from all other Class
A+ Apartment Developments. Similarly, we are upfront and transparent with
everyone we deal with, sharing our passion, mission, purpose, for all our
developments.
Teamwork:
At Pathway, we believe that we are only successful when it is a collaborative team
effort. We partner with local governments and non-profit companies to serve the
community’s needs. Though our Teamwork, we strive to ensure all parties are
working toward our collective goal of creating Quality Equitable Affordable
Housing.

Hard-Work:
There is a lot that goes into our developments. Time, Money, but above all else
effort. Our team pours their passion into all our projects. Our success is driven by
our teams unrelenting dedication to building the best developments we can.
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AGENDA
April 8, 2022
Andrea Roy
Development Director
City of Bedford Community Development
1805 L Don Dodson Drive
Bedford, TX 76021
RE: BEDFORD COMMONS REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
Russell Glen, LLC (Russell Glen Company) is a national development firm based in
Dallas, Texas. We have played an intricate role in developing city projects ranging
from mixed-used destinations, office space, mall redevelopment, and masterplanned residential communities. Russell Glen Company continues to develop
projects of distinction, aesthetic relevance, and enduring value. Now, we are
excited about the remarkable opportunity to present this Statement of
Qualifications in hopes of being selected as the developer for the Mixed-Use
Development within TIRZ #1 Bedford Commons in Central Bedford, south of Bedford
Road, located between E.M. Bilger Jr. Blvd. and Parkwood Blvd.
Our team would also like to commend the City of Bedford for establishing the site
as a Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone for the community. We are confident you
will find our firm to be a leading candidate to execute the catalyst project you
seek for Bedford Commons. With a solid focus to work in concert with the vision of
Good Fulton and Farrell Architects/Planners and David Pettis for the area, we
commit to meeting and exceeding your goals to construct a matchless local
destination in Bedford, build a multi-faceted community full of breathtaking
amenities producing a fascinating urban mixed-use experience, and provide an
active and passive “people gathering” green space in the heart of Bedford.
Russell Glen Company will lead this impactful development in partnership with
Page Southerland Page, Inc., a highly respected international architecture and
engineering design practice based in Austin, Texas with over 725 Page architects,
engineers, interior designers, strategic analysts, planners, and technical specialists.
Together, we are beyond exceptional at building transformational places and
negotiating public-private partnerships for creative financing for given projects.
The following proposal shares all details about our vision for the project, financial
direction, collective experience, background, expertise, and proposed strategy. If
you have any questions, you may reach me directly at 214-405-7056 or email me at
tgmaiden@russellglen.com. We are excited to share our Passion for the Possible
with the City of Bedford and look forward to the opportunity to work as your
partner and achieve success together. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Terrence G. Maiden

Chief Executive Officer
Russell Glen Company
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TEAM DESCRIPTION

COMMUNITY. CAPITAL. COMMITMENT. CATALYST.
Dallas-based Russell Glen Company is a privately owned, fully integrated real estate
investment and development firm that provides the highest quality, service, and value to our
clients and investors. Our portfolio of projects completed and underway consists of properties
ranging from redevelopment of malls, mixed-use destinations, offices, and institutional and
master-planned communities.
Our company consists of diverse and talented individuals working toward common goals
and accomplishing the unthinkable. Deep compassion for people and a desire for
community impact drives us forward. Russell Glen continues to develop projects of
distinction, aesthetic relevance, and enduring value for our investors, clients, and the people
who live, work, and thrive in the real estate environments we create.
Russell Glen has a long-standing history of contributions to the community that began over
twenty years ago with its founder, Terrence Maiden. We encourage our team members to
use their talents and passion to help our communities and the people that live in them.
Russell Glen engages with organizations we are passionate about, and we believe in their
mission.
In addition to our charitable giving and impact projects, our company also provides local
community/faith-based organizations with the development and financial guidance at no
cost.
PAGE 4
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TEAM DESCRIPTION

CREATIVITY. COLLABORATION. COMMITMENT.
With roots extending back to a two-person partnership formed in 1898 in Austin, Texas,
Page is one of the most prolific and enduring architecture and engineering design
practices.
From offices in Phoenix, Washington, Austin, Dallas, Denver, Houston, San Francisco and
Albuquerque—as well as international offices in Dubai and Mexico City—over 725 Page
architects, engineers, interior designers, strategic analysts, planners and technical
specialists provide services throughout the United States and in over 94 countries. Our
diverse, global portfolio includes projects in the corporate, civic, hospitality, housing,
healthcare, academic, government and science and technology sectors.
We are guided by the three core values of creativity, collaboration and commitment.
Through the force of these ideals, we live up to our promise of design that makes lives
better. While Page is distinguished by our portfolio of successes, we also are distinguished
by our full spectrum of architectural and engineering design services. This allows us to
provide an integrated “total design” single team approach. Our clients benefit from the
highest levels of interdisciplinary coordination, quality control and quick response
demanded on today’s highly complex and technically sophisticated projects.
PAGE 5
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Terrence G. Maiden
An award-winning developer, Terrence currently
serves as Chief Executive Officer for Russell Glen.
He is recognized for his vision and approach to
transformational real estate projects. Terrence is
currently at the forefront of the multi-awardwinning Shops at RedBird. Prior to Russell Glen, he
served as Executive Vice President at Corinth
Properties. Terrence began his real estate career
with The Woodmont Company, project leasing
and developing projects throughout Texas, New
Mexico, Louisiana, and North Dakota. He
subsequently managed the development and
expansion strategy for Panda Express and Panera,
LLC (Director of Real Estate/VP of Real Estate)
throughout the central United States.

RELATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
SHOPS AT REDBIRD

DALLAS, TEXAS
100-acre redevelopment of former Southwest Center
Mall located in the Oak Cliff area of Dallas. The project
include urban residential, hotel, healthcare, office,
retail, education, and entertainment. This project is the
recipient of three major awards for it impact.

CEO / Managing Partner

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Engineering and Science
Texas Christian University, 2000

BOARDS:

Maiden Foundation
UT Southwestern Medical
DALLAS, TEXAS
University of North Texas Dallas
An award-winning regional development project, glen
oaks crossing is a 55-acre master planned development Methodist Health System Dallas
Texas Christian University
in southern Dallas in an area considered a grocery
desert. Located at the southwest corner of interstate-35 Dallas Arboretum
Southern Gateway Council
loop 12.
The LOOP Dallas
CANYON IN OAK CLIFF

GLEN OAKS CROSSINGS

DALLAS, TEXAS
The Canyon in Oak Cliff is a 211-acre mix-use
development at the southwest quadrant of
Westmoreland road and Interstate 30 in Oak Cliff. Just
miles away from downtown Dallas and east of Pinnacle
Park, canyon in Oak Cliff offers retail, hotel, urban
residential, medical, office and other amenities for north
Oak Cliff and surrounding communities.

ALEXAN WEST DALLAS

DALLAS, TEXAS
Alexan west is located just west of downtown Dallas
between two very exciting mix-use projects, sylvan thirty
and trinity groves. These developments have gained
notoriety for their restaurants and overall dining
experiences. In addition, this site is surrounded by many
new multifamily projects along fort worth/commerce.
Alexan west Dallas was a joint venture development
with Trammell Crow Residential. This mix-use
development is compromised of luxury apartments,
office and retail.

AFFILIATIONS

Urban Land Institute (ULI)
International Council of Shopping Centers
(ICSC)

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

20+ YEARS IN INDUSTRY / 02 YEARS WITH
RUSSELL GLEN
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Neel Shetti
Neel currently serves as COO of Russell Glen. He
brings over 15 years of real estate experience with
expertise in market analysis, due diligence and
underwriting, financial modeling, and lease and
sale contract negotiations. Neel has worked
across a variety of asset types including
multifamily, single-family residential, office,
industrial, retail, and hotel. Neel is a former Vice
President for Goldman Sachs where he managed
$1.5 billion in equity investments and commercial
whole loans. Property types included stabilized
and under-construction office, retail, hospitality,
industrial, multifamily, and land. Neel successfully
minimized risk and ensured recovery on
investments by working closely with GP’s and
borrowers, leasing teams, GC’s, and property
managers to identify and create solutions to credit
weakness, emerging risks, performance, and
monetary defaults.

RELATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
REFRESH
New Orleans, LA
ReFresh turned a formerly vacant building –
located at the intersection of several historic
neighborhoods, including Tremé, Faubourg St.
John and Mid-City – into a 60,000 square foot
‘fresh food hub,’ revitalizing an area that was
previously known as a ‘food desert.’ This is a
traditionally underserved area, with high poverty
and unemployment rates.
THE LINK AT UPTOWN
Dallas, Texas
25-story, Class AA office tower located in the heart
of Uptown Dallas, serving as the link between
Uptown, Victory Park and Downtown Dallas. The
Link offers tenants a rich selection of luxurious
amenities, including two ground-floor restaurants,
overnight executive suites, and a full amenity floor
with outdoor terrace offering breathtaking views
of the city.
BLEU CIEL
Dallas, Texas
33-story sky-rise condominium featuring two-,
three- and four- bedroom homes from 1,300
square feet to more than 7,000 feet.

Chief Operations Officer

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science, Columbia University
MBA, UC Berkeley – Haas School of Business

REGISTRATIONS

LEED Accredited Professional

AFFILIATIONS
N/A

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

15 years in Industry / 6 months with Russell
Glen
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Jerry Jackson
PE, LEED AP

Prior to joining Russell Glen’s development team, Jerry
spent the past 40 years constructing and developing
projects. He’s worked with leading developers
including Provident Realty Advisors, Colonial
Properties Trust, Harwood International, The Mills
Corporation, and United Development Corporation,
both domestically and internationally. Jerry’s
experience covers a wide spectrum of asset classes,
including multi-family, mixed-use, retail, office,
industrial, healthcare, heavy civil, marine, and single
family. His diverse experience allows him to add value
in real estate development, construction
management, cost estimating, lending coordination,
entitlements, and forensic engineering.
Development / Construction Associate

RELATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
PRESTON HOLLOW VILLAGE

Dallas, TX
42 Acre $1 Billion USD Mixed-Use Development with
over 1300 residential units comprised of mid-rise
multifamily, condominiums and single family
residential. In addition, the development includes
125,000 sf of retail and 325,000 sf of office surrounding
a 3 acre park. Responsibilities included design,
construction and entitlements.

THE PEARL QATAR

Doha, Qatar
The Pearl Qatar is a man-made 1000 acre island in
the Arabian Gulf in the West End of Doha, Qatar. As
the Technical Director, he was responsible for design,
engineering, and construction of the $18 Billion USD
development The project included over 13,500 highrise units in over 60 towers, approximately 4,000 single
family residences and 2,000,000 sf of retail. Other
responsibilities included construction of the largest
district cooling plan in the world and 3 marinas that
hosted almost 1,000 boats

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering with
an emphasis in structural and geotechnical
from Texas Tech University.

REGISTRATIONS

Registered Structural Engineer: Texas 58615
LEED Accredited Professional

AFFILIATIONS

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

40 years in construction and development
1 year with Russell Glen

THE KATY

Dallas Texas
The luxury mid-rise residential project with 215 units
and 280,000 sf of living area on the Katy Trail.
Responsibilities included all design, construction and
entitlements for the $120 Million USD project.

HARWOOD INTERNATIONAL CENTER PHASE IV
Dallas, Texas*
The 20 story office tower with almost 500,000 gross
building area was constructed in 15 months
including 125,000 sf of tenant improvements.

NAPLES FISHING PIER RECONSTRUCTION
Naples, Florida
Historic Fishing Pier Reconstruction .
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Michel Borg

AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
As an award-winning architect with over 29 years
of experience with a wide-range of building types,
Michel’s training in both an architecture and
interior design has assisted clients on numerous
corporate, institutional, educational, healthcare
and hospitality projects. Michel’s leadership style is
to actively orchestrate the design through strong
and interactive and collaborative team
development of all the various professional
disciplines. This approach enables the team to
discover the most creative and useful solutions to
each of the client’s pragmatic needs. It is then
necessary to possess the energy and drive to usher
the design intent consistently through all aspects of
the building process.

RELATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Seminole County Sports Complex

Sanford, Florida
100-acre development including 15 ballfields for
baseball/softball and convertible to rectangular
sports, in addition to concessions buildings and a
central administration building; master planning and
full architectural and interior design services

City of Orlando Pedestrian Bridge

Orlando, Florida*
A pedestrian bridge in downtown Orlando linking
parts of the new Urban Trail walk, jog and biking
pathway through the city’s central business district,
traversing an existing state highway and commuter
railway lines; architectural design of the bridge

Landrum Tower

Fort Worth, Texas
450,000 SF, 22-story corporate office building in
downtown Fort Worth, atop a 6-story parking
structure; schematic architectural design services
Hunt Oil Headquarters Building
Dallas, Texas
350,000 SF, 15-story corporate office building in
downtown Dallas along with a 7-story parking garage
and a pedestrian bridge spanning an existing street;
competition architectural design services

Jenkins & Gilchrist

Dallas, Texas*
125,000 SF of interior re-stacking of corporate law
office space in Allied Bank Tower; full interior design
services

Design Director / Associate Principal

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Environmental Design, Texas
A&M University, 1984 Master of
Architecture, The University of Virginia, 1990
Doctoral Studies (in Design), Harvard
University, Fall 1990

REGISTRATIONS

Registered Architect
Florida, AR95402, Maryland 14665, New
Mexico 004326, Connecticut 11167, Indiana
AR10100179, Texas 14855, Pennsylvania
RA009979x
Registered Interior Designer (RID) Texas 8584
LEED Accredited Professional National
Council of Architectural
Registration Board (NCARB) Certified

AFFILIATIONS

American Institute of Architects (AIA) Urban
Land Institute (ULI)
International Council of Shopping Centers
(ICSC) Society for College and University
Planning (SCUP)

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

37 years in Industry / 03 years with Page

Bell Telephone Headquarters

Philadelphia, Pennsylvanian*
100,000 SF of interior re-stacking of corporate office
space in Bank of America Tower; full interior design
services
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James Tanner
AIA, NCARB

James serves as principal-in-charge on architectural
projects at Page, bringing nearly two decades of
healthcare experience to clients. His specific health
care projects have included new facilities as well as
major renovations and additions in Florida,
Oklahoma, Texas and the United Kingdom. James
ensures that cost is managed while maintaining the
integrity of the design, as well as assuming
responsibility for project design and construction
administration.

RELATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Kimberly-Clark Headquarters Irving, Texas

Design-build renovation partnership with Turner
Construction for on-going corporate office space
renovations.

Project Manager / Principal

Kubota Tractor Corporation Central Division
Headquarters

EDUCATION

Page Southerland Page, Inc. Dallas Office
Renovation and Interior Renovation

REGISTRATIONS

Fort Worth, Texas
200,000 SF corporate office; production plant,
training center and warehouse facility

Dallas, Texas
34,000 SF corporate office adaptive reuse and
renovation; designed to meet Silver LEED-CI
certification

Master of Science, Architecture, The
University of Texas at Arlington, 1995

Registered Architect Texas 22954 NCARB
Certified

AFFILIATIONS

Tandy Brands Corporate Headquarters

American Institute of Architects (AIA)
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
(TBAE)

Home of the PGA of America

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Dallas, Texas
225,000 SF corporate building; 50,000 SF office space,
175,000 SF distribution center
Frisco, Texas
The new Home of the PGA of America building will
embrace the defining characteristics of Texas
Modern Architecture, and will serve its staff,
members, and visitors as a destination for the future
of golf. The facility will serve a wide variety of uses
include a state-of- the-art Education Center and
Studio, Hospitality for Tour Events, and office space to
support a growing, vibrant organization.

29 years in Industry / 18 years with Page

Page Southerland Page, Inc. Dallas Office
Renovation and Interior Renovation

Dallas, Texas
34,000 SF corporate office adaptive reuse and
renovation; Page moved to the former banking
lobby of the historic Mercantile Bank building; the
renovated three-story open space is filled with light
and provides an open, welcoming and collaborative
environment; designed to meet Silver LEED-CI
certification
PAGE 11
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Ryan Losch
AIA, AICP

Ryan has a dynamic background in both
architecture and urban design and combines his
knowledge of these disciplines to develop projects
that work across all project scales, from cities to small
campuses. He brings exceptional creativity and
design to his projects to ensure that they enhance
the urban environment in and surrounding the site. He
has extensive experience with projects at a range of
scales and typologies and in a variety of urban
conditions such as downtown redevelopments,
peripheral urban zones and focused campus areas.

RELATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
SAFE Alliance Master Plan-Austin, Texas

Analysis of existing facilities, program, and future
redevelopment of two campuses for a non-profit
entity. Facilities include office, warehousing,
counseling, housing, clinical, and related support
functions.

City of Cedar Park Bell Boulevard Corridor
Master Plan-Cedar Park, Texas

240 acres; The City of Cedar Park is redeveloping and
revitalizing a 1-mile stretch of the Bell Boulevard
corridor in order to create a gathering place and a
sense of identity for the city. The primary goals are to
create an economically vibrant corridor to energize
the region, generate a return on investment for the
city, and to maintain existing traffic levels while
increasing pedestrian access. The completed study
area encompasses approximately 240 acres of both
public and private land.

City of San Antonio Bandera Road Corridor PlanSan Antonio, Texas
The City of San Antonio is examining a key
transportation corridor to be redeveloped in
collaboration with TxDOT. The project explores multimodal solutions and land use development scenarios
for long- term economic and community benefit
along the 7-mile stretch.

Urban Designer / Associate Principal

EDUCATION

Master of Architecture in Urban Design,
Harvard University Graduate School of Design,
2009
Bachelor of Architecture, University of Miami,
2006

REGISTRATIONS

Registered Architecture Massachusetts 50563
American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP)
31049

AFFILIATIONS

American Institute of Architects (AIA)
American Planning Association (APA) Urban
Land Institute (ULI)

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

16 years in Industry / 09 years with Page

Broadmoor Campus Master Plan-Austin, Texas

This master plan for a 64-acre site sought to
redevelop an existing corporate campus into a
dense and vibrant mixed-use district with residential,
retail, and high-tech office space. Connections
to adjacent rail, high-density mixed-use, and singlefamily neighborhoods were key to the plan.

Confidential South Austin Master Plan-Austin,
Texas

400-acre. Vision framework and land use plan for
undeveloped parcel to create a vibrant mixed-use
district.
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SHOPS AT REDBIRD

DALLAS, TEXAS

PROJECT DETAILS
$210MM RedBird Mall Redevelopment
300 Class A Apartment Homes
200,000 SF of Healthcare
300,000SF of Office
175,000SF of Retail
The Lawn at RedBird
Marriot Hotel
Service Provide
Master Developer

Shops at RedBird is an award-winning historic redevelopment
of former Southwest Center Mall located in Dallas.
Positioned at two major highways, Interstate 20 and Highway
67, RedBird is at the heart of Oak Cliff and consists of 100
acres. RedBird mall originally opened in 1972. Under the
vision of Russell Glen and Peter Brodsky, the mall has been
reimagined to a mixed-use campus with many amenities
serving the community. This redevelopment includes luxury,
Class A apartment homes, Palladium RedBird, Chime
Solutions, Workforce Solutions, Parkland Health System, UT
Southwestern Medical, Dallas College, and many other
tenants.
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UNIVERSITY HILLS

DALLAS, TEXAS

PROJECT DETAILS
Project Size
90-Acre Master Plan Development
Mixed-Use Campus
Smart Community
Grocery Store
400 Luxury Apartment Homes
Townhomes
Single Family Residential
Education
Service Provide
Developer

Widely considered the “education corridor” in southern Dallas, University
Hills is well positioned around several education institutions, including
University of North Texas at Dallas, Paul Quinn College, Cedar Valley
College, UPLIFT, and Kathy Gilliam Collegiate Academy.
University Hills is a 90-acre Master Planned development, including luxury
apartment homes, townhomes, villas, single-family residential, grocery,
retail, office, and restaurants.
Located directly across the street, UNT Dallas is the only public,
accredited 4-year university in the City of Dallas and has achieved record
enrollment exceeding 4,250 students, with an expectation of growth to
5,000+ students by 2021. The university’s first residence hall is now in place
– transforming UNT Dallas into a residential campus and a new $63 million
student center opened in 2019.
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THE AVENIDA

PASADENA, TEXAS

PROJECT DETAILS
Project Size
55-Acre Mixed-Use Campus
142,000SF Healthcare
200,000 SF Retail
83,000SF Office
320 Residential Units
Four-Acre Central Park

THE AVENIDA is the redevelopment of the former MacroPlaza
Mall in Pasadena, Texas. With a population of 155,000, Pasadena
is large enough to have all the amenities a family could want,
including quality healthcare, entertainment, and shopping.
Located just 12 miles from Downtown Houston, Pasadena is a
part of a big city with a small-town feel. North Pasadena is rich in
culture, heavily influenced by Hispanic Americans.
With the entire mall and former department stores vacant, the
mall is being reimagined to the “new” downtown and a place
for the whole city to gather, work, play, dine, and explore.

Service Provide
Developer
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THE HAMPTONS

LEWISVILLE, TEXAS

PROJECT DETAILS
Project Size
Mixed-Use 25-Acre Campus
Regional Grocery Anchored
Hotel
Healthcare
Restaurants
Retail
Park

The Hamptons is a regional mixed-use development located at
the intersection of Interstate 35 and FM 407 (Justin Road) in
Lewisville. The project consists of 25 acres, located less than a
mile away from Lake Lewisville, and is at the northern gateway
into the City of Lewisville. With its location just minutes from DFW
International Airport, and straddling two major highways, Lewisville
is perfectly positioned for easy access to the rest of North Texas
and the world.

Service Provide
Developer
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City of Cedar Park Bell Boulevard Corridor
Master Plan

Cedar Park, Texas

PROJECT DETAILS
Project Size
240-Acres

Service Provide
Master Planning

With this master plan, the City of Cedar Park sought to redevelop and
revitalize a one-mile stretch of the Bell Boulevard corridor in order to
create a gathering place and a sense of identity for the city. The
primary goals were to create an economically vibrant corridor to
energize the region, generate a return on investment for the city and
maintain existing traffic levels while increasing pedestrian access. The
complete study area encompassed approximately 240 acres of both
public and private land.
Page, as consultant on the Design Workshop-led team, was an integral
part of the planning process, analyzing existing buildings and proposed
typologies for various block structures. Page also assisted in
benchmarking with comparative redevelopment projects. As the city
moves into the implementation of the master plan, Page is also
engaged with the selected Master Developer team to work toward new
construction projects.
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Uptown ATX Master Plan and Phase I
Buildings

Austin, Texas

PROJECT DETAILS
Project Size
Master Planning for 64-Acres, 5 Million
Square Foot Mixed-Use Campus
Phase I Includes:
One Skyrise: 758,000 SF Class A Office
Two Skyrise: 550,000 SF Class A Office
One Uptown: 360,000 Square Foot Class
A Office

Service Provide
Master Planning / Architecture /
Interiors / Technology / Sustainability

This master plan for a 64-acre site in Austin, Texas sought to redevelop
an existing corporate campus into a dense and vibrant mixed-use
district with residential, retail and high-tech office space. The existing
site contains eight office buildings, two parking garages and surface
parking lots. The plan was organized into a grid that maintained
maximum flexibility for the timeline of replacing existing structures
while allowing new development to fill in around them.
An existing public transit line runs along one side of the property, and
the plan proposed to relocate an existing station to a nearby
undeveloped area at the edge of this property to better serve this
site, an adjacent corporate campus and another mixed-use district.
The primary street of the proposed plan functions as the principal
retail spine and links the new transit station through the development
to the adjacent district.
Page is following up on the preliminary master plan work with design
work for multiple mixed-use high-rise office buildings, Block A and
Block L North and South, (office / retail + multifamily) as well as the
new rail station.
The Block A office building is a 360,000-square-foot, 14-floor Class-A
office building with 44,000-square-foot floor plates and a 4/1,000
parking ratio. The project is targeting LEED Silver certification.
Block L is a landmark project that occupies a key location at the
symbolic terminus of Palm Way in the overall development’s master
plan. Consisting of two high-rise office buildings, one above-grade
parking garage and a large below-grade parking garage connecting
all the buildings, the Block L project will provide roughly 1.3M square
feet of office space across the site.
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BUSINESS REFERENCES
CITY REFERENCES
Kevin Spath
City of Dallas
Assistant Director
1500 Marilla St. Room 6D North Dallas, TX 75201
214-670-169
Carlos Guzman, CEcD, EDFP
Pasadena Economic Development
Executive Director
1149 Ellsworth, Pasadena, TX 77506
713-920-7910
Marichelle Samples
Director of Economic Development
City of Lewisville
972-219-3750

CAPITAL REFERENCES
Dan Healy
Civitas Capital
CEO
1722 Routh Street, Suite 800 Dallas, Texas 75201
214-572-2300
Luke Lopatka
Singerman Real Estate
Senior Vice President
312- 622-1921

BANK REFERENCES
John P Levinski
Texas Security Bank
Senior Vice President~ Commercial Real Estate
3212 Belt Line Rd., Farmers Branch, TX 75234
469-398-4833
Rod Washington
Frost Bank
Market President
2950 N Harwood St Suite 100, Dallas, TX 75201
214- 515-4900
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The Vision

The

Russell

Glen Team

reviewed

the

•

Apartments over ground floor retail
would not only enhance the
character of the neighborhood but
provide additional tax revenues.

•

There is a low area in the northern half
of the site that is designated a “trail”
on the concept drawing. Our team is
suggesting enhancing it as a water
feature (a stream, if you will), with
rain-water capture, to achieve I
higher level of site sustainability.

•

Appendix B shows the 21+ acres of
the original site, yet the following
page defines a 30-acre parcel
including
3
existing
municipal
buildings. The RFI is silent regarding
the future use of these structures, and
the concept plans do not include
these areas.
One possibility is to
demo the buildings and use those
properties
for
higher
density
development and maintain the
proposed townhomes on the original
21 acres. Another might be to repurpose the buildings for commercial
use through selective demolition,
renovation and re-cladding.
This
additional land opens up a number
of interesting possibilities.

concept plans and character images, as
well as visited the site. We would make the
following comments:
•

The concept plan for the TIRZ is very
thoughtfully, with the creation of
mixed-uses of residential, commercial,
and public spaces in the proposed
development.

•

Centering the public space amenities
– water feature, plaza, artificial turf,
open air pavilions and amphitheater
along the north-south axis, aligned in
the relative center of L Don Dodson
Drive, and opposite the entry drive for
the office building, is a balanced
composition of uses.

•

One of the changes our team
suggested is to consider a higher
density of multi-family south of L Don
Dodson Drive. Given State National’s
office building to the south, and the
large open parking lot supporting it,
out team believes that a structure of
2 to 4 stories of multi-family
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EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
Russell Glen's level of interest for Bedford

Commons would be to serve as Master
Developer. Our experience and level of
expertise enable us to manage projects
like
Bedford
Commons
from
the
conception
phase
through
the
completion
of
construction.
Our
company is familiar with working with
cities to help envision developments that
are award-winning and create a sense of
place for the community.
MIXED-USE CAMPUS
As Master Developer, our strategy would
be to work closely with the City of Bedford
and your consultants to understand the
vision for the corridor better. In
partnership with Page, we will design a
mixed-use environment that would be
well designed and align with the city's
vision for Bedford Commons. This effort will
include having a series of meetings with
the city and the community. We will solicit
feedback
on
ideas
and
recommendations that the community
would like to see as a part of the project,
including green spaces, walking trails,
and
other
amenities.
From
our
experience, engaging the community in
these discussions early only yields more
success for the project.
We envision including residential as a
significant component of this project. We
have
relationships
with
numerous
townhome,
single-family
residential
builders, and multifamily/ apartment
home builders in North Texas. Once we
have clearly outlined our vision, we will
have meaningful discussions with different
parties we believe would best fit the
overall project. As Master Developer, we
will ensure that the residential design
quality and integrity complement the
entire campus.

Expanding our scope to 30 acres now
gives us the most flexibility with our
approach to the design phase. Also, we
will recommend the city to leverage
existing /vacant buildings on the property
to be activated for different uses,
including an entrepreneurship center or
community recreational center as an
example.
Russell Glen has established relationships
for equity capital and debt financing.
These financial relationships have allowed
us to grow our platform and develop
projects of multiple scales. We are very
confident that we can obtain funding
and secure equity for Bedford Commons,
provided that the financial returns Archie
verbal and the development plan is
executable.
CONSTRUCTION
The timing of the project is heavily aligned
with our ability to get through the
planning phase of the development and
secure city support for the strategy.
Another significant timing component is
our ability to secure partners (residential
partner, capital, and financial) and other
key stakeholders to commit to the
project. Typically, this will take us
anywhere from six months to a year to
finalize our master plan and begin
engaging
with
partners
for
the
development. Many other variables can
have huge impacts on the timing of
delivering a completed project, like
construction delays and city plan
approvals. On average, our projects
typically take anywhere from 24 to 48
months to complete from start to finish.
Given this project will probably be
developed
in
phases, we
would
anticipate starting construction within the
next 12 to 1 month, and the project could
continue for the next 36 to 56 months.

We also strongly believe that we should
expand the acre to the entire 30 acres.
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Financial Information
The leadership team at Russell Glen has developed 1.1MMSF of retail, 500K SF of office,
and 1,000 multi-family units, involving over $200MM of equity and $2B of debt, from
various capital partners including those below. We have available capital ready to
deploy for a project that yields 18% to 20% returns. While this estimation may change,
we anticipate the cost of the Bedford Commons project to be less than $200MM. Our
lender relationships have the capacity to provide a max of 70% loan to cost financing
with 1% origination fee.
Upon selection as a developer partner, we can provide more detailed information
regarding potential financial structure for the project.

www.civitascapital.com

www.texassecuritybank.com

www.texascapitalbank.com

www.singermanre.com

www.frostbank.com

www.capitalone.com
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City of Bedford Community Development
ATTN: Andrea Roy, Development Director
817-952-2175
andrea.roy@bedfordtx.gov

City of Bedford,
Please accept this Expression of Interest from Old Town Development (OTD) for the strategic mixed-use project located within the TIRZ #1 (Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone) in Central Bedford, south of Bedford Road,
primarily between E.M. Bilger Jr. Blvd. and Parkwood Blvd.
Enclosed is our initial concept plan for the project with additional consideration for some surrounding properties totaling 54 acres per the original Bedford Commons concept proposal. The project will be undertaken in
phases and can be scaled up or down to accommodate the needs of the city. The initial RFEI contemplates the 21
acres ready for immediate development.
The plan itself is subject to change based on feasibility, tenant interest, market research and citizen/council feedback. The project endeavors to create a downtown mixed use development including dining and entertainment,
local retail, and a neighborhood business district. Surrounding the square/business district is a residential community with walking trails, community green spaces, and community design to take advantage of the existing
topography and trees on the site.
Qualifications and Experience
Founded in 2005, OTD is a boutique development firm based in North TX. Specializing in partnering with City
and Towns to create unique destinations featuring local businesses that have been lost over the years with the
proliferation of big box retail and thoroughfare chain restaurants. “Keeping it local” enables the restoration of
community character and pride that destination and historic downtowns create for their surrounding areas. For
a visual project summary please refer to slide 2 in the presentation. All projects were successful Public Private
Partnerships that stimulated revenue, jobs, and growth in their respective communities.
Project Vision and Development Approach
Bedford, located at the geographical center of the DFW Metroplex, is a city without a traditional Main Street or a
similarly minded mixed-use district. As other cities around the Metroplex revitalize their own downtowns with
new restaurants and publicly funded infrastructure improvements, Bedford needs a place of its own that will
allow its people to enjoy the same type of entertainment experience without having to travel to another city to
find it.
As the developer, to give Bedford what it needs, our approach will be to transform this section of L Don Dodson
Drive into a hybrid of traditional main street and a contemporary entertainment district where people of connected to great restaurants, local retailers, and boutique office space that surround useful public space. Providing
generous sidewalks and a series of pathways and highly activated plazas, we will give Bedford a place to establish
its own entertainment identity and set a precedent for the future development within the city as it reimagines
itself over the next 50 years.
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Centering the development on a large green space (the “square”) that is bisected by a transformed L Don Dodson
Drive will create a sense of community where each of the new, carefully curated establishments surrounding the
green space have synergy and complement one another – These businesses will benefit from the larger crowds
that the new district will attract and we believe that the people of Bedford will spend more time at the new district because of the diversity of uses.
Additionally, we view this development as an opportunity not only for businesses and entertainment but also as a
place for the people of Bedford. The square represents an opportunity for people to gather in a place that is close
to City Hall. Green space for public gatherings, a farmers market, public art, and a walking trail that connects
to an underutilized natural flood plain are just a few examples of what we envision for a new district that makes
room for both entertainment and civic functions.
Surrounding the central part of the development, we plan for a series of townhomes that will support the development with a live/work/play attitude. Residents of this new neighborhood will be able to walk to great boutique
establishments and even work locally as the development plans for boutique office space. The healthy mixture
of retail, residential, and office uses will create great value for the town and attract families who are looking for a
more walkable, healthy way of life.
Financial Feasibility and Development Team Capacity
Delivering multimillion dollar developments by combining City Incentives, traditional bank financing, and private equity sponsorship, OTD has a documented history of delivering unique projects with creative financing in
challenging market conditions (2008 financial crisis and 2019 pandemic).
Our capacity is achieved by limiting the number of projects we take on. We have the luxury of choosing to focus
only on the projects we love, and the people/towns we want to work with. If awarded the RFEI, Bedford will be
our focus until the vision is delivered.
Reputation
Since pioneering the development of downtown Roanoke in 2005, OTD has been actively recruited by EDC’s and
City Managers across the metroplex. The OTD Principals (Chris Gordon and Justin Springfield) have enjoyed
critical acclaim from industry publications such as Dallas Innovates https://dallasinnovates.com/roanoke-restaurants-prove-recipe-downtown-revival/
We also have a great reputation among our industry peers and commercial brokers throughout the metroplex.
Our design team at GFF https://gff.com/ is a distinguished, award winning, multi-disciplinary design firm based
in Dallas, Fort Worth, and Austin with a passion for creating memorable places. They have a long history of place
making, master planning, and designing unique restaurant and retail experiences throughout the metroplex.
Sincerely,
Old Town Development

Justin Springfield				

Chris Gordon		
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BEDFORD SQUARE
A MASTERPLAN BY OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT (OTD)

ARCHITECTS
INTERIORS
LANDSCAPE
PLANNING
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BEDFORD SQUARE

OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

ABOUT OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT
Roanoke

Flower Mound

Lewisville

Trophy Club

ROANOKE CHOP SHOP LIVE
TWISTED ROOT BURGER

HARD EIGHT BBQ

GFF ARCHITECTS

MI DIA FROM SCRATCH

BREADWINNER’S & QUARTER BAR

HG SPLY Prohibition
CO
Chicken

2
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BEDFORD SQUARE

ABOUT GFF

HARD EIGHT BBQ

GFF ARCHITECTS

Mockingbird Diner

MI DIA FROM SCRATCH

OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

Press Cafe (Trailhead)

Dream Cafe

HG SPLY Prohibition
CO
Chicken

3
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BEDFORD SQUARE

OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

ABOUT GFF

Elevated Trail Block Masterplan

Medical Park Mixed-Use Masterplan
RESIDENTIAL

CONNECTIVITY

DISCOVERY PARK

OFFICE

A large, radial park at the intersection of Forest Park Ln
& Bomar Ave, acting as a large outdoor gathering space,
can unite the UT Southwestern campus. It will connect the
campus to a new cluster of hospitality, student housing,
office space, outdoor amenity space, and a conference
center.

RETAIL / RESTAURANT
RECREATION
ACTIVE PARK
RESIDENTIAL
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CONFERENCE CENTER
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STRUCTURED PARKING

NE

W
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NEW OFFICE BUILDING

Texas Lake Top Golf Masterplan

D
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E
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R
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R
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B
E

C
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RR
Y

N
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NE

S
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.

IN

W
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D

NEW MEDICAL BUILDING
NEW DEVELOPMENT
EXISTING BUILDING

VICEROY
INVESTMENTS

HARD EIGHT BBQ

GFF ARCHITECTS

MI DIA FROM SCRATCH

E

HG SPLY Prohibition
CO
Chicken
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OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD SQUARE - EXISTING SITE
The existing 54 acre area includes some open space, areas with
natural vegetation, a flood plain, several buildings used for city
offices, and a large office building currently occupied by an
insurance company.

GFF ARCHITECTS

5
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OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

Total Townhomes								Approx. 300 Units

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

OVERALL MASTERPLAN

Total Office Space 							Approx. 130,000 SF
Total Restaurant & Retail Space					
Approx. 86,000 SF
Total Parking Spaces (Not Including Residential)
Approx. 960 Spaces			
			
Total Acreage									54 Acres

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO

G

A

10,000 sf

LD
ON

OFFICE

GREEN
SPACE

DO
D

SO

80,000 sf

10,000 sf

RESTAURANT

ND

RI

VE

B

GREEN
SPACE

H

OFFICE
30,000 sf

BREWERY

PARKWOOD DRIVE

GREEN
SPACE

GFF ARCHITECTS
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OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

In order to transition the multiple
buildings used as city offices and
the insurance company into new
spaces surrounding the square,
the development would need to
be progressed in two phases.
A portion of the residential
development and the entire
square would happen during
phase 1, while phase 2 would add
the remainder of the townhouses
to the west and south.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

PHASE 1 & PHASE 2

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO

G

A

10,000 sf

LD
ON

OFFICE

GREEN
SPACE

DO
D

SO

80,000 sf

10,000 sf

RESTAURANT

ND

RI

VE

B

GREEN
SPACE

H

OFFICE
30,000 sf

BREWERY

PARKWOOD DRIVE

GREEN
SPACE

PHASE 1 - 32 ACRES
GFF ARCHITECTS

PHASE 2 - 54 ACRES
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BEDFORD SQUARE

OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

GSF & PARKING ANALYSIS (THRU PHASE 2)
A shared parking approach will avoid needless surface parking
lots and will encourage more walking among the patrons of the
development. A chart is included below that shows how different
uses need more and less parking at different times throughout
the day.

Bldg
Bldg
A
B
A
C
B
C
E
C
E
D
E
F
D
G
F
H
G
Total
H
Total

City Hall (Office)
Office
City Hall (Office)
Office
Retail
Office
Retail
Restaurant
Retail
Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant

Name
Name

Development Parking Spaces Required
Development Parking Spaces Provided
Required
Difference
Development Parking Spaces Provided
Difference

GFF ARCHITECTS

Use
Use
Office
Office
Office
Retail
Office
Retail
Restaurant
Retail
Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant

SF
SF
80,000
30,000
80,000
20,000
30,000
30,000
20,000
8,000
30,000
8,000
10,000
8,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
216,000
10,000
216,000

Parking
Parking
Ratio
1:366
Ratio
1:366
1:366
1:200
1:366
1:200
1:100
1:200
1:100
1:100
1:100
1:100
1:100

Morning
% Morning
% 1
1
1
0.21
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

219
82
219
55
82
30
55
8
30
16
8
20
16
20
20
20
489
20
489

Noon
% Noon
% 0.8
0.8
0.8
0.81
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

175
66
175
44
66
150
44
40
150
80
40
100
80
100
100
100
954
100
954

Afternoon
%Afternoon
219
% 1
1
82
219
1
55
82
0.31
45
55
0.3
12
45
0.3
24
12
0.3
30
24
0.3
30
0.3
30
0.3
30
556
0.3
30
556

Late Afteroon
% Afteroon
Late
186
%0.85
70
0.85
186
0.85
46
70
0.3
45
0.85
46
0.3
12
45
0.3
24
12
0.3
30
24
0.3
30
0.3
30
0.3
30
503
0.3
30
503

Evening
% Evening
%0.35
0.35
0.35
0.351
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

77
29
77
19
29
150
19
40
150
80
40
100
80
100
100
100
794
100
794

Weekend
%Weekend
% 0
0
0
01
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
150
0
40
150
80
40
100
80
100
100
100
670
100
670

954
960
954
6
960
6
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BEDFORD SQUARE

AGENDA

OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

Surrounding a community green space, restaurant, retail, and office
space will bring the square to life with constant activity and use.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

BEDFORD SQUARE MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO

G

A

10,000 sf

LD
ON

OFFICE

GREEN
SPACE

DO
D

SO

80,000 sf

10,000 sf

RESTAURANT

ND

RI

VE

B

GREEN
SPACE

H

OFFICE
30,000 sf

BREWERY

PARKWOOD DRIVE

GREEN
SPACE

GFF ARCHITECTS
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OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

The plan proposes five separate buildings that will house unique
and exciting restaurant and brewery concepts. Each space
faces the square and has plenty of outdoor dining.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

RESTAURANT / BREWERY / BOWLING ALLEY

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO

G

A

10,000 sf

LD
ON

OFFICE

GREEN
SPACE

DO
D

SO

80,000 sf

10,000 sf

RESTAURANT

ND

RI

VE

B

GREEN
SPACE

H

OFFICE
30,000 sf

BREWERY

PARKWOOD DRIVE

GREEN
SPACE

GFF ARCHITECTS
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BEDFORD SQUARE

AGENDA

OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

North of L Don Dodson Drive, but still facing the square, two of
the buildings will make room for light retail space that gives local
entrepreneurs an opportunity to create a unique retail experience
and take advantage of the busy weekend foot traffic that comes with
cool restaurant spaces and a farmers market.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

LIGHT RETAIL SPACE

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO

G

A

10,000 sf

LD
ON

OFFICE

GREEN
SPACE

DO
D
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80,000 sf

10,000 sf

RESTAURANT

ND
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VE

B

GREEN
SPACE

H

OFFICE
30,000 sf

BREWERY

PARKWOOD DRIVE

GREEN
SPACE
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BEDFORD SQUARE
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OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

In order to facilitate an existing insurance company and to
provide space for new office tenants, three buildings will be
designated as office space.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

OFFICE SPACE

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO

G

A

10,000 sf

LD
ON

OFFICE

GREEN
SPACE

DO
D

SO

80,000 sf

10,000 sf

RESTAURANT
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VE

B
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SPACE

H

OFFICE
30,000 sf

BREWERY

PARKWOOD DRIVE

GREEN
SPACE

GFF ARCHITECTS
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BEDFORD SQUARE

AGENDA

OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

The first step in establishing a new walkable square for Bedford
is to slow down the traffic along L Don Dodson Drive. By
introducing a well-landscaped median, parallel street parking,
and buildings that front the street more closely, drivers will
naturally slow their speed as the approach the square. Wide
sidewalks and streetscaping will make this area Bedford’s most
pedestrian friendly destination.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

TRADITIONAL MAIN STREET

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO

G

A

10,000 sf

LD
ON

OFFICE

GREEN
SPACE

DO
D

SO

80,000 sf

10,000 sf

RESTAURANT

ND

RI

VE

B

GREEN
SPACE

H

OFFICE
30,000 sf

BREWERY

PARKWOOD DRIVE

GREEN
SPACE

GFF ARCHITECTS
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BEDFORD SQUARE

AGENDA

OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

A green space can be many things. We propose that it’s a
public space for the people of Bedford to enjoy recreation.
Using synthetic turf, the simple green space can play host to
intramural sports, concerts and festivals, civic gatherings, and
as an overflow space for the adjacent, weekend farmers market.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

COMMUNITY GREEN SPACE

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO

G

A

10,000 sf

LD
ON

OFFICE

GREEN
SPACE
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D
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B
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SPACE

H
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30,000 sf

BREWERY

PARKWOOD DRIVE

GREEN
SPACE
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OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

Doing double duty, the shed structure to the east of the
community green space serves as office space parking on
weekdays and as farmers market on the weekends.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

FARMERS MARKET CAR PARK

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
PATIO
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10,000 sf
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D
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GFF ARCHITECTS
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OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

In order to keep surface level parking to a minimum and cultivate
a more walkable neighborhood, we propose a parking structure
west of the square. Tucked away from view, this garage could
host a residential pool above with dynamic views towards the
new town square.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

COMMUNAL PARKING GARAGE

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT
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PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL
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D
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BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

We proposed to surround the square with approximately 300 3-4
story townhouses that will make Bedford Square a true mixeduse development. Every townhouse is proposed to front a green
space, natural amenity, or the square itself.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT - TOWNHOMES

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL

SHARED
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D
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OLD TOWN DEVELOPMENT MASTERPLAN

BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

Making use of a FEMA flood plain, we propose to develop the
drainage area into a creek for the residents of this development.
Trees, planting, and a cool walking trail will turn this space into a
nice, natural space for the people of Bedford.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

CREEK (FLOOD PLAIN)

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART

50,000 sf

L DON DODSON DRIVE
RESTAURANT

F

COMMUNITY
PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL
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BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

Central to the development is a walking trail that connects the
development from North to South. Starting at Bedford Road, the
path crosses the new creek (flood plain area), the proper square,
and the south green space.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

PUBLIC WALKING TRAIL & GREEN SPACE

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
16,000 sf

D RESTAURANT
10,000 sf

GREEN
SPACE

C

OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART
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L DON DODSON DRIVE
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PARKING GARAGE
& ROOF TOP POOL
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BEDFORD ROAD

E M BILGER JR BLVD

CREEK

PARKWOOD DRIVE

The creek, rooftop pool and south green space create a triangle
of great amenities for the residents of the development in
addition to the cool retail/restaurant spaces and community
green space at the heart of the square.

FLOOD PLAIN

WALKING PATH

RESIDENTIAL AMENITIES

E
OFFICE/RETAIL
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D RESTAURANT
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OFFICE/RETAIL
PUBLIC ART
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RESTAURANT
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30,000 sf

BREWERY
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AGENDA

Mixed-Use Development within TIRZ #1

Bedford Commons
(21 Acres immediately available, up to 30 acres)

REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
(RFEI)

The City of Bedford is soliciting Requests for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) from development
companies in a strategic mixed-use project located within the recently created TIRZ #1 (Tax
Increment Reinvestment Zone) in Central Bedford, south of Bedford Road, primarily between
E.M. Bilger Jr. Blvd. and Parkwood Blvd. In total, the land area measures approximately 30 acres,
with 21 acres being undeveloped property and available for development immediately.

The City is soliciting interest from the local, regional and national development community in this
strategic urban mixed-use site in Central Bedford.
The objective for this solicitation is to explore public-private partnerships with interested and
capable development firms to execute a catalyst project for the Bedford Commons area. The City
is particularly interested in creative development programs and a compelling vision that features
a mix of uses at the site and design elements which maximize the potential of this ideally located
infill site and align with the already established Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone concept plan
for the site.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY OF BEDFORD 1805 L Don Dodson Drive, Bedford, Texas 76021
Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) | Bedford Commons
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SITE DETAILS
CORE AREA – PHASE I
Location
Address
One
Contiguous
Site
(bounded by
Bedford Rdnorth, L Don
Dodson Dr.south, E.M.
Bilger Jr.
Blvd.-west,
Parkwood
Dr.-east)
Adjacent site
bounded by L
Don Dodson
Dr.-north,
Parkwood
Dr.-east,
Station Natl.south, City of
Bedford
Municipal
Complexwest

1845 L Don Dodson Drive
2100 Municipal Pkwy.
2100 Municipal Pkwy
2100 Municipal Pkwy.
2100 Municipal Pkwy.
2200 Municipal Pkwy.
2200 Municipal Pkwy.
1900 Parkwood Dr.
1824 Bedford Rd.

130,261
10,890
71,874
21,170
75,010
43,560
43,560
235,660
31,647

Total 663,632 (15.23 ac)
2029 Parkwood Dr.
252,648

PERIPHERY AREA – PHASE II
Location
Address
Northeast
corner of
Forest Ridge
Dr. & L Don
Dodson Dr.
Southeast
corner of
Forest Ridge
Dr. & L Don
Dodson Dr.

Size-Sq Ft (Acres)

Tarrant
Appraisal
Account No.
04853687
04284305
04284291
04284313
04384321
04284267
04284224
04284178
04284240

Ownership

05675332

State Natl. Ins.
Co.

City of Bedford
City of Bedford
City of Bedford
City of Bedford
City of Bedford
City of Bedford
City of Bedford
City of Bedford
City of Bedford

Total 252,648 (5.8 ac.)
CORE AREA-PHASE I TOTAL AREA = 21.03 Acres
Size-Sq Ft (Acres)

1805 L Don Dodson Dr.

113,256

Tarrant
Appraisal
Account No.
05858747

2200 Forest Ridge Dr.

276,867

42690372

Ownership

City of Bedford

City of Bedford

Total 390,123 (8.96 ac.)
TOTAL AREA (CORE and PERIPHERY) = 30 Acres
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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BEDFORD COMMONS PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT ZONING
The subject site lies within the Bedford Commons Planned Unit Development and is governed by this zoning
district. The purpose of the Bedford Commons Planned Unit Development is to implement the vision for a
more walkable, vibrant, mixed-use neighborhood in the heart of the community by coordinating public and
private investments for the greatest effect including the private investments already underway in the area
and providing greater walkability within the Commons and to adjoining community destinations and
neighborhoods.
Please see Appendix I for a link to the full Bedford Commons Planned Unit Development Code.

TAX INCREMENT REINVESTMENT ZONE (TIRZ) #1
In June 2020, Good Fulton and Farrell Architects/Planners (GFF) and David Pettit studied the subject site and
developed a new vision, Bedford Commons. Located adjacent to the current City of Bedford municipal center
and strategically proximate to both single family residential and a trail system of existing parks, the Commons
comprises approximately 30 acres of mostly vacant land, with easy access to nearby roadway infrastructure.
The subject site is known as Area Development Zone #1 within the full 57-acre TIRZ, which is comprised of
ten non-contiguous area development zones.
The land is graced with ample open space, majestic trees and gentle sloping terrain that lend exciting design
opportunities to most any development being considered. GFF & David Pettit engaged with the City through
a series of meetings during the summer of 2020 to determine a common vision for the property, one that
will provide for the citizens of Bedford a unique and family-friendly place to gather, dine and enjoy the
outdoors.
Through consensus, the team developed a list of goals that the project must achieve:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make a place that is unique in Bedford
Make it a local destination
Make it well-programmed/multi-functional
Make it experiential and aspirational
Make it distinguishable from other sites
Make for a strong connectedness to adjacent single family

From the list of common goals, the City Council and design team further discussed the need for all common
space and park land to have a very specific programmatic criteria that would help to activate the park for
both active and passive outdoor activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-Use Venues (Indoor & Outdoor)
Sheltered Pavilions
Restaurants with Outdoor Shade Structure
Ample Spillover Space from Structures to Open Space
Food Trucks
Splash Pad
Maintain Existing Tree Shade
Trellis/Canopy Shade

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Festoon (Ambient Evening) Lighting
Hardscape Plaza for “People Gathering”
Small Amphitheater
Permanent Wall Surface for Movie Projection
Ample Green Space
Children’s Area
Pedestrian Walks
Artificial Turfed Area

The establishment of the Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone was approved by the City of Bedford (75%) on
October 27, 2020. Later, on December 15, 2020, the Tarrant County Commissioners Court approved
participation within the TIRZ (at 50%), and most recently, the Tarrant County College District approved
participation within the TIRZ (at 50%) on September 23, 2021.
The presence of the TIRZ will provide financial incentives through the captured added tax value of the
improvements. As approved by the City and our partners, the estimated added value of the proposed
improvements on the site is over $75,000,000, generated through a mix of commercial and townhome uses.
The added taxable value within the TIRZ will provide revenue to aid in the costs of the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Facilities and Improvements
Sanitary Sewer Facilities and Improvements
Storm Water Facilities and Improvements
Street and Intersection Improvements
Open Space, Park and Recreation Facilities and Improvements
Utility and Street Lighting
Economic Development Grants
Administrative Costs

Please see Appendix H for the TIRZ detailed concept plan for the subject site.

INCENTIVES
Creation and implementation of the Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone serves as the City’s message
to the development community that the City is financially committed to the successful development
of the site; however, it should be noted that there remains a willingness to negotiate through a
public-private partnership, creative financing strategies, as needed, to arrive at the desired outcome
of the project.

REFI TIMELINE
Responses should identify estimated timeframes for design, construction, and occupancy. The City
will strongly favor responses that demonstrate a commitment to deliver a meaningful first phase in
a timely manner while responding to all of the selection criteria.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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REFI Issued:
Optional Pre-Submittal Meeting/Conf. Call:
Questions Due:
Q & A Posted:
Responses Due by 4:00 P.M. CST:

March 9, 2022
March 21, 2022
March 28, 2022
April, 1, 2022
April 8, 2022

The City reserves the right, at any time and in its sole discretion, to cancel this RFEI, to select one,
some, or all of the responses for purposes of a future RFP, to reject all responses, and to release
another RFEI in the future on substantially the same, or different, terms from those contained
herein.
Prior to submitting an Expression of Interest, respondents are encouraged to review any and all
publicly available sources of information regarding the proposed site.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The City seeks a highly qualified developer to plan and execute a development program at this strategic site.
The developer or team shall be capable of managing the permitting, site preparation, financing and project
management required to support vertical development.
Responses should include all the information listed below (with explanations for any missing pieces of
information) and be submitted in the correct format by the deadline. All responses submitted by
Respondents shall become property of the City upon submission. All responses to this RFEI are public record
and may be reviewed by any member of the public at their request.
Please provide the following information electronically in PDF format in the order requested:
1.

A summary letter that introduces your firm/development team, states your interest in the
development opportunity, outlines your firm/team’s experience and qualifications, summarizes the
approach you would anticipate taking to the development of the project regarding staffing, financing,
partnerships, etc. Discuss any major concerns or questions that you have regarding the project and
express the reason that your firm/team is the logical choice for this project.

2.

Description of your firm or team’s organization structure and the credentials of its leadership and
key staff likely to be assigned to responsible roles in the project. The contact person for further
communication regarding the project shall also be specifically identified, including name, phone, and
e-mail information. Also, this section should include an outline of the general business approach to
the project along with a brief summary of the Respondent’s vision regarding how the partnership will
work.

4.

Descriptions of past and/or current projects of similar scope, size, character, and project
requirements that demonstrate the capacity and quality of performance of your firm or team. This
should include for each project its location, size, cost, financing, team composition, current status,
occupancy, and contact information for the owner or other responsible party.

5.

At least two selected business references from individuals who have had a particularly strong working
relationship with the developer/team on one or more specific projects and who would be capable of

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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speaking broadly to the firm’s or team’s approach and performance. Please provide full contact
information for these references and notify them that they may be contacted.
6.

Description of your firm or team’s vision for the site and how it aligns with the already created TIRZ
concept plan. Please provide comments on the existing concept plan and explain any proposed
variations to the plan and why such changes are being proposed.

7.

Respondent’s Detailed Expression of Interest as described below:
The intent of this solicitation is to identify and select a Developer who will work with the City to
create and execute a detailed proposal for construction at this strategic site.
Respondents should submit a narrative, outlining in as much detail as possible, which component or
multiple components they have an interest in pursuing (i.e. townhome component or commercial
component). Indicate any factors that might increase or decrease your interest in the opportunity.
Please propose any applicable ideas.
Individual Responses - Because of the mix of envisioned uses, it is recognized that some developer
interest may come from individual companies (vs. a master developer). As such, respondents may
submit qualifications as an individual company or as a development team. Individual Respondents
seeking participation with others should clearly indicate this interest.
Master Developer - Respondents interested in providing Master Developer services should indicate
this interest as well as any interest in identifying partners or sub-developers for specialty uses.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION:
Each Respondent must submit the following information electronically:
1.

Statement of assumptions on which all calculations are based, including all assumptions typically
provided in a pro forma for the proposed use.

2.

Sources and uses of funds for development, including details of equity and financing sources, an
assessment of the risk associated with securing those sources and a break-out of all soft and hard
costs and development and financing fees to be paid on the “uses” side.

3.

Proposed sources of capital financing for any infrastructure investments required.

4.

Respondents are encouraged to discuss financing options that they can bring or would like the City
to sponsor, obstacles they have encountered in the past, and creative financing strategies that may
be available to the organization and how to best manage the project to ensure success.

SELECTION CRITERIA
The City reserves the right, at any time and in its sole discretion, to cancel this RFEI, to select one,
some, or all of the responses for purposes of a future RFP, to reject all responses, and to release
another RFEI in the future on substantially the same, or different, terms from those contained
herein.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Developer selection will be based on the following information ascertained from the submittal:
MAX POINTS
30

30

20

CATEGORY
Qualifications and Experience of Developer(s)
The City is particularly interested in development firms who demonstrate
they arequalified to execute the delivery of a development opportunity with
the complexity and market challenges of this specific site.
Project Vision and Development Approach
A compelling vision and demonstrated capacity to catalyze
development/redevelopment in thearea and the surrounding neighborhood
with an active, pedestrian-friendly mix of uses and structures that:
1. Align with the adopted TIRZ conceptual plan
2. Align with the standards outlined within the Bedford Commons
Planned Unit Development
Quality design and construction – in building elements as well as urban design
elements (pedestrian connections through and within the site; public plazas
and open spaces; landscape elements; treatment and arrangement of
parking)
Financial Feasibility and Development Team Capacity
The City is interested in those developer teams who best demonstrate their
financial capacity to deliver a project of this scope in the near term. Responses
should identify estimated timeframes for design, construction, and occupancy.
Responses that demonstrate a commitment to deliver a meaningful first phase
in a timely manner while responding to all of the selection criteria will be
favored.

20

Reputation
Those companies with a track record of successful public private
partnerships are of particulate interest to the City.

100

MAX TOTAL POINTS

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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SELECTION PROCESS
Upon receiving responses to this RFEI, the City may, in its sole discretion, elect to proceed in any of
the following or possibly other directions:
•

•
•

•
•

City staff may appoint a Selection Advisory Committee of local stakeholders to evaluate all
responses and make recommendations to Developer Selection Committee for its
consideration andaction.
The Committees may rank the responses to this RFEI.
The Committees may select a “short list” of teams for a second-round process. This second
roundmight entail interviews, a formal Request for Proposals (RFP) process, or some other
means of selection.
The Committees may opt to select a single team, without going to a second-round process,
and negotiate the terms of a transaction with that team.
The Committees may opt to reject any or all proposals.

POST SELECTION PROCESS
Upon selection of a developer or team, the City intends to negotiate a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) or other agreement as appropriate, setting forth in non-binding terms the
financial, programmatic, and other general aspects of the project. This MOU will also serve as the
basis for the negotiation and execution of subsequent binding agreements (which may take any of
several forms, to be determined as a result of the negotiations).
Any such MOU will include provisions reserving the right to terminate negotiations with the selected
developer or team, if in its sole discretion determines that negotiations during the pre-development
phase are not progressing in a satisfactorily or timely manner. Should this occur, City staff might
then work with another developer or team, or might decide to not pursue the project further.

CITY OF BEDFORD 1805 L Don Dodson Drive, Bedford, Texas 76021
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RESERVATION OF RIGHTS
The City reserves the right to:
• Cancel or withdraw the RFEI prior to or after the submission deadline
• Modify or issue clarifications to the RFEI prior to the submission deadline
• Reject any submission it deems incomplete or unresponsive to the submission
requirements
• Consider a submission that is in non-compliance with the submission
requirements
• Reject all submissions that are submitted under the RFEI
• Modify the deadline for submissions or other actions
• Reissue the RFEI, a modified RFEI, or a new RFEI, RFQ or RFP whether or not
anysubmissions have been received in response to the initial RFEI issuance.
Notice of Modification
The City may post on the City’s webpage (https://bedfordtx.gov/Bids.aspx) notices or
information regarding cancellations, withdrawals, modifications to deadlines, and other
modifications to this RFEI. Developers shall have the obligation to check the website for
any such notices and information, andthe City shall have no duty or obligation to provide
direct notices to developers.
Ownership and Use of Submissions
All submissions shall be the property of the City, who may use any and all ideas in any
submission,whether the submission is selected or rejected.
Further Efforts
The City may request that developers clarify their submissions and/or submit additional
information pertaining to their submissions. The City may request best and final
submissions from any developer and/or request an oral presentation from any developer.
Non-Binding
The selection by the City of a developer indicates intent by the organization to continue
with the selection process and or negotiate. However, the selection does not constitute a
commitment by the City to execute a final agreement or contract with the developer.
Non –Liability
By participating in the RFEI process, the developer agrees to hold the City and its officers,
employees,agents, representatives, and consultants harmless from all claims, liabilities,
and costs related to all aspects of this solicitation.

CITY OF BEDFORD 1805 L Don Dodson Drive, Bedford, Texas 76021
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APPENDIX A
Vicinity Maps
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APPENDIX B
Aerial Map
Bedford Commons Core Area-Phase I
(Greenfield Sites)
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Core plus Periphery Area (Phase II)
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APPENDIX C
Parcel Map
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APPENDIX D
Zoning Map
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APPENDIX E
Current Flood Map
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Preliminary Flood Map
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Preliminary Flood Map
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APPENDIX F
Economic Data

(Documents on the following pages)
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Appendix G
TIRZ INFORMATION
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Appendix H
LINKED PLANNING DOCUMENTS
1. Bedford Commons Planned Unit Development Code
Bedford Commons Planned Unit Development Code
2. City Interactive Zoning Map
City of Bedford Zoning Map
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PRESENTER:

DATE: 04/26/22

Maria Joyner, CPA, Director of Finance

Council Mission Area:

Demonstrate excellent customer service in an efficient manner.

ITEM:
Consider a resolution authorizing the City Manager to accept the technical and sealed dollar cost
proposals from Weaver and Tidwell, LLP (Weaver, LLP) for independent auditing services for the City
of Bedford, Texas.

City Attorney Review: N/A

DISCUSSION:
Per Section 2.20 of the City Charter, the City Council designates qualified public accountants who, at
the end of the fiscal year, make an independent audit of accounts and other evidence of financial
transactions from city government. Once completed, they will submit their report to the City Council
and the City Manager.
The City of Bedford’s current agreement for audit services expired with the completion of the audit
for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2021. A Request for Proposal (RFP) was developed and
advertised on February 13, 2022, seeking proposals from qualified firms to provide professional audit
services for fiscal years ending September 30, 2022, 2023, and 2024, with two one-year options for
renewal. By March 15, 2022, the City received six proposals from qualified firms.
City staff, along with a member of the Audit Committee, met as a panel and performed a thorough
review of the proposals to evaluate each firm’s technical qualifications, their commitment to
value-added services, their experience, and their overall approach to the audit. The proposals
were evaluated and scored using a weighted average system in which certain criteria
contributed to a higher percentage of the overall score.
Accompanying the technical proposals were sealed dollar cost proposals from the audit firms. The
sealed dollar cost proposal is comprised of annual service fees for each year the audit firm is
engaged with the City (a total of five years). Funding for the annual fees would come from the
operating budget, which currently has $65,250 allotted for audit services for Fiscal Year 2022. In
addition, the Fiscal Year 2022 operating budget will fund the annual fee from this recommended audit
firm’s proposal. The total five-year bid values received were as follows:
*Weaver, LLP
$289,075
*Patillo Brown & Hill, LLP $337,500
*McConnell Jones
$326,830
*BKD, LLP
$319,500
*Eide Bailly
$320,000
*Whitley Penn
$331,000

First
First
First
First
First
First

Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost

$55,000
$62,600
$65,000
$59,700
$59,000
$62,600

In addition, the annual cost of audit services is adjusted each year to account for the Consumer Price
Index (CPI), as well as other minor cost differentials over the life of the five-year contract term.
Although the total cost value is a consideration in the review process, staff considered other factors
in narrowing this list to two qualified firms that would present the best value to the City. First,
allocation of hours towards the scope of the audit among partners, managers, and other accounting
staff were considered. Additionally, the size of the firm and its ability to manage multiple audit
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engagements during the same time was another factor. Staff also reviewed the pricing risk of the
sealed fees, which measured the plausibility of the rates being amended during the course of the
contract term.
After completion of the evaluation process, the review panel met to discuss the most qualified firm
to recommend for Council approval. They discussed the advantages and disadvantages of switching
firms, considering the City has built an excellent rapport with Weaver, LLP over the past five years.
Based on discussions, the review panel unanimously decided to recommend that the City Council
accept the proposal from Weaver, LLP.
Weaver, LLP is a nationally recognized, Texas-based firm with approximately 600 professionals and
offices in Fort Worth, Dallas, Houston, Austin, San Antonio, Conroe, and Midland. Their audit clients
consist of 35 Texas cities, of which 12 are comparable to the size of Bedford. They have demonstrated
great performances with not only Bedford but with the cities of Southlake, Saginaw, and Euless. The
team members assigned to the City of Bedford have a combined 61 years of experience
providing audit services to local governments.
Therefore, staff is recommending the acceptance of Weaver and Tidwell’s proposal for audit services
for the fiscal years ending September 30, 2022, 2023 and 2024, with two one-year options for renewal.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
Approval of a resolution authorizing the City Manager to accept the technical and sealed dollar cost
proposals from Weaver and Tidwell, LLP (Weaver, LLP) for independent auditing services for the City
of Bedford, Texas.

FISCAL IMPACT:

ATTACHMENTS:

The annual fee for audit ending September 30,
2022, will be $55,000, with a total cost of $289,075
over the contract term.

Resolution
Proposal from Audit Firm
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ACCEPT THE TECHNICAL AND SEALED
DOLLAR COST PROPOSALS FROM WEAVER AND TIDWELL, LLP (WEAVER, LLP) FOR
INDEPENDENT AUDITING SERVICES FOR THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS.
WHEREAS, the City of Bedford requires an annual audit of its general purpose financial statement;
and,
WHEREAS, the current audit contract expired upon completion of the September 30, 2021 audit;
and,
WHEREAS, the City solicited proposals from qualified audit firms to provide audit services and
received four proposals; and,
WHEREAS, an Audit Review Panel has reviewed the proposals; and,
WHEREAS, the Audit Review Panel has unanimously determined that the proposal submitted by
Weaver, LLP is in the best interest of the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS:
SECTION 1.

That the findings above are found to be true and correct, and are incorporated
herein.

SECTION 2.

That the City Council does hereby authorize the City Manager to accept the proposal
from Weaver and Tidwell, LLP for audit services for the fiscal years ending
September 30, 2022, 2023, and 2024 with an option to continue for two additional
years (2025 and 2026).

SECTION 3.

That for Fiscal Year 2022, the audit will be $55,000 to be paid from the Fiscal Year
2022 budget and will increase in subsequent years by an amount specified in the
sealed cost dollar bid.

PRESENTED AND PASSED on this 26th day of April 2022, by a vote of __ ayes, __ nays and __
abstentions, at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas.

________________________________
Michael Boyter, Mayor

ATTEST:

_______________________________
Michael Wells, City Secretary
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Transmittal Letter
March 15, 2022
Paula McPartlin
Assistant Finance Director
City of Bedford
2000 Forest Ridge Drive, Bldg. B
Bedford, Texas 76021
RE: Proposal for Professional Auditing Services
Ms. McPartlin:
In today’s environment, the City of Bedford (the City) faces increasing pressure from all sides:
citizens, businesses and employees alike all have demands for enhanced access and services;
taxpayers are pushing for added transparency, and oversight bodies continue to change and
expand reporting requirements.
Meeting all of these pressures involves a great deal of budgetary and operational complexity,
plus one nearly priceless commodity: time. Often tasked with trying to do more and more with
less, your financial operations staff need a firm that can support them year-round.
That’s where Weaver comes in.
With more than 70 years of experience serving government entities, our clients know they can
count on us to provide annual financial audits that offer real value beyond compliance. We’ll
leverage our experience to your benefit, making the audit as easy as possible for you while
offering relevant, practical suggestions for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of your
financial processes overall.
With this proposal, Weaver and Tidwell, L.L.P. (Weaver) commits to providing the City with an
annual financial audit for the fiscal years ending September 30, 2022, 2023 and 2024, with the
option to audit the City’s financial statements for each of the two (2) subsequent fiscal years.
But our commitment to you means more than meeting the bare minimum: Our goal is to help you meet your
operational challenges with ease by providing you with real value beyond mere “check the box”
compliance.
In addition to completing your audit on time and with the fewest possible demands on your staff, we will
also continue to work to help you navigate changes in guidance and best practices, paving the way for
your longer term operational and strategic objectives.

Weaver and Tidwell, L.L.P.
2300 North Field Street, Suite 1000 | Dallas, Texas 75201
Main: 972.490.1970
CPAs AND ADVISORS | WEAVER.COM
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Working with Weaver
Key benefits of working with Weaver include:
EXPERIENCE WITH MUNICIPALITIES. With more than 300 government clients – including 12 of the top
200 largest cities in the U.S. – Weaver professionals understand the complexities of governmental
accounting, federal and state funding requirements, and the nuances of financial reporting. We
have the insight that enables us to facilitate a more efficient audit, to more fully understand your
reporting requirements and risks, and to provide recommendations that are truly customized to your
needs, resources and constraints.
IN-DEPTH KNOWLEDGE OF AUDIT STANDARDS. Our professionals understand the complexities and
nuances of single audit requirements, Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) recognition
standards, the impact of GASB Statement No. 87, and all the other small audit details that are so
important for your financial reporting.
LEVERAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. Complementing our knowledge of audit standards and
procedures is our in-depth understanding of the systems used by municipalities, Tyler Logos New
World. At any point in the engagement, we can call upon our IT Advisory Services group to address
complex IT issues, close loopholes in IT controls or perform a high-level IT internal audit.
HIGH-QUALITY WORK AND ON-TIME DELIVERY. Weaver stays on schedule and on budget – whatever
the future holds. Our technology, including remote working capabilities, commitment to
communication and robust quality assurance and management practices give us the ability to
remain flexible, tackle challenges head-on, and complete engagements on time.
COMMITMENT TO ONGOING COMMUNICATION. Frequent, effective and honest communication is
critical to a successful audit. Your partner and engagement team leadership provide much more
than oversight and accountability during the audit — we remain highly accessible throughout the
year as questions arise.
LARGE-FIRM RESOURCES, PERSONAL SERVICE. Our industry leaders hold active positions in key
industry groups such as the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) State and
Local Government Expert Panel and the Governmental Audit Quality Center (GAQC). This extensive
bench of knowledgeable government audit professionals means we can support the City by
providing thought leadership on upcoming industry changes and complimentary Continuing
Professional Education (CPE) tailored to your needs.
At Weaver, success isn’t built on engagements – it’s built on relationships. We want to foster a lasting client
relationship with you, with an ongoing commitment to responsiveness, communication and continuity. We
continually look for ways to balance efficiency and innovation to bring you the best audit experience
possible, ensuring our suggestions for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of your financial processes
remain practical and relevant to your broader, long-term objectives.

Weaver and Tidwell, L.L.P.
2300 North Field Street, Suite 1000 | Dallas, Texas 75201
Main: 972.490.1970
CPAs AND ADVISORS | WEAVER.COM
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Minimum Requirements


The audit firm is independent and licensed to practice in Texas.



The firm has no conflict of interest with regard to any other work performed by the firm for the City of
Bedford.



The firm adheres to the instructions in this request for proposal on preparing and submitting the
proposal.



The firm submits a copy of its last external quality control review report and the firm has a record of
quality audit work.



The audit firm’s professional personnel have received adequate continuing professional education
within the preceding two years.

We Want to Work with You
Our goal is to provide you with more than just a financial audit. We want to offer the support you need
year-round to maintain your accounting operations with efficiency, accuracy and security.

On the pages that follow, we outline how Weaver can not just meet your deadlines, but
exceed your expectations.
I confirm that I am an authorized individual that can contractually bind the Firm and that this
proposal is a firm and irrevocable offer for ninety (90) days. If you have any questions regarding this
proposal or any other matter, please contact me at any time.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Ripka, CPA | Partner, Assurance Services
972.448.9268 | jennifer.ripka@weaver.com

Weaver and Tidwell, L.L.P.
2300 North Field Street, Suite 1000 | Dallas, Texas 75201
Main: 972.490.1970
CPAs AND ADVISORS | WEAVER.COM
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Detailed Proposal
1. General Requirements
Weaver confirms that our proposal meets the requirements set forth in the City’s RFP.

2. Independence
Conformity with the rules of professional conduct requires that a certified public accountant be
independent, in fact and appearance, with respect to a client for whom he or she is issuing a report on
financial statements. [Texas State Board of Public Accountancy Rules of Professional Responsibility, sec.
501.11]
Weaver has been the City’s financial auditor since 2017, and has maintained independence with respect
to the City and its agencies and component units, including direct and indirect financial interest and
relationship of the proposed audit team to employees and directors of the City. Additionally, the firm meets
the independence standards of GAGAS.

3. License to Practice in Texas
Weaver is licensed to practice accountancy in Texas. We
are a registrant with the Texas State Board of Public
Accountancy under Section 14 of the Public Accountancy
Act of 1979, Texas Revised Civil Statutes, Article 41a-1.
The proposed engagement partner and key audit team
leadership (management level and above) are each
licensed by the Texas State Board of Public Accountancy
as Certified Public Accountants.

4. Firm Qualifications and Experience
Founded in 1950, Weaver has been providing assurance and advisory services to
government entities for more than seven decades.
With 13 offices from coast to coast, and more than 850 professionals, we are committed to helping our
government clients meet regulatory requirements, but we also bring a long-term perspective to help them
improve their operations and services. By helping clients build mature, strategic processes and governance,
we position them to more effectively address problems, flag potential issues such as fraud or loss, and
achieve compliance.

Proposal for Professional Auditing Services | City of Bedford (2022-01)
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Our goal is to balance both high development with high performance in order to meet the long-term goals
of each individual, team and our firm, and every person plays a part. Our core values drive virtually
everything we do here at Weaver — the way we work, the way we operate and the way we serve our
clients.

Size of the Governmental Audit Staff
Weaver has served governmental entities for 70+ years, including some of the nation’s largest cities, school
districts and state-funded entities. Weaver’s dedicated government, higher education and not-for-profit
audit practice is one of the largest industry practices in the firm. More than 120 professionals are focused on
the specific needs of these clients, performing audit and advisory services for more than 300+ government
entities each year, including:






300+ Government Clients Annually
40+ Cities and Towns
50+ School Districts
25+ State Agencies
11 Counties and Tax Offices

Beyond traditional annual financial audit services, Weaver’s government assurance professionals are
experienced with single audits, compliance and third-party audits, and Annual Comprehensive Financial
Report preparation/review for GFOA recognition. In fact, nine Weaver professionals currently serve on the
GFOA’s Special Review Committee, including your proposed engagement and technical review partners.
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Location of Office Performing the Work
This engagement will be managed and staffed with resources from our Dallas
and Fort Worth offices.
In addition, all of Weaver’s professionals work collaboratively across locations,
so if engagement needs dictate we are able to draw upon additional
resources and in-house subject matter advisors.
With this leveraged model, Weaver is able to offer you a customized team
that can adjust dynamically and quickly to meet your needs throughout all
stages of the audit season. It also enables us to provide an efficient, effective
audit with added innovation, thought-leadership and insight.

Number and Nature of Engagement Staff
Part-time leadership resources include:










Jennifer Ripka The engagement partner leads the overall engagement. Jennifer will be responsible for
Weaver’s relationship with City, including approval and execution of the audit plan, and is the person
to turn to when you have questions or a request. Jennifer provides guidance to the rest of the team,
who will consult with her on complex technical matters. She reviews audit documentation to ensure
that required elements are complete and to identify any risks or significant issues that call for further
discussion. She will discuss preliminary reports and recommendations with you before reports are
finalized, and then she and the manager will present those reports to the audit committee and city
council.
Sara Dempsey To ensure excellent quality in our audits, Weaver assigns a technical review partner to
review audit documentation and reports to be issued. The technical review partner is the one with the
skills and experience to provide a second opinion if needed, or advise on unusual or difficult situations.
Meredith Churchill The manager is responsible for monitoring the progress of an engagement against
client expectations. Meredith will lead staff in the field, provide you with regular status updates,
manage team responsibilities, and monitor hours expended relative to the budget. As an experienced
audit leader, Meredith will research technical matters and advise engagement staff and City
management on the best resolution of complex or non-routine questions. Meredith will also review the
work of staff auditors to ensure coverage, completeness, accuracy and technical proficiency. Finally,
if issues arise, Meredith will work closely with both you and the Weaver team to resolve them.
Brittany George will act as an advisor on the engagement when questions arise surrounding the City’s
information technology environment and system controls.
Elisa Gilbertson will provide data analytics services, as needed.

Full-time resources for the City’s audit will include:



Ben Thompson, and 1-2 associates, as needed. We utilize our function-specific staffing approach,
whereby we deploy right-sized teams based on specific audit tasks and the timing of those tasks. With
this leveraged model, we are able to provide the City access to professionals at all staff levels to meet
audit timing and subject matter needs without budget surprises. As the leader of Weaver’s
engagement team while they are working in the client offices, Ben will request documents needed for
testing, perform substantive testing and data analysis, and keep the manager informed of the audit’s
progress and status and provide additional supervision to the rest of the Weaver team in the field
during the performance of the engagement.
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Joint Venture
Weaver is not proposing as a joint venture or consortium.

External Quality Control and Peer Review
External peer review is designed to
give the public additional
confidence in the quality of our
audit and accounting practice. As
such, every three years, the firm
engages an independent
accounting firm to determine
whether our quality control policies
and procedures are suitably
designed, and whether our
techniques for implementing these
policies and procedures comply
with professional standards.
Each peer review has also included
a review of governmental audit
engagements, as mandated by
AICPA Peer Review standards and
GAQC requirements.

Weaver has received
unmodified reports on every
peer review to date.
Ultimately, peer review is
administered by the AICPA National
Peer Review Committee (NPRC).
Our latest peer review was
accepted by the NPRC in February
2020; Weaver received a pass
rating, the highest grade possible.
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Fed/State Desk Reviews
We are not aware of any field or desk reviews that have been performed on Weaver audits in the past five
years. No findings have been reported to us.

Disciplinary Actions over the Past Five Years
The firm was the subject of a reprimand order by the Texas State Board of Public Accountancy in
September of 2018. The matter related to PCAOB partner rotation requirements for certain broker-dealer
audits.

Pending and Settled Litigation during the Last Five Years (Firm-wide
and Local Office)
Although such matters occur during the normal course of business, no such matter in the past time period
affected the firm’s or the local office’s ability to continue to perform services, service category or otherwise,
for our clients.

Describe firm strengths, local strengths, audit philosophy, and how it
differs from other firms
Firm Strengths
One of the most experienced city auditors in Texas, Weaver has been providing assurance services to
government entities for more than seven decades. We serve as auditor for more than 40 Texas cities,
including large cities like Dallas, Plano, Lubbock, Irving, Garland, Grand Prairie, and McKinney.

Local Office Strengths
Weaver’s vast government experience gives us an in-depth understanding of your reporting requirements
and risks, as well as the interrelations between your different departments and processes. Our experiences
allow us to anticipate and plan for any implications that changes might have for your operations as a
whole, saving you time and added burden on your staff. What’s more, Weaver’s commitment to
engagement team continuity eliminates transition delays and enables our team to continue
providing value from day one, providing recommendations that are truly customized to your
needs, resources and constraints. .
If selected, we will continue to staff your engagement from our Dallas and Fort Worth offices. Both offices
are approximately 20 minutes from the City, which means your engagement will never be managed from
some far-off corporate center. Your local engagement partner and a deep pool of North Texas
professionals will provide you with a highly responsive, agile team who are there when you need them,
without ballooning travel costs. Our dedicated resources are literally just a phone call away.
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Firm’s Audit Philosophy
Creating value in any engagement starts with open and regular communication — handson partner and manager involvement and collaboration with leaders who communicate on
a regular basis. This serves as the ever-valuable foundation in every Weaver engagement.
Throughout the audit — and throughout our entire relationship with you — Weaver will remain in close
communication with your management team. Our philosophy is a “no-surprises” audit. Therefore, whenever
there is a question or a potential issue, we will immediately bring it to your attention, seek your confirmation
of the data, and ask about any relevant circumstances. Your engagement partner is also available at any
time for phone calls and meetings. Your team will discuss findings with you before any are formalized or
entries are posted to ensure management agrees.
What Makes Weaver Different?
 A knowledgeable engagement team that can alert you to pending changes and coach you through
them
 Professionals at every level who understand government auditing and accounting standards and the
special requirements of governmental entities
 Year-round access to consultation and advice from well-informed industry leaders
 Free admission to Weaver’s external continuing professional education events designed specifically for
our public-sector clients
 Confidence in the results of your audit
 Deep involvement in government audits at the municipal level, which makes us sought after thought
leaders. Weaver staff speak at events across the nation, as well as provide special training to cities on
new pronouncements.
 Your proposed audit team member includes Jennifer Ripka who regularly presents CPE sessions related
to GASB and single audit/federal funding updates and Sara Dempsey who sits on the AICPA State and
Local Government Expert Panel and several subcommittees.

“Weaver has a stable audit team and is always willing to take the time to discuss our
concerns and answer our questions, making our business relationship effortless and pleasant.
– Weaver Municipal Client
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5. Partner, Supervisory and Staff Qualifications and Experience
Weaver takes a function-specific approach to engagement staffing: we focus on leveraging the right
resources at the right times, ensuring that teams are assigned based on the specific tasks required during
each of the audit phases, as well as the timing of those tasks.
The people depicted in the organization chart below have all been chosen specifically for their
understanding of municipal and govermental operational structures and financial reporting requirements.

“Weaver's audit team is professional, sensitive to our schedules, and are easy to work with.
We enjoy working with our engagement team and feel our staff has learned a tremendous
amount from Weaver.
– Weaver Municipal Client
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Resumes
Jennifer Ripka, CPA | Partner, Assurance Services
Jennifer is a partner in Weaver’s government practice, which serves more than 300 state and
local government entities and higher education organizations in Texas, Oklahoma and
California. With 14 years of public accounting experience, Jennifer leads audit engagements
in accordance with GAAS, GAGAS, the Uniform Guidance and the Texas Grant Management
Standards. She is deeply experienced with federal and state single audit requirements, and
regularly consults with her clients on the implementation of new accounting standards. Her clients are
municipalities, airports, school districts, and transportation authorities. She is the current audit partner for
three Texas cities with populations greater than 200,000. In addition to her client obligations, Jennifer serves
on the firm-wide Learning and Development Committee and the government services internal peer review
team, and leads the firm’s annual single audit and governmental accounting trainings.
Representative Clients: Jennifer’s clients have included the cities of Bedford, Colleyville, Colony, Desoto,
Frisco, Grand Prairie, Irving, Lubbock, McKinney, Saginaw, Southlake, the Town of Trophy Club, Trinity River
Authority, Denton County Transportation Authority, and numerous independent school districts including
Dallas, Grand Prairie, Lewisville, Plano, Rockwall and Wylie.
Professional Involvement and Recognition: Jennifer is an active member of AICPA and the Texas Society of
Certified Public Accountants (TXCPA), as well as a member of the GFOA Special Review Committee. She
also serves on the TXCPA Government Standards Committee and the TXCPA Governmental Accounting
and Single Audit Conference Planning Committee.
Representative Presentations and Publications: Jennifer speaks regularly at professional industry events and
writes content for the Weaver Thought Leadership Blog. Topics have included titles such as, “Hear it From
the Auditor,” “A Deeper Dive into Fiduciary Activities and Leases,” “Wrenching Down GASB 84,” “Fund
Balance Review and Financial Statement Missteps,” “The Audit: Lessons Learned and Common Pitfalls,”
“PUH-Lease Be Prepared for GASB 87,” “GASB Update, Statements 84-97,” “Keeping Your District’s Fund
Balance Under Control,” “Emergency Preparedness,” “Federal ESSER Funding Creates Opportunities and
Challenges for School Districts,” “Confused about how to calculate the discount rate for leases? You’re not
alone!,” and “Single Audits: What You Need to Know Now.”
Education and Certifications: A Certified Public Accountant, Jennifer earned a Bachelor of Business
Administration in accounting from Texas Tech University. She currently meets continuing professional
education required by generally accepted government auditing standards (80 hours of CPE every two
years, with a minimum of 20 hours of CPE in each year of that period and at least 24 hours relating to the
governmental audit environment); a detailed list of CPE hours and courses is available upon request.

Jennifer’s favorite core value is: Strive to transcend client expectations, always. “You will
not find many people that are more passionate about their clients than I am. I enjoy
building relationships with them, learning about their organizations, and doing anything I
can to help them succeed. I feel like I’m really making a difference.”
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Sara Dempsey, CPA | Partner-in-Charge, Government and Not-for-Profit
Services
Sara has more than 17 years of public accounting experience and currently leads Weaver’s
Government Services practice. Her primary emphasis over the course of her career has been
accounting and auditing for municipalities, councils of governments, school districts and
other government entities.
Sara serves on the AICPA State and Local Government Expert Panel, Special Review Committee for the
GFOA, and the Financial Reporting and Regulatory Response Committee of the GFOA of Texas. She is very
knowledgeable of the GFOA’s Annual Comprehensive Financial Report requirements for its Certificate of
Achievement program. She also provides technical guidance on proper accounting treatment for complex
transactions and the implementation of new accounting standards.
Representative Clients: Sara’s clients have included the cities of Dallas, Garland, Irving, Plano, Denton,
Euless, Allen, Rowlett, Southlake, and University Park. Sara has led audits for multiple components of her city
clients, such as Garland Power and Light, Denton Municipal Electric, Irving Convention Center, multiple
Economic Development Corporations, Addison Airport and Killeen Airport. She also performs agreed upon
procedures over revenue sharing agreements for the cities of Irving, Euless and Grapevine. Recently, Sara
assisted the City of Houston with the implementation of GASB 87 Leases.
Professional Involvement and Recognition: Sara is highly active in numerous industry and professional
organizations. Key leadership positions include serving on the AICPA State and Local Government Expert
Panel, the GFOA Special Review Committee, the Financial Reporting and Regulatory Response Committee
of the GFOAT and the Accounting Committee of the Texas Association of School Business Officials (TASBO),
and has active memberships in TXCPA, GFOA and Women in Public Finance.
Representative Presentations and Publications: Sara regularly presents CPE sessions and speaks at
conferences and professional associations. Her recent presentations have included “Remote Control:
Maintaining Internal Controls in a Remote Environment,” “Implementing GASB 84, Fiduciary Activities and
GASB 87, Leases,” “GASB Accounting and Audit Update,” “Preparing for a Successful Year-End Close” and
“Audit Readiness.”
Education and Certifications: Sara is a licensed Certified Public Accountant in Texas. As a full scholarship
student-athlete, she earned a Bachelor of Business Administration in accounting from Texas State University.
Sara currently meets continuing professional education required by generally accepted government
auditing standards (80 hours of CPE every two years, with a minimum of 20 hours of CPE in each year of that
period and at least 24 hours relating to the governmental audit environment).

Sara’s favorite core value is: "Keep perspective: be passionate and diligent, and
have fun." Passion drives me. I am passionate about our people and their
success in life and in their careers. I am passionate about my clients, their
commitment to community and their dedication to service. My work allows me
to bring all of these passions together. I enjoy building relationships, providing
my clients with the service they deserve and creating a strong culture within
Weaver, all while building stronger communities. Being able to do what I love brings me
great joy.
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Meredith Churchill, CPA | Manager, Assurance Services
Meredith has 10 years of experience in public accounting, specifically in external auditing.
Her experience includes planning and directing financial statement audits in accordance
with governmental auditing standards and single audits meeting the requirements of the
Texas Single Audit Act and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Uniform Guidance.
Meredith has led audits for state and local government entities with budgets exceeding $230
million and federal funds exceeding $20 million. She is experienced in a wide array of industries but her
recent career focus has been on public-sector clients such as, municipalities, school districts, charter
schools and other local government entities.
Representative Clients: Meredith’s clients have included the cities of Colleyville, Denton, Grand Prairie,
Bedford, Southlake and Lewisville, as well as, Highland Park ISD and Plano ISD.
Education and Certifications: Meredith is a licensed Certified Public Accountant in Texas. She earned both
her Bachelor of Business Administration in accounting and finance and Master of Accountancy from
Abilene Christian University. Meredith currently meets continuing professional education required by
generally accepted government auditing standards (80 hours of CPE every two years, with a minimum of 20
hours of CPE in each year of that period and at least 24 hours relating to the governmental audit
environment).

Meredith says: “My favorite core value is Help each other succeed at work and in
life. One of my favorite aspects of auditing is the feeling of helping others, whether
through training staff or working through an issue with a client. Giving and
receiving help builds lasting professional relationships and makes everyone feel
valued.”

Ben Thompson | Senior Associate, Assurance Services
Ben has more than four years of public accounting experience focused on government
auditing. He plans and performs audits in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards and the Single Audit Act, Uniform Guidance.
Representative Clients: Ben’s clients have included the cities of Dallas, Bedford, Grand
Prairie, Rowlett and the Town of Fairview, as well as school districts including, Dallas, Irving, Frisco, Rockwall
and Hurst-Euless-Bedford.
Education and Certifications: Ben earned a bachelor’s degree in accounting and finance from the
University of Oklahoma and a master’s degree in accounting from the University of Texas at Arlington.

Ben’s favorite core value is: Respect everyone for who they are and what they
contribute, no matter how different. “One thing I find very fulfilling about my job
are the many different people I get to work with. It is rewarding to see my staff
grow in their skills and abilities and show them that they are a big part of the
audit process.”
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Brittany George, CISA, CISM, QSA | Partner, IT Advisory Services
Brittany has more than 16 years of experience, including former Big Four experience. Her
current focus includes cybersecurity, IT consulting, SOC reporting, evaluation and testing of IT
general controls (ITGCs) and regulatory compliance services (including Payment Card
Industry and Sarbanes-Oxley). She has extensive experience with government operations,
systems and risks, having led IT audit activities for numerous municipalities and school districts.
She is also deeply experienced with system integration and user acceptance testing.
A guest lecturer at the University of Texas, Brittany is highly regarded for her insightful knowledge of
information security best practices, as evidenced by recent presentations at the InfoSec World Conference
& Expo, at various Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) chapters and the Texas
Society of CPAs (TXCPA).
Representative Clients: Brittany’s clients have included the cities of Fort Worth, Denton, Garland and
Greenville, as well as school districts including, Irving, Frisco, Garland and McKinney.
Professional Involvement and Recognition: Brittany is a member of the IIA, AFCOM and Tech Titans, for
which she serves as Tri-Chair on the Cybersecurity Forum. She is also a member and past president of the
North Texas chapter of ISACA. Highly respected in her field, she has been a guest lecturer at the University
of Texas at Austin and often presents on security and other IT advisory topics, including the InfoSec World
Conference & Expo.
Education and Certifications: A Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA), Certified Information Security
Manager (CISM), and a PCI Qualified Security Assessor (QSA), she earned a Bachelor of Business
Administration in management information systems from the University of Oklahoma and a professional
graduate certificate in cybersecurity from Harvard.

Brittany says: “My favorite core value is: Take initiative. Lead. Always think
about how we can improve. I like to be proactive and interactive with my
clients to ensure the best level of client service and engagement success.
Continuous improvement, both for the team, clients and myself is always a top
priority.”
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Elisa Gilbertson, CPA | Senior Manager, Assurance Services
Elisa has broad experience in both public accounting and in-house financial management. She has
performed financial audits and single audits for clients with budgets nearing $2 billion.
Elisa is currently leveraging her understanding of financial statements and her skills in advanced
data analytic techniques to help clients review and reconcile very large data sets. She has assisted
cities, school districts, utilities, and a state Department of Economic Development by identifying and
isolating areas of inconsistency, error and fraud. Her team uses a client-specific, phased approach
to analytics in order to support management in assessing its adherence to policies and potential
issues in internal control. Elisa’s work has identified errors and/or fraud in payroll, expenditures, state
funding and other high-risk areas.
Representative Clients:
Elisa’s clients have included the cities of Fort Worth, Frisco, Lubbock and Corpus Christi; as well as,
multiple ISDs, foundations and universities.
Education, Additional Certifications and Professional Involvement:
Elisa is a member of TXCPA, Wisconsin Society of Certified Public Accountants (WICPA) and AICPA.
Additioanlly she holds an AICPA Advanced Single Audit Certification. Elisa graduated with a Master
of Public Accountancy, international emphasis and a Bachelor of Business Administration,
accounting and finance, both from University of Wisconsin-Whitewater.
Representative Presentations and Publications:
 “Risky Business: IT Risks and How Analytics Can Help Mitigate Them” – Weaver Public Sector and
Nonprofit CPE Day
 “10 Tips for a Successful Audit” – TXCPA Not-for-Profit Conference Dallas
 “How to Prepare for an Audit” – Municipal Clerks and Treasurers Institute
 “GASB/Technical Update” – Municipal Treasurers’ Association of Wisconsin (MTAW) Fall
Conference

Elisa says: “My favorite core value is Help each other succeed at work and in life. I
firmly believe this is an important value to have when interacting with coworkers and
clients. We’re there to get to know our clients and help them be successful in all they
do. Most of us are not robots and lines between work and life are often fuzzy at best.
Therefore, all interactions should be approached with an open mindset and the
awareness that we don’t know what others might be going through.”
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Staff Rotation and Turnover
Personnel shake-ups happen frequently in many firms, creating broken and segmented teams, and often
result in a loss of important intrinsic knowledge.

Our people are the foundation of our business and the core of everything we do. The quality
of our staff directly translates to the quality of our work for clients; for this reason, among
others, we take employee retention and continuity very seriously.
Although no firm is immune to the factors that lead to turnover and rotation, Weaver makes
continuity of a cohesive, stable engagement team, a client service priority throughout a client relationship.
When our engagement teams do rotate or change, we take steps to quickly bring new members up to
speed on the client relationship and engagement to facilitate an efficient transition. This has proven to be a
true differentiator for Weaver.

Continuing Professional Education
The firm’s continuing professional education (CPE) policy complies with the revised government auditing
standards requirement regarding formal education for professionals responsible for planning, conducting or
reporting on government audit engagements. All of the audit team members have met, and will continue
to meet, the generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS) requirement for CPE, which is 80
hours of CPE every two years, with a minimum of 20 hours of CPE in each year of that period and at least 24
hours relating to governmental audit environment.
Weaver provides extensive customized, in-house training on government auditing standards and firm audit
methodologies every year. Representative annual CPE courses offered to the proposed audit staff include:
 Single Audit Planning Considerations

 Single Audit Fieldwork (includes testing and reporting)
 Grant Compliance

 Sampling over Internal Controls over Compliance and Compliance

 2021 Yellow Book Update
This internal training is supplemented by external classes, workshops, seminars and conferences as needed
to meet CPE requirements and specific client needs.

All staff assigned to your engagement comply with requirements for professionals
who plan, conduct or report on government audit engagements.
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High Standards of Service
Focus on Local Government
We regularly send out client satisfaction and feedback surveys to all our clients to evaluate
the delivery of our services. In an effort to constantly improve, we are always ready to
integrate changes to our processes based on the feedback we receive.

As seen above, our local government clients have rated us highly on two key surveys. Our “Net Promoter
Score” indicates the likelihood a client would recommend our services to a friend or colleague. If they rate
us a 9 or 10, that indicates they would be strongly likely to recommend Weaver. Our 98% Client Satisfaction
score represents that 98% of our local government clients are satisfied or highly satisfied with our service.
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Diversity, Inclusion and Culture
Weaver is committed to creating a work environment that values the contributions of its
employees, embraces their diverse backgrounds, cultures and experiences and implements
diversity principles and practices.
Our workplace diversity policy recognizes that we all have different qualities, skills, values, qualifications,
experiences and beliefs. Valuing and embracing these differences can enhance our work environment,
overall organizational performance and the community in which we live.
Workplace diversity maintains the basic principles of Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) and the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission’s (EEOC) standards. Weaver’s workplace diversity plan includes
measures to address employment and related disadvantages of a number of identified groups.

Inspire: Weaver’s Inclusion Initiative
Promoting diversity among our staff helps position us as a stronger, more competitive firm in the
marketplace. We’ve created a firmwide, year-round inclusion initiative, called Inspire, which is focused on
attracting and retaining the next generation of leaders through visibility, progression and advocacy.
Inspire was launched in 2005 as a career development initiative designed to enhance recruitment and
retention efforts, while also promoting, motivating and advancing the careers of our female professionals to
whatever level they aspired. We recognize that the workforce is more diverse than ever, and all employees
face challenges that deserve a platform for discussion and support. So in 2018, the scope of Inspire evolved
to become inclusive of all people at Weaver, regardless of gender. Through Inspire, we lift up our entire
workforce with resources and programs that are as diverse as our people. In 2020, Weaver launched the
Impact Teams program, inviting staff-level organization of teams to address issues that concern our
employees. Four teams were created in the first six months:
Empower — To discuss specific challenges that women face in the accounting industry
Expand the Reach — To create awareness of under-represented people and channel recruiting efforts to
enable more diversity within business majors at universities
Courageous Conversations — To take steps to support multiculturalism in the workplace while educating our
employees and building a positive and inclusive work environment
LGBTQ+ Awareness and Networking — To support gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and queer employees,
as well as any other employees who want to work toward creating a more inclusive environment at Weaver
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6. Prior Engagements with the City of Bedford
Weaver has been the auditor of the City’s financial statements since 2017. Weaver has not been engaged
for any other engagements for the City. With the award of the new audit, we would continue to staff the
engagement from our Dallas and Fort Worth offices.

7. Similar Engagements with Government Entities
Our dedicated government practice is one of the largest industry practices in the firm and has the
experience you need to provide continued excellence in service. Weaver’s professionals perform audit and
advisory services for more than 300 government entities each year. The following is a sample list of
significant clients whom we have served.
Scope of Work

Dates

Annual
Hours

Sheri Kowalski, City Controller
214.670.3856
sheri.kowalski@dallascityhall.com

Financial Audit,
Single Audit,
Other Advisory

2009-2015;
2020Present

~5,000

Jennifer Ripka

Susan Sanders, Assistant Finance
Director
972.237.8097
ssanders@gptx.org

Financial Audit,
Single Audit

2006 Present

~900

Sara Dempsey

Jeff Litchfield
Director, Financial Services
972.721.2733
jlitchfield@cityofirving.org

Financial Audit,
Single Audit

2015 –
present

~1,100

City of
Lubbock

Jennifer Ripka

Blu Kostelich
Chief Financial Officer
806.775.2212
bkostelich@mylubbock.us

Financial Audit,
Single Audit

2019 –
present

~1,500

City of
McKinney

Jennifer Ripka

Trudy Mathis, Finance Director
972.547.7528
tmathis@mckinneytexas.org

Financial Audit,
Single Audit

2006-2014;
2020 –
present

~750

Client

Partner

City of
Dallas

Sara Dempsey

City of
Grand
Prairie
City of
Irving

Contact
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Representative Government/Government-Funded Clients
MUNICIPALITIES

City of Allen*/+
City of Bedford*/+
City of Colleyville*/+
City of Coppell*/+
City of Copperas Cove*/+
City of Corpus Christi*/#
City of Dallas*
City of Denton*/+
City of Euless*/+
City of Frisco*/+
City of Garland*/+
City of Georgetown*/+/#
City of Grand Prairie*/+
City of Houston#
City of Irving*/+
City of Keller*/+
City of Lewisville*/+
City of Lubbock*
City of McAllen*/+
City of McKinney*/+
City of Missouri City*/+
City of Moore, OK
City of Murphy+
City of Odessa*/+
City of Plano*/+
City of Port Arthur
City of Rowlett*/+
City of Saginaw*/+
City of Southlake*/#/+
City of Sugar Land*/+
City of the Colony*/+
City of Watauga*/+
City of Wylie*/+
Town of Highland Park+
Town of Fairview*/+
Town of Little Elm*/+

Midland County
Midland County Fresh Water Supply
District No. 1
Montgomery Central Appraisal
District
Montgomery County*/+
Montgomery County Hospital District
Odessa Development Corporation
Parker County*
Pecos County
Reeves County
Trinity Metro*
Trinity River Authority+
Williamson County */+

K-12 EDUCATION

Alvin ISD*/ +
Barbers Hill ISD*
Birdville ISD*/+
Bryan ISD*
Burleson ISD*/+
College Station ISD*
Conroe ISD*/+
Crowley ISD*
Cypress-Fairbanks ISD*/+/#
Dallas ISD*/+/#
Dayton ISD*
Duncanville ISD*
Region 4 Education Service Center*
Region 6 Education Service Center*
Region 11 Education Service Center*
Fort Worth ISD*/+/#
Frisco ISD*/+/#
Grand Prairie ISD*/+
Hempstead ISD*
Highland Park ISD*
Houston ISD*/#
Hurst-Euless-Bedford ISD*/+
Irving ISD*/+/#
LOCAL/REGIONAL ENTITIES
Jasper ISD*
Los Angeles County Employees Retirement
Keller ISD*
Association
Klein ISD*/+
Bethany Special Utility District
Liberty ISD*
Bexar Appraisal District
Leon ISD
Brushy Creek Regional Utility Authority
Mesquite ISD*
Capital Metropolitan Transportation Authority
New Caney ISD
Central Texas Council of Governments*/+
Central Texas Workforce Development Board, Inc.* Northside ISD*/+
Onalaska ISD*
Coastal Water Authority
Orangefield ISD*
Crane County Utility District
Pasadena ISD */+
Dallas County Park Cities Municipal Utility District
Pflugerville ISD*/+
Dallas County Utility and Reclamation District
Plano ISD*/+
Denton County Transit Authority*/+/#
Sheldon ISD*
Ector County Appraisal District
Shepherd ISD*
Ector County Hospital District#
Splendora ISD*
Fort Bend County MUD 58
Rockwall ISD*
Guadalupe County*/+/ #
Tarkington ISD*
Houston-Galveston Area Council#
Texas City ISD*
Irving Flood Control District
Tomball ISD*/+
Lower Colorado River Authority#
Waco ISD*/#
Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County

Willis ISD*
Wichita Falls ISD*

STATE GOVERNMENT

California State Teachers’ Retirement System#
Cancer Prevention & Research Institute of
Texas#
Employee Retirement System of Texas#
State Bar of Texas#
Texas Board of Law Examiners
Texas Council for Developmental Disabilities#
Texas Department of Information Resources#
Texas Department of Insurance#
Texas Department of Licensing & Regulation#
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles#
Texas General Land Office#
Texas Health and Human Services
Commission#
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board#
Texas Lottery Commission#
Texas Medical Board#
Texas Municipal Retirement System#
Texas Permanent School Fund
Texas State Auditor's Office#
Texas State Board of Pharmacy#
Texas State Library & Archives Commission#
Texas Veterans Commission#
Texas Water Development Board#
Texas Windstorm Insurance Assoc.#

HIGHER EDUCATION

Alamo Colleges District#
Austin Community College District*/#
Blinn College#
College of the Mainland#
Del Mar College#
Dallas Baptist University*
Kilgore College*
Lamar University*
Lone Star College*/#
Prairie View A&M
Tarleton State University#
Tarrant County College District*/#
Texas A&M University System#
Texas A&M International University#
Texas A&M – Commerce#
Texas A&M – Corpus Christi
Texas Southern University#
Tyler Junior College#
University of Houston – Clear Lake
University of North Texas System#
University of Texas System#
University of Texas at Arlington#
University of Texas at Dallas
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Texas Permian Basin#
UT MD Anderson#
UT Southwestern Medical Center#

* Single Audits | + Recipient of GFOA Award for Excellence in Financial Reporting | # Internal Control and/or IT Audit
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8. Specific Audit Approach
Communication Approach
Throughout the audit and all year, Weaver will communicate with you openly and often. We want to be a
resource to help answer your questions and help you prepare to implement new reporting standards.
During the audit itself, the Weaver team will hold these meetings with management and, when
appropriate, with those charged with governance:









An engagement planning meeting to
discuss prior audits and learn your
expectations for the upcoming audit
Progress conferences at least once weekly
during fieldwork to discuss work in progress
and open items. Sample Progress Report
on the next page.
Regular verification of questions,
assumptions and findings, giving City
management sufficient time to research
and respond
Exit conferences at the conclusion of
fieldwork
Presentations of the final audit report and
management letter for key stakeholders

We will also use these communications to:
Provide technical updates and discuss how they affect the City
Learn about changes in your forward-looking strategies as we look to the next season
 Understand your overall satisfaction to date
We will keep you informed of any significant events that arise during the course of the engagement.
Whenever there is a question or a potential issue, we will immediately bring it to your attention, seek your
confirmation of the data and ask about any relevant circumstances, and we encourage you to do the
same.



Midyear Consultations
At Weaver, we consider ourselves your auditor all year round, not just during the audit season. We do more
than accept questions throughout the year — we encourage you to reach out to us whenever you need
to.
Year-round consultations with your engagement partner and manager will be provided to you at no
additional cost, a benefit of which we encourage you to take advantage. Calling us with questions in May
can save significant time in September.
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Key Activities
Phase 1: Planning & Risk Assessment

BEYOND THE AUDIT

To start, our team will meet with you to understand your
operations and processes, compile our document
request list, provide access to our client portal, identify
and confirm potential risks and calculate a preliminary
estimate of materiality. Finally, we will develop key
parameters for the audit, including:

What makes Weaver different? We
strive to provide ongoing value
beyond mere “check the box”
compliance, including:

Audit objectives
 Staffing and responsibilities, including manager
and partner supervision
 Application of analytical procedures
 Schedules and hour budgets by audit area
 Materiality levels used for planning
 A risk assessment by audit area
In developing our audit plan, we will continue to
consider aspects of your operations that could affect
the audit scope and approach, such as organizational
structure; governing laws and regulations; annual
budget and sources of revenue; number of employees;
and any significant events during the past year that
might have affected your financial processes.













TECHNOLOGY IN
THE AUDIT

A knowledgeable engagement team
that can alert you to pending
changes and coach you through
them
Professionals at every level who
understand government auditing and
accounting standards and the special
requirements of governmental entities
Year-round access to consultation
and advice from well-informed
industry leaders
Free admission to Weaver’s annual
day of continuing professional
education designed specifically for
our public-sector clients
Confidence in the results of your audit

Weaver’s secure portal enables our team and yours to share,
review, store and track all items related to the engagement. We
can also download financial data directly into our audit software to
prepare trial balances, perform analytical procedures and prepare
the financial statements. To further increase efficiency and
accuracy, we can even leverage our in-house data analytics team
to analyze 100 percent of selected data.

As an integral part of our audit planning, we complete annual reviews of internal controls, the City’s
operations and accounting processes. This in-depth understanding of the City’s operations and accounting
processes is essential for continuing to perform a thorough, efficient and effective audit. It also helps us
make relevant, valuable management comments.
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Phase 2: Control Documentation & Preliminary Fieldwork
During this phase we work to understand your internal control structure, determine laws and regulations
subject to testing and perform audit sampling.

Understanding Internal Control Structure
As an integral part of our audit planning, we complete narratives relating to internal control, the City’s
operations and accounting processes. This in-depth understanding of the City’s operations and accounting
processes will assist us in performing a more thorough, efficient and effective audit as well as enable us to
make valuable management comments. We will ensure an adequate understanding of your internal
controls related to the control environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and
communication and monitoring. The better we understand your organization, the more helpful our
management comments and recommendations will be. As an existing audit client the engagement team
already has an understanding of the City’s current internal control structure which allows City personnel to
reduce the time spent walking the team through processes and procedures.
This will be accomplished by:





Reviewing controls and determining whether they have been placed in operation
Assessing the materiality of the significant transaction cycles
Test internal control over identified transaction cycles
Evaluating the risk factors that could affect the scope of testing

Determining Laws & Regulations Subject to Testing
We will consider the effects of laws and regulations that have a direct and material effect on the
determination of amounts in the financial statements. To do this, we will:





Discuss applicable laws and regulations with the City’s representatives and legal
counsel, if indicated
Utilize information from prior-year work papers
Review certain grants and contracts
Obtain written representations from management

Assessment of IT System Controls
Because you rely so heavily on your IT systems for processing transactions and presenting financials, our IT
advisory professionals can assess the design of your IT environment that supports financial reporting. We can
focus on business areas that are mission-critical to the City. These are areas that may impact your ability to
perform financial reporting or continue operations.

Single Audit Testing (as Required)
In years the City expendsfederal financial assistance in excess of $750,000, we will consider the direct and
material internal controls over compliance and compliance requirements for testing in accordance with
Uniform Guidance. These additional internal control categories address whether:


Transactions are properly recorded and calculated to:
o Permit the preparation of reliable financial statements and federal reports
o Maintain accountability over assets
o Demonstrate compliance with laws, regulations, and other compliance requirements
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Transactions are executed in compliance with:
o Laws, regulations, and the provisions of contracts or grant agreements that could have a
direct and material effect on a federal program
o Any other laws and regulations identified in the Compliance Supplement
 Funds, property, and other assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition
Specific direct and material compliance requirements for major federal financial assistance
programs have been complied with:
o Period of performance
o Activities allowed or unallowed
o Procurement and suspension and
o Allowable costs/cost principles
debarment
o Cash management
o Program income
o Eligibility
o Reporting
o Equipment and real property
o Subrecipient monitoring
management
o Special tests and provisions
o Matching, level of effort,
earmarking
After examining internal controls over compliance requirements for major programs, Weaver will test each
program’s compliance in order to offer an opinion regarding the City’s compliance with the direct and
material requirements of each major program. We are also highly experienced in performing state single
audits. If required, we offer these services in accordance with Uniform Grant Management Standards
(UGMS).


Audit Sampling Approach
The nature and size of the City’s operations will require us to design procedures to include sampling
applications. All sampling will be performed in accordance with AU Section 530 and the AICPA audit guide,
“Audit Sampling.” Sampling applications may be used for these areas:
Tests of internal controls over financial reporting
 Tests of controls over compliance requirements of major federal or state financial assistance
programs, as applicable
 Tests of compliance with major federal or state financial assistance program requirements, as
applicable
 Substantive tests of account-balance details
The determination of tests of controls for transaction cycles will be determined by our evaluation of the
design and effectiveness of your accounting controls. Our approach to tests of accounting controls will use
tolerable rates of deviation and a 90 percent confidence level. The number of transactions tested will
ultimately be determined by our expected rates of deviation and our control risk assessment. The specific
items to be tested will be chosen randomly.


Determining Sample Sizes
The size of samples cannot be determined in advance for substantive tests of details of account balances.
Weaver uses a nonstatistical sampling approach based on statistical theory, as widely used throughout the
audit profession. This methodology uses the concepts of tolerable misstatement, risk of material
misstatement, other substantive procedure risk, individually significant transactions and account balance in
determining the sample size.
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Phase 3: Final Fieldwork
After you complete the year-end closing of accounts, our
team will begin final fieldwork. This is the time when we
perform most of the substantive tests on your data and
prepare our audit work papers. During this time, the
auditors will:
Perform audit tests and complete preparation of
audit work papers
 Complete audit programs, procedures and
conclusions
 Discuss audit findings and adjust entries with your
management
 Obtain attorney letters
Throughout this phase — and throughout our entire
relationship with you — Weaver will remain in close
communication with your management through weekly
status update meetings. Our goal is a “no-surprises” audit.
Therefore, whenever there is a question or a potential
issue, we will immediately bring it to your attention, seek
your confirmation of the data and ask about any relevant
circumstances.


Substantive Procedures
Weaver determines the audit approach and the specific
procedures performed for various financial statement
accounts and transactions based on our experience and
our understanding of your unique operations. We tailor
these procedures to your specific accounting system and
controls in order to perform the audit thoroughly and
efficiently. The financial objectives of these procedures
are to provide reasonable assurance that you will be able
to process, summarize and report financial data consistent
with management’s assertions. Those assertions cover
classes of transactions, year-end account balances, and
presentation and disclosure of financial data.

PREPARED BY CLIENT (PBC)
REQUESTS
We recognize that the City’s staff manages
finances of a multimillion-dollar enterprise;
our objective is to allocate to you only those
tasks that will result in the greatest costefficiency overall.
For any and all requests for information, we
will give the City adequate lead-time for
their preparation. We will deliver a request list
no later than July 31st..
When we conclude our interim fieldwork in
your office, we will deliver a list of any
additional items for final fieldwork based on
our understanding of controls and
operations developed during the interim
fieldwork. We do not utilize standard
templates; rather, whenever possible we will
work with schedules already prepared by
management.
Based on our understanding of the City’s
accounting and financial reporting the PBC
list would be similar to prior audits, updated
for any items subsequently received that
could be added to the list and items that do
not add meaningful value will be removed.
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Analytical Procedures
During your audit, we examine more than pieces of data in
isolation. We also analyze the interrelationships of financial
and nonfinancial data. Our extensive use of analytical
procedures offers a natural extension to the process of
understanding the City’s operations. As we develop this
understanding, we determine what ratios, relationships and
internal or external data management tools will be useful in
identifying and monitoring risks.
The exact analytical procedures performed for the City will
be determined during the planning process, based on our
experience and examination of your accounting systems
and operations. Common procedures include trend analysis,
ratio analysis and predictive or “reasonableness” tests.
For example, depending on the specifics of your data and
processes, we may:
Compare financial information with comparable
prior periods, taking into account any known or
expected changes from the budget. For example,
we will compare revenues and expenditures with
comparable previous periods and balances,
looking for unexpected variations
 Compare actual with anticipated results (for
example, budget-versus-actual comparison of
revenues and expenditures)
 Evaluate relationships among different elements
within the period, such as receivables in relation to
billings, or revenues in relation to costs
 Analyze financial information in light of relevant
nonfinancial information (growth, political changes,
new regulatory requirements, etc.)
 Perform automated data analysis (data mining)
using audit command language (ACL) and similar
tools
Weaver typically pursues analytic procedures at depth in
these areas:







Salaries and benefits
Cash disbursements
Depreciation
Certain revenues and expenditures

Any unexpected variations are researched for explanations and then corroborated by reviewing
supporting information.
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Phase 4: Financial Review and Quality Control
After fieldwork is complete, the engagement partner will review the entire engagement,
with particular attention to significant audit areas. In addition, the draft report and work
papers will be reviewed by the technical review partner to determine the completeness
with which the engagement has been performed. The auditor’s review will determine
whether judgments made by others are reasonable in relation to the supporting data and
to generally accepted accounting principles, auditing standards, and firm policy.
Weaver will also prepare the City’s Annual Comprehensive Financial Report during this phase. We utilize our
engagement software to link your financial statements and supporting schedules to our audited electronic
trial balance database. This use of technology, combined with our experience preparing Annual
Comprehensive Financial Reports such as the City’s, allows us to streamline the preparation process as
balances can be easily verified and cross-checked and any necessary changes can be made quickly. The
Annual Comprehensive Financial Report will be reviewed by the engagement manager, and the
engagement and technical review partners who are both members of the GFOA Special Review
Committee.
We will discuss and confirm our findings with appropriate City staff whenever we discover an area of
potential concern. In addition, we will review draft findings and recommendations with you throughout the
engagement. At the reporting stage, there should be no surprises. Review and quality control tasks include:
Engagement partner review of all work papers to ensure compliance with technical standards
Technical review of all work papers
 Performing any final analytical procedures
 A client conference to review financial statements, the auditor’s opinion and preliminary
management letter comments
 Obtaining written representations from management
Weaver will create and maintain all necessary information and documentation, including accounting
records related to services and payment, for at least five years after the engagement, or until any audit of
records or litigation concerning any services has been satisfactorily resolved, whichever occurs later. We will
also make available to any authorized representatives and their entities necessary, relevant information.



Phase 5: Reporting
Throughout the audit, if we become aware of irregularities or illegal acts, we will make an immediate,
written report of those acts to management. After our internal reviews have confirmed the audit is
complete, you have reviewed the draft reports, and we have incorporated your management responses
and related information, Weaver will issue the final audit documents (printed copies and electronic files),
including:


Independent Auditor’s Reports, including:
o A report on the fair presentation of the financial statements as well as the fair presentation
of the financial statement of individual funds and account groups in relation to the generalpurpose financial statements taken as a whole in conformity with GAAP.
o A report on compliance with applicable laws and regulations, including those related to
major and non-major federal and state financial assistance programs.
o A letter to management regarding any reportable conditions found during the audit.
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Weaver will present our findings to the parties you designate. At that time, we will explain our findings,
present practical recommendations for improvement (if needed) and answer your questions. The
engagement partner and manager will also bring these reports to meetings as requested. This provides your
leaders with the opportunity to ask questions directly and enables us to explain our recommendations and
any unusual findings.

Weaver’s Audit Insights are designed to convey the
most essential results of the audit, without excessive
accounting jargon. It also presents information on
financial trends over time, strengths and opportunities
and looming changes.
We will ensure City leaders are informed of the following
information, as well as any other items required by audit
standards:
The auditor's responsibility under generally accepted auditing standards and government auditing
standards
 Difficulties encountered in performing the audit
 Disagreements with management
 Major issues discussed with management prior to retention
 Management consultation with other accountants
 Management judgments and accounting estimates
 Other information in documents containing audited financial statements
 Significant accounting policies
 Significant audit adjustments
All working papers and reports will be retained for a minimum of five (5) years, unless Weaver is notified in
writing by the City of the need to extend the retention period. We will make working papers available, upon
request, to the City and any additional parties you designate.


9. Identification of Anticipated Potential Audit Problems
Given our understanding of your systems, reporting requirements, staff and goals, Weaver does not
anticipate any audit problems. We work to preemptively identify potential sources of delay through a
comprehensive planning process, including an initial audit planning meeting with management to:





Discuss changes from the prior year
Prepare a comprehensive document itemizing significant timelines and milestones
Delineate responsibilities

With early planning and partner involvement from the start, we have found that we can plan preventive
measures and plan potential workarounds if necessary before work even begins. We also communicate
frequently so that any unexpected issues or delays that arise during the course of the engagement, are
addressed immediately. Our integrated firm organization also enables partners to draw staff from other
offices when needed to keep audits on schedule or address difficult technical challenges.
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10. Report Format (Sample Reports)
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Required Forms
Appendix A: Proposer Guarantees
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Appendix B: Proposer Warranties
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Appendix C: Form CIQ
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AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Cheryl Taylor, P.E., Director of Public Works

Council Mission Area:

DATE: 04/26/22

Protect the vitality of neighborhoods.

ITEM:
Consider a resolution approving an amendment to the interlocal agreement with Tarrant County,
Texas for road resurfacing services, which amends the original agreement by replacing Forest Ridge
Drive with Northridge Drive; authorizing the City Manager of the City of Bedford, Texas, to sign such
amendment; and providing an effective date.

City Attorney Review: Yes

SUMMARY:
The original interlocal agreement was for Tarrant County to repave Harwood Road and Forest Ridge
Drive. The utility project on Forest Ridge is still under construction and will not be complete in
time for the county to pave in May. Forest Ridge Drive would be resurfaced in the summer of 2022
after the utility construction is complete utilizing the miscellaneous asphalt contract with
Reynolds Asphalt.

BACKGROUND:
The City of Bedford partners with Tarrant County Precinct 3 for street improvements annually. The
original Interlocal Agreement between the City and Tarrant County was approved on March 8, 2022
for the paving of Harwood Road and Forest Ridge Drive. Field investigations confirmed that the
existing sanitary sewer line under Forest Ridge still needs to be replaced, and the installation will not
be complete in time to coordinate paving with Tarrant County. Tarrant County agreed to prepare the
First Amendment to the Interlocal Agreement to replace Forest Ridge Drive with Northridge Drive
from Harwood Road to the Hurst City Limit.
If approved, the City will be responsible for the cost of services as described below:
•

Hot Mix Asphalt Concrete (HMAC) mill and overlay on Northridge Drive, from Harwood Road
to approximately 130 feet south of Shady Lake Drive (Bedford/Hurst City Limits) for a total of
nearly 3,333 square yards.

Tarrant County will provide the labor and equipment and the City will pay for paving materials, milling,
fuel, and traffic control.
Paving of Harwood Road and Northridge Drive is scheduled to begin May 2022. Milling of Harwood
Road and Northridge Drive will begin the last week of April and is anticipated to be completed in 3045 days, weather permitting.
Funding for Northridge Drive will be from the Street Improvement Economic Development
Corporation FY21/22 operating budget for neighborhood streets. The cost adjustment will be less
than the original Interlocal Agreement that included Forest Ridge Drive.
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RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
Approval of a resolution approving an amendment to the interlocal agreement with Tarrant County,
Texas for road resurfacing services, which amends the agreement by replacing Forest Ridge Drive
with Northridge Drive; authorizing the City Manager of the City of Bedford, Texas, to sign such
amendment; and providing an effective date.

FISCAL IMPACT:

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

Resolution
First Amendment to Interlocal Agreement
Map
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-

A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN AMENDMENT TO THE INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT WITH
TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS FOR ROAD RESURFACING SERVICES, WHICH AMENDS THE
AGREEMENT BY CANCELLING THE PROJECT LOCATED AT FOREST RIDGE DRIVE AND ADDING
A PROJECT LOCATED AT NORTHRIDGE DRIVE; AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER OF THE CITY
OF BEDFORD, TEXAS, TO SIGN SUCH AMENDMENT; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City of Bedford, Texas is a Home Rule municipality acting under its Code of
Ordinances adopted by the electorate pursuant to Article XI, of the Texas Constitution and Chapter
9 of the Local Government Code; and,
WHEREAS, on March 8, 2022, the City Council of Bedford, Texas (“City Council”) entered into an
Interlocal Agreement (“ILA”) with Tarrant County, Texas (“the County”) to obtain the County’s
assistance with resurfacing certain parts of Harwood Road and Forest Ridge Drive within the City
of Bedford; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that the ILA project locations should be amended to
cancel the component of the project located on Forest Ridge Drive and to add a project located on
certain parts of Northridge Drive; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that the County’s responsibilities under the ILA should
be amended to delete any responsibilities as to the Forest Ridge Drive location and to add
responsibilities for asphalt surfacing and jobsite cleaning as to the Northridge Drive location.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS:
SECTION 1.

That the findings above are found to be true and correct, and are incorporated herein
in their entirety.

SECTION 2.

That the amendments removing the project location and responsibilities as to Forest
Ridge Drive and adding the project location and responsibilities as to Northridge
Drive are hereby approved.

SECTION 3.

That the City Manager is authorized to execute the First Amendment to the Interlocal
Agreement with Tarrant County, Texas for road resurfacing assistance in order to
effectuate the amendments described herein.

SECTION 4.

That this resolution shall be in full force and effect from and after its date of passage,
and it is so resolved.

PRESENTED AND PASSED this 26th day of April 2022, by a vote of __ ayes, __ nays, and __
abstentions, at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas.

__________________________________
Michael Boyter, Mayor
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Michael Wells, City Secretary
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THE STATE OF TEXAS
FIRST AMENDMENT TO
INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT
COUNTY OF TARRANT
WHEREAS on April 5, 2022, the Commission’s Court approved through
Court Order No. 137859, Tarrant County, Texas (“COUNTY”) and the City of
Bedford (“CITY”) entered into an Interlocal Agreement (“ILA”) for the COUNTY’s
assistance to:
•

Resurface Harwood Road located within the City of Bedford from
Oak Valley Drive to Bedford/Hurst City Limits (Approximately 8,988
linear feet).

•

Resurface Forest Ridge Drive located within the City of Bedford
from 350 ft North of Harwood Road to 150 ft North of Bedford Road
(Approximately 2,967 linear feet).

Collectively, hereinafter referred to as the “Project”.

NOW, THEREFORE, the COUNTY and the CITY desire to amend the Agreement
to cancel the Forest Ridge Drive PROJECT location and add the following
additional PROJECT location:
•

Resurface Northridge Drive located within the City of Bedford from
Harwood Road to approximately 130 ft north of Shady Lake Drive
(Bedford/Hurst City Limits). (Approximately 1,200 linear feet).

AND, WHEREAS, the COUNTY’s Responsibilities will be amended to delete
Forest Ridge Drive and include:
•

North Ridge Drive: Following any pavement repairs and removal of
the existing hot mix asphaltic surface by the CITY, the COUNTY will
place two inches of asphalt surface and clean the project jobsite.

All other conditions and requirements of the ILA remain the same.
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TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS

CITY OF BEDFORD

_______________________________
B. Glen Whitley
County Judge

___________________________
Jim Stathatos
City Manager

Date: ________________________

Date: ______________________

_______________________________
Gary Fickes
Commissioner, Precinct 3

___________________________
Cheryl Taylor, P.E.
Director of Public Works

Date: ________________________

Date: ______________________

Attest:
___________________________
APPROVED AS TO FORM*

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY

_________________________________
Criminal District Attorney’s Office*

__________________________________
City Attorney

* By law, the Criminal District Attorney’s
Office may only approve contracts for its
clients. We reviewed this document as to
form
from
our
client’s
legal
perspective. Other parties may not rely on
this approval. Instead, those parties should
seek contract review from independent
counsel.
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TARRANT COUNTY COOPERATIVE
HARWOOD ROAD AND NORTHRIDGE DRIVE
PAVING IMPROVEMENTS
Prepared by City of Bedford Public Works Engineering Department

PROJECT AREA

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Jimmy Stathatos, City Manager

Council Mission Area:

DATE: 04/26/22

Be responsive to the needs of the community.

ITEM:
Consider a resolution of the City of Bedford, Texas approving the American Rescue Plan Act
Appropriation Plan; and recognizing and appropriating expenditures within the Fiscal Year 2022
Coronavirus Local Fiscal Recovery Fund Budget.

City Attorney Review: N/A

SUMMARY:
On May 10, 2021, the U.S. Department of the Treasury announced the launch of the Coronavirus State
and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds, established by the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA), to
provide emergency funding for eligible state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments, to support the
immediate pandemic response, bring back jobs, and lay the groundwork for a strong and equitable
recovery. Staff is proposing projects that support the ARPA plan, with the desire that the plan will
provide a framework for a strong and equitable recovery for all residents.

BACKGROUND:
The proposed projects are based on the allowable uses as authorized by the U.S. Department of the
Treasury and the City’s current needs. The City received quotes (or preliminary estimates) on the
projects below; therefore, the proposed projects are ready for implementation. The total cost of the
proposed projects is $373,648.

PROPOSED PROJECTS
POLICE:
Furniture (Records/Property/CID)
Patrol Rifle Lockers
Property Room (Update)
Crime Scene (Update)
Door Control Security Improvement
Expandable Wall (Replacement)
Technolory
Ice Maker/Water
Public Service Officer Unit Restructure
Telestaff Scheduling Software (Public Safety)

$25,790
$20,160
$15,200
$33,500
$11,000
$19,420
$13,980
$8,760
$53,190
$43,920

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY:
Dell Desktops(40) & Laptops(60) via GTS

$128,728

TOTAL

$373,648
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POLICE PROJECTS - $147,810:
The Police Department request is to finalize the current renovation of the Law Enforcement
Center. The Department would like to install lockers in the equipment room that will allow Patrol
Officers to secure their patrol rifles when not in use, enhance the door security system, update the
property/evidence and crime scene rooms, improve technology capabilities in the Police Emergency
Operations Center/Training Room that will allow for more efficient operations during large incidents,
and an improved classroom environment. The Department is also seeking to add an ice/water
fountain, which the Department currently does not have.
The Police Department is seeking funding to assist the Public Service Officer (PSO) program in
returning to a visible patrol function. Currently, the PSO program is restricted to the station and has
a limited impact on the community. The increased visibility of a civilian officer will assist in deterring
criminal activity, reduce the call load impact on Patrol Officers, and allow another avenue for the
Department to interact with the community. The Department is seeking approval to purchase a
marked patrol unit for the PSO’s along with uniforms, body-worn cameras, and protective equipment
to allow them to efficiently perform their duties.
Also, the Department is seeking approval for the funding of Telestaff scheduling software that will
allow for more efficient time management, documentation, and analysis of employees’ time. The
Telestaff scheduling software integrates with the Human Resources payroll system. The software
allows for the seamless and efficient management of public safety schedules, communications, and
timekeeping. The software includes capabilities that support automated shift bidding, vacation
bidding, and deployment of personnel. Additionally, there is automatic notification of overtime and
off-duty assignments that allow for direct sign-up by personnel. This software is designed
specifically for public safety agencies due to the uniqueness of schedules and necessary processes
involved with timekeeping.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- $128,728:
The City of Bedford has a very old fleet of desktop and laptop computers. The average age of the
desktops and laptops in the City, excluding PD and Fire, is more than four years. Information
Technology (IT) industry best practice recommends replacing computers on a three or four year
cycle. The City has pushed beyond those guidelines. The proposed solution is purchasing 40
desktops and 60 laptops using Dell products as the City is standardized on that product line for
consistent support and management. Additionally, the City will utilize GTS, a Dell partner, to deploy
the computers and handle the disposal of the old hardware. GTS will sanitize the hard drives to the
Department of Defense standards to clear City data. This will allow the rapid deployment of
computers that would otherwise take Bedford IT many months to complete.
FISCAL IMPACT:
The total cost associated with this proposal is $373,648. The total ARPA expenditures previously
approved by City Council equates to $4,935,600.26. The total proposed and approved projects to date
equates to $5,309,248.26. Additional projects are in the planning stage and additional details will be
presented during future City Council meetings.

APPROVED ARPA

10/12/21

$

1,531,948.00

APPROVED ARPA

11/23/21

$

2,193,000.00

APPROVED ARPA

1/25/22

$

164,200.00

APPROVED ARPA

3/8/22

FIRE

$

74,201.13

APPROVED ARPA

3/8/22

FIRE

$

31,251.13

APPROVED ARPA

3/22/22

$

941,000.00

PROPOSED

4/26/22

$

373,648.00

$

5,309,248.26

TOTAL
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND:
On May 10, 2021, the U.S. Department of the Treasury announced the launch of the Coronavirus State
and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds, established by the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA), to
provide emergency funding for eligible state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments, to support the
immediate pandemic response, bring back jobs, and lay the groundwork for a strong and equitable
recovery. In Texas, both large cities – entitlement cities (populations over 50,000) and small cities
and towns – non-entitlement units of local government (populations under 50,000, which includes
the City of Bedford) have received ARPA funding allocations. In total, small cities, including Bedford
in Texas have been allocated approximately $1.38 billion.
Fiscal Recovery Funds are intended to provide support to state, local, and tribal governments in
responding to the impact of COVID-19 and in their efforts to contain the negative impacts of the
COVID-19 Pandemic on their communities, residents, and businesses. The Fiscal Recovery Funds
build on and expand the support provided to governments over the last year, including the
Coronavirus Relief Fund (CRF).
The permitted uses of the funds, are prescribed and limited as follows:
a) To respond to the public health emergency or its negative economic impacts, including assistance
to households, small businesses, and nonprofits, or aid to impacted industries such as tourism,
travel, and hospitality;
b) To respond to workers performing essential work during the COVID-19 public health emergency
by providing premium pay to eligible workers;
c) For the provision of government services to the extent of the reduction in revenue due to
the COVID-19 public health emergency relative to revenues collected in the most recent full fiscal
year prior to the emergency; and
d) To make necessary investments in water, sewer, or broadband infrastructure.
The City of Bedford received a funding allocation of $12,153,653.02 in Fiscal Recovery Funds based
on the report issued by the U.S. Department of the Treasury. The first payment, equal to one half of
the City’s allocation in the amount of $6,076,826.51, was received by the City on August 23, 2021.
ARPA requires that payments from the Fiscal Recovery Funds be used only to cover costs and
expenditures incurred by a local government by December 31, 2024. ARPA recipients must return
any funds not obligated by December 31, 2024, and any funds not expended to cover these
obligations by December 31, 2026.
The federal funds do not require a match and would be expended on programs that largely do not
represent ongoing obligations once the federal funds are fully expended. In that these federal funds
are intended to stimulate the economy, and the City’s investment of these funds would be aimed at
making the recipients and beneficiaries more self-sufficient, there should be a positive fiscal,
economic, and tax generation impact on the City over the long term.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
Approval of a resolution of the City of Bedford, Texas approving the American Rescue Plan Act
Funding Appropriation Plan; and recognizing and appropriating expenditures within the Fiscal Year
2022 Coronavirus Local Fiscal Recovery Fund Budget.

FISCAL IMPACT:
FY2021-2022 BUDGET:
ARPA Grant Expenditures

ATTACHMENTS:
Resolution
$373,648
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS APPROVING THE AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN
ACT APPROPRIATION PLAN; AND RECOGNIZING AND APPROPRIATING EXPENDITURES WITHIN
THE FISCAL YEAR 2022 CORONAVIRUS LOCAL FISCAL RECOVERY FUND BUDGET.
WHEREAS, on May 10, 2021, the U.S. Department of the Treasury announced the launch of the
Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds, established by the American Rescue Plan Act
of 2021 (ARPA), to provide emergency funding for eligible state, local, territorial, and Tribal
governments, to support the immediate pandemic response, bring back jobs, and lay the
groundwork for a strong and equitable recovery; and,
WHEREAS, as a result of the Pandemic, cities have been called on to respond to the needs of their
communities; and,
WHEREAS, ARPA funds are intended to provide support to state, local, and tribal governments in
responding to the impact of COVID-19; and,
WHEREAS, on August 23, 2021, Bedford, Texas received the first appropriation of ARPA funding in
the amount of $6,076,826.51.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEDFORD, TEXAS:
SECTION 1. That the findings above are found to be true and correct, and are incorporated herein.
SECTION 2. That the City Council does hereby authorize the City Manager to use ARPA funds in a
manner consistent with the Department of Treasury’s guidance.
SECTION 3. That the City Council does hereby approve the following projects as part of the ARPA
Appropriation Plan:
PROPOSED PROJECTS
POLICE:
Furniture (Records/Property/CID)
Patrol Rifle Lockers
Property Room (Update)
Crime Scene (Update)
Door Control Security Improvement
Expandable Wall (Replacement)
Technolory
Ice Maker/Water
Public Service Officer Unit Restructure
Telestaff Scheduling Software (Public Safety)

$25,790
$20,160
$15,200
$33,500
$11,000
$19,420
$13,980
$8,760
$53,190
$43,920

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY:
Dell Desktops(40) & Laptops(60) via GTS

$128,728

TOTAL

$373,648

PRESENTED AND PASSED this 26th day of April 2022, by a vote of __ ayes, __ nays, and __
abstentions, at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bedford, Texas.

Michael Boyter, Mayor
ATTEST:

Michael Wells, City Secretary

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

DATE: 04/26/22

Michael Wells, City Secretary

Council Mission Area:

Encourage citizen involvement.

ITEM:
Consider a resolution appointing members to Bedford’s Citizen Boards and Commissions.

City Attorney Review: N/A

SUMMARY:
This item is to appoint members to the City’s Boards and Commissions.

BACKGROUND:
The Council interviewed applicants to serve on the Planning and Zoning Commission, the Street
Improvement Economic Development Corporation, and the combined Zoning Board of
Adjustment/Building and Standards Commission on April 19, 2022.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the following motion:
Approval of a resolution appointing members to Bedford’s Citizen Boards and Commissions.

FISCAL IMPACT:

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

Resolution

AGENDA

PRESENTER:

Michael Wells, City Secretary

DATE: 04/26/22

Council Request

ITEM:
Discussion and receive Council direction regarding changes to the City’s Boards and Commissions.

City Attorney Review: N/A

DISCUSSION:
At their strategic planning session on June 1, 2021, the City Council decided to examine the City’s
Boards and Commissions, including their purpose and goals, and modernize them as far as their
activities within the City. The Council then appointed Mayor Pro Tem Amy Sabol and
Councilmembers Ruth Culver and Rich Steves to a subcommittee at their meeting on November 23,
2021 to accomplish this task. This item is for the subcommittee to report on its findings and make
any recommendations to the Council as a whole.
The subcommittee reported their findings at the Council Meeting held on February 8, 2022. Amongst
the changes already implemented include combining the membership of the Building and Standards
Commission and the Zoning Board of Adjustment, as well as implementing a more thorough
application and interview process for those bodies as well as the Planning and Zoning Commission
and the Street Improvement Economic Development Corporation.
Other changes recommended by the subcommittee include those to the more community-type
boards. Before bringing forth any formal ordinance changes, staff would like Council’s direction and
approval on those changes. Attached are redline changes that include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limiting the terms of chairpersons to two, two-year terms, with clarification needed
The selection of the secretary by the staff liaison in conjunction with the chairperson
Deleting the Community Affairs Commission and renumbering the following sections
Changing the number of meetings to six per year
Changing the names of the respective bodies to “advisory boards”
Changing the number of members of the Cultural Affairs Advisory Board to five
Other changes for consistency and current practices

One of the changes recommended by the subcommittee was to combine the Beautification
Commission and the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board. Staff is seeking direction on if that is the
desire of the full Council and if so, a discussion on the best way to accomplish that goal.

ATTACHMENTS:
Redline Changes
Beautification /Parks and Rec Ordinance

AGENDA

DIVISION 1. - GENERALLY

Sec. 2-166. - Board, commission and committee appointment residency requirement.
Any person appointed by the city council to a city board or commission must reside within the city when
appointed, must have resided within this city for 12 consecutive months preceding the appointment and
when serving on such board or commission Any board, commission or committee with membership not
requiring residency within the city limits shall be exempt from the provisions of this section. Any city
employee serving as an ex officio member shall be exempt from the provisions of this section.

Deleted: . Any position on a city board or commission that
is specified by the creating ordinance as requiring operation
of a business within the city limits shall be exempt from the
provisions of this section.

Sec. 2-167. - Expiration of terms.

Deleted: or

Notwithstanding any other provision in this Code of Ordinance or Resolution, the terms of all board,
commission, and committee appointments shall continue until their respective successors have been
duly qualified and appointed. Prior to taking office, members of the ethics commission, the planning and
zoning commission, the building and standards commission and the zoning board of adjustment shall be
properly given an oath of office.
Sec. 2-168. - Meetings, agendas.
All board, commission and committee meetings shall be held in accordance with the Open Meetings Act.
Agendas for all meetings shall be prepared by the staff liaison and the appointed chairperson with input
from the council liaison.
Sec. 2-169. - Quorum.
A quorum for any board, committee or commission shall be established as a majority of regular
members. Alternate members may act in a regular member's absence to establish a quorum. Vacant
positions shall not be counted in determining a quorum.
Sec. 2-170. - Attendance.
Any member of a city board, commission or committee who has two absences within the fiscal year as
defined by section 4.01 of the Charter shall become eligible to be removed from said board, commission
or committee. Upon the second absence, the city secretary's office, in consultation with the
chairperson, may send a letter via certified mail to the member, copied to the board, commission or
committee chairperson, informing them that they are eligible to be removed and that they need to
contact the chairperson. The chairperson shall then have the discretion to recommend to the city
council that the member be removed from their respective board, commission or committee.
Sec. 2-171. - Serving on multiple boards, commissions or committees.
No person may concurrently serve on more than one standing board, commission or committee unless
their position is also a position on another standing board, commission or committee.
Sec. 2-172. - Subcommittees, meetings.

Deleted: shall
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Notwithstanding any other provisions within the Code of Ordinances unless specifically delegated by the
city council otherwise, all subcommittees for a board, commission or committee shall require approval
by the city council. No subcommittee shall be composed of a number of members to establish a quorum
of their respective board, commission or committee. All subcommittee meetings shall be held in
accordance with the Open Meetings Act, including the posting of agendas.
Sec. 2-173. - Officers.
Notwithstanding any other provisions within the Code of Ordinances, each board, commission or
committee shall have officers consisting of a chairperson, a vice chairperson and a secretary. The
chairperson shall be appointed by the council and be limited to two two-year terms serving as
chairperson. The vice chairperson shall be elected by the members of the board, commission or
committee. The chairperson and staff liaison shall select the secretary, who may be a member of the
board, commission, or committee, or a member of staff. A member of staff shall not become a member
of the board, commission or committee by virtue of serving as the secretary and shall not vote.
Sec. 2-174. - Requests for funding and/or staff time.
Any requests by a board, commission or committee to utilize city funds and/or labor by city staff shall be
made through their respective staff liaison.

DIVISION 2. – BEAUTIFICATION COMMISSION - SEEK COUNCIL DIRECTION

DIVISION 3. – CULTURAL AFFAIRS ADVISORY BOARD
Sec. 2-237. - Creation.
(a) There is hereby created a cultural affairs advisory board, which shall be composed of five members.
(b) Each member of the board will apply for membership on the board and be formally appointed by
the city council.
(c) Notwithstanding anything herein, all board members shall serve at the will of the city council and, as
such, any such board member may be removed by the majority vote of the city council at any time, in
the sole discretion of the city council, with or without cause.
Sec. 2-238. - Ex officio members.
One ex officio member shall be a member of the city council and shall serve as liaison between the
board and the city council. One ex officio member shall be the city manager or his/her designee.
Sec. 2-239. - Terms staggered.
Except for the ex officio members, the members of the cultural affairs advisory board shall serve for a
two-year period, commencing on October 1, or until their successors are duly appointed. The term of

Deleted: and secretary
Deleted: The term of office for each officer is one year.
Deleted: DIVISION 3. - COMMUNITY AFFAIRS COMMISSION¶
Sec. 2-226. - Creation.¶
(a)There is hereby created a community affairs commission,
which shall be composed of 12 members, five of which are
business owners in the city, one of which is a member of the
HEB Chamber of Commerce and six of which are
residents.(b)Each member of the commission will apply for
membership on the commission and be formally appointed
by the city council.(c)The member either needs to operate a
business within the city or meet the residency requirements
in order to qualify for appointment to this board.(d)In the
event that there are not enough qualified applicants that
are business owners, the city council may appoint applicants
that otherwise meet the residency requirements to those
positions.(e)Notwithstanding anything herein, all
commission members shall serve at the will of the city
council and, as such, any such commission member may be
removed by the majority vote of the city council at any time,
in the sole discretion of the city council, with or without
cause.¶
Sec. 2-227. - Ex officio members.¶
One ex officio member shall be a member of the city council
and shall serve as liaison between the commission and the
city council.¶
Sec. 2-228. - Terms staggered.¶
Except for the ex officio member, the members of the
community affairs commission shall serve for a two-year
period, commencing on October 1, or until their successors
are duly appointed. The term of the commissioners shall be
staggered so that six members of the commission shall be
appointed in even numbered years and six members in odd
numbered years. The ex officio member shall serve a oneyear term.¶
Sec. 2-229. - Powers and duties.¶
The community affairs commission shall:¶
...
Deleted: 4
Deleted: Deleted: COMMISSION
Deleted: commission
Deleted: nine
Deleted: seven of which are residents of the city and two
of which are from active Bedford arts organizations. The ...
Deleted: commission
Deleted: commission
Deleted: commission
Deleted: commission
Deleted: commission
Deleted: commission
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the board members shall be staggered so that four members of the commission shall be appointed in
even numbered years and three members in odd numbered years.

Deleted: commissioners

Sec. 2-240. - Purpose.
The purpose of the cultural affairs advisory board is to serve as an advisory body to the city council in
order to improve arts and culture in the City of Bedford. The board will enhance arts and culture in
Bedford by supporting the cultural district, developing strategic plans and reports, encouraging
arts/cultural related communication and awareness, researching and recommending priorities and
projects to the city council and assisting the City of Bedford with cultural programming. On an annual
basis, the board shall present a report to the city council regarding their activities.

Deleted: commission
Deleted: cultural commission

Deleted: commission

Sec. 2-241. - Meetings.
The cultural affairs advisory board shall meet a minimum of six times a year at a time and date to be
decided by the board. Attendance at meetings shall be regulated pursuant to section 2-170 of the Code
of Ordinances. A full and complete record of proceedings of this commission shall be kept on file with
the city secretary.

Deleted: commission
Deleted: as called
Deleted: commission

Sec. 2-242. - Subcommittees.
Subcommittees of the cultural affairs advisory board shall be determined by the board members to
meet the various cultural programming projects planned to be addressed. All subcommittee meetings
shall be held in accordance with the Open Meetings Act, including the posting of agendas.

Deleted: commission

DIVISION 4. - LIBRARY ADVISORY BOARD

Deleted: 5

Sec. 2-247. - Created, composition, appointment, terms.
There is hereby created a library advisory board to be composed of nine members appointed by the
council for two-year staggered terms, commencing on October 1, or until their successors are duly
appointed. At the expiration of each of the terms as provided for herein, a successor shall be appointed
for a term of two years. Vacancies shall be filled for any unexpired term in the same manner as provided
for regular appointments. Notwithstanding anything herein, all board members shall serve at the will of
the city council and, as such, any such board member may be removed by the majority vote of the city
council at any time, in the sole discretion of the city council, with or without cause.
Sec. 2-248. - Member qualifications.
All members of the library advisory board must be residents of the city and must have resided within
this city for 12 consecutive months preceding the appointment.
Sec. 2-249. - Organization.
A majority of the regularly appointed and qualified members shall constitute a quorum, and the board
shall adopt its own rules and order of business. There shall be one ex officio member of the city council
on this board and they shall serve as liaison between the board and the city council.
Sec. 2-250. - Meetings.

Deleted: commission
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The library advisory board shall meet a minimum of six times a year. All meetings shall be open to the
public. A full and complete record of proceedings of this board shall be kept on file with the city
secretary. Attendance at meetings shall be regulated pursuant to section 2-170 of the Code of
Ordinances.
Sec. 2-251. - Function.
The library advisory board shall serve as a consulting and advisory body. It shall be the duty of the library
board to act in an advisory capacity to the city manager and city council and to study and recommend
policies relating to the operation, promotion, enlargement and future planning of the city library. On an
annual basis, the board shall present a report to the city council regarding their activities.
Sec. 2-252. - Employees.
It shall be the duty of the library advisory board to secure applicants for the position of library director
and to interview the same, submitting favorable applications with recommendations to the city
manager, who shall have sole power to employ the same.
Sec. 2-253. - Agreements involving expenditures.
The library advisory board shall, before entering into any agreement for the expenditure of funds,
submit such proposed agreement to the city manager for review and approval. No such agreement shall
be finally executed unless approved by the city council.

DIVISION 6. PARKS AND RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD – SEEK COUNCIL DIRECTION

Deleted: at least once each month
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PART II - CODE OF ORDINANCES
Chapter 2 - ADMINISTRATION
ARTICLE IV. - BOARDS, COMMISSIONS AND COMMITTEES
DIVISION 2. BEAUTIFICATION COMMISSION

DIVISION 2. BEAUTIFICATION COMMISSION
Sec. 2-206. Composition.
(a)

There is hereby created a beautification commission which shall be composed of 11 members of the city
public at large.

(b)

There shall be two ex officio members of the commission as follows:
(1)

The city manager or a designee.

(2)

One councilmember appointed by the city council shall serve as an ex officio member and shall serve as
liaison between the commission and the city council.

(c)

The members of the beautification commission and their successors shall be appointed by the council for
two-year staggered terms, commencing on October 1, or until their successors are duly appointed. All
vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired term in the same manner as provided for the original
appointments. The members of the commission shall serve without compensation and must be residents of
the city and have resided within the city for 12 consecutive months preceding the appointment.
Notwithstanding anything herein, all commission members shall serve at the will of the city council and, as
such, any such commission member may be removed by the majority vote of the city council at any time, in
the sole discretion of the city council, with or without cause.

(d)

The beautification commission shall promulgate its own rules consistent with the ordinances of the city and
the laws of the state. The commission shall hold quarterly meetings and such special meetings as it deems
necessary. The members of the commission shall meet as soon after their appointments as practicable for
the purpose of organization. A full and complete record of proceedings of this commission shall be kept on
file with the city secretary. Meetings shall be held at the call of the chairman, or of the mayor, and at such
other times as the commission may determine. All meetings shall be open to the public as provided in the
Open Meetings Act (V.T.C.A., Government Code ch. 551). Attendance at meetings shall be regulated
pursuant to section 2-170 of the Code of Ordinances.

(e)

The beautification commission shall act as advisory body to the council in the creation and development of a
beautification program.

(f)

Any officer or employee or member of the board acting for the city in the discharge of prescribed duties shall
not thereby be rendered liable personally and is hereby relieved from all personal liability for any damage
that may accrue to persons or property as a result of any act required or permitted in the discharge of such
duties.

(Ord. No. 14-3098 , § 3, 8-12-14; Ord. No. 15-3115 , § 2, 1-13-15)

Sec. 2-207. Purpose.
(a)

The purpose of the beautification program will be to make the city a clean and attractive city in which to live,
to maintain a healthy environment, to educate the city's citizens as to the ongoing process of keeping their
city beautiful, and to generally beautify the city.
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(b)

The commission shall consider the following aspects of a potential beautification program and shall make
recommendations of each to the city council: landscaping of city rights-of-way and city property; award
programs for businesses and residential areas that beautify their areas through landscaping, maintenance,
the abatement of litter or other methods; voluntary recycling, including the promotion and education of the
need for recycling; the possibility of joining state or nation-wide groups that are focused on beautification;
and how to involve the general public, the school system, the business community and homeowners in a
beautification program.

(c)

On an annual basis, the commission shall present a report to the city council regarding their activities.

(Ord. No. 14-3098 , § 3, 8-12-14)

Sec. 2-208. Subcommittees.
There are hereby created the following subcommittees of the beautification commission: Adopt-A-Street,
Clean Up Bedford, and Chunk Your Junk. All subcommittee meetings shall be held in accordance with the Open
Meetings Act, including the posting of agendas.
(Ord. No. 14-3098 , § 3, 8-12-14)

Secs. 2-209—2-225. Reserved.

DIVISION 6. PARKS AND RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD
Sec. 2-259. Created; composition.
There is hereby created and established for the city a parks and recreation advisory board which shall be
composed of 11 members. There shall be one ex officio member of the city council on this board and they shall
serve as liaison between the board and the city council. All members must be residents of the city and must have
resided within this city for 12 consecutive months preceding the appointment.
(Ord. No. 14-3098 , § 3, 8-12-14)

Sec. 2-260. Appointment; terms; filling vacancies.
The members of the parks and recreation advisory board shall be appointed by the council for two-year
staggered terms, commencing on October 1, or until their successors are duly appointed. All vacancies shall be
filled for the unexpired term in the same manner as provided for the original appointments. Members of the board
shall serve without compensation. Notwithstanding anything herein, all board members shall serve at the will of
the city council and, as such, any such board member may be removed by the majority vote of the city council at
any time, in the sole discretion of the city council, with or without cause.
(Ord. No. 14-3098 , § 3, 8-12-14)

Sec. 2-261. Rules; meetings.
The parks and recreation advisory board shall promulgate its own rules consistent with the ordinances of the
city and laws of this state. The board shall hold regular monthly meetings, and such special meetings as it deems
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necessary. Attendance at meetings shall be regulated pursuant to section 2-170 of the Code of Ordinances. A full
and complete record of proceedings of this board shall be kept on file with the city secretary.
(Ord. No. 14-3098 , § 3, 8-12-14)

Sec. 2-262. Function.
The parks and recreation advisory board shall act as an advisory body to the council in the procurement,
development, supervision and administration of city public recreational activities within or without the city. On an
annual basis, the board shall present a report to the city council regarding their activities.
(Ord. No. 14-3098 , § 3, 8-12-14)

Secs. 2-263—2-265. Reserved.
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PRESENTER:

Jimmy Stathatos, City Manager

DATE: 04/26/22

Staff Report

ITEM:
Discussion and receive Council direction regarding the scope of the BRW Architects agreement to
design the Performing Arts Center.

City Attorney Review: N/A

DISCUSSION:
BRW architectural firm has provided three options for a Performing Arts Center. The three options,
as well as their respective costs, has been attached for your review. The options are a guide and can
be modified.
Based on Council’s direction, the architectural agreement will be brought to the May 10th Council
Meeting with funding options to pay for the project.

ATTACHMENTS:
Proposed Budgets for Three Program Options

AGENDA

$8.4M TOTAL BUDGET
- BASELINE PROGRAM

AGENDA

$9M TOTAL BUDGET
- LARGER MULTIPURPOSE
- ADDITIONAL MEETING ROOM

AGENDA

$10M TOTAL BUDGET
-

LARGER MULTIPURPOSE
LARGER DRESSING ROOMS
INCLUDES TICKET BOX OFFICE
AND CONCESSIONS
ADDITIONAL SITE IMPROVEMENTS

